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ABSTRACT

Voluntary Cleanup Programs (VCP) were created in the late 1980s and early
1990s as an option for cleanup and redevelopment of brownfield properties. Their
principle function is to oversee the cleanup of contaminated sites to acceptable levels and
in exchange they typically offer some form of liability relief to landowners and
developers associated with the site. Each state independently operates some form of a
VCP and has their own set of policies and procedures regarding the function of their
program. Each state administered program has indentified public participation as an
element of their process yet there is no uniform requirement or practice in how public
actors can become involved.
Public participation is a key component to nearly all federal and state
administered programs. There are several challenges in developing and implementing
effective forms of public participation including, but not limited to identifying potential
project stakeholders, engaging with them, processes of communication, identification and
mitigation of differences in power, establishing consensus, and evaluation of programs
that include some form of public participation. This research looks at the role of public
participation in state administered VCPs and what influences it may have on the cleanup
and/or remediation of brownfield sites. Each of the challenges presented here have been
investigated in context of state levels VCPs to identify a causal relationship between
public participation and changes made to cleanup and/or remediation plans for
brownfield projects that have gone through a VCP process.
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A survey of all state administered VCPs was conducted and the responses were
categorized to create a typology. The typology identifies four categories of public
participation ranging from weak public participation states to strong public participation
states. A series of four case studies were then conducted to further investigate what
actions of public participation typically occur in states that are representative of each
category. Each case study highlights the state administered program and then presents an
example project that has gone through the VCP process in that respective state.
Interviews of key personnel in the VCP, local communities, and other relevant entities
associated with either the state program or example project were conducted as a primary
means of collecting information. Archival records of each project were reviewed, site
investigations were conducted, and other sources of information such as newspapers, web
sources, and EPA records were included with this research to bolster the findings.
The findings of this research show that there is a positive relationship between
public participation and changes that are made to cleanup and/or remediation plans for
brownfield sites going through the VCP process. States that engages with greater
amounts of public participation demonstrated a greater amount of changes to the final
plans for that respective site. Local governments associated with each of the example
projects played a significant role in fostering public participations and it was discovered
that the state administered VCP typically ‘piggybacked’ on those actions; essentially
allowing them to take the lead in promoting engagement and interaction with public
actors. Some states meshed the local government process of public participation with
their own and some states did not; which directly corresponded to states expected to be
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stronger in public participation from the VCP typology. The implications of this research
speak to the role of public participation in state administered programs and its ability to
effectuate changes. State programs, local governments, communities surrounding
brownfield sites, and potential developers can all benefit from understanding how their
state implements public participation and its respective efficacy.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO BROWNFIELDS, VOLUNTARY CLEANUP PROGRAMS,
AND THE ROLE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Specific redevelopment of contaminated and underused properties known as
brownfields is a relatively recent phenomenon that has evolved considerably in just a
short time. Environmental policies have been created at the federal and state level since
the early 1980’s to protect natural resources and the environment from harmful acts by
humans; however, the consequential result has been the avoidance of contaminated or
derelict lands for redevelopment. Due to this condition, state and local governments have
become increasingly responsible for creating their own policies that not only include
cleanup of environmentally affected sites, but also include guidelines and programs with
the intention of attracting private investment (DeSousa, 2006) and promoting community
involvement (Gallagher & Jackson, 2008).
Brownfields are defined by the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) as “real property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be
complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or
contaminant” (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2009). It is estimated that there
are approximately 500,000 brownfield sites throughout the United States (Simons, 1999);
however, some estimates have reached over one million such sites (Wedding &
Crawford-Brown, 2007). The abandonment of industrial sites and the hazardous
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conditions which many contain have contributed to economic hardship, poor aesthetics,
and apparent lack of concern for human health in areas already considered blighted.
Given these conditions, most brownfield sites were not historically considered to be
attractive investment options for private development companies (Howland, 2007). The
evolution of state administered Voluntary Cleanup Programs, along with other legislative
acts favoring brownfield redevelopment, has fostered a renewed interest in
redevelopment of these sites (Geltman, 2003).
Voluntary Cleanup Programs (VCP) at the state level were initiated in the early
1990’s to foster a proactive engagement by developers and landowners in the reuse of
brownfield properties. As of 2010 all fifty states have established some form of voluntary
cleanup action program that have varying requirements for public participation as part of
the redevelopment process (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2009, Gallagher &
Jackson, 2008). The primary responsibility of each state administered program is to
ensure that the cleanup and remediation of existing site conditions occurs according to
the standards set by that state. Most cleanup programs are highly complex and may be
beyond the comprehension of many community members that wish to be proactive in the
redevelopment process of lands located near their residences. Nevertheless, public
participation, no matter how minimal, is a statutory requirement of all state administered
cleanup programs. The National Environmental Justice Advisory Council,; an advisory
board to the USEPA, has created a comprehensive list of 14 core values and guiding
principles of public participation (NEJAC, 2000) that provide a framework for the
inclusion of public actors but does not specifically provide instructions for
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implementation. The decentralized structure of state administered VCPs allows for each
program to autonomously implement public participation requirements.

Current State of Brownfields
Geltman (2003) has identified four different types of conditions for brownfield
sites that have been identified. Table 1-1 illustrates those different types along with a
normative market response to each condition and associated legal actions that regulate the
redevelopment of brownfield sites.

Table 1-1. Types of conditions for brownfield sites & response to legal statutes.
Type
Type 1

Property Condition
Strong Real Estate Market

Type 2

Brownfields Trap

Type 3

Mothballed Property

Type 4

Tax-Delinquent Property

Market Response
Private market absorbs cleanup
costs
Developer/Landowner hesitant
to sell or redevelop
Properties sit idle with minimal
or no cleanup
Government must intervene for
redevelopment

State Legal Responses
Regulations add costs but do
not deter redevelopment
Voluntary Cleanup Programs
No current laws
CERCLA

Brownfield sites in type 1 of the evolutionary process have minimal constraint
characteristics such that private market interests absorb any development premiums
associated with remediation. Until recently, most of these sites rarely self-identified as
brownfields and redevelopment occurred without federal or state involvement (Geltman,
2003). More recently, many of these brownfield sites have applied to state level VCPs to
either take advantage of incentives offered or for some form of indemnification.
Brownfield sites in type 4 of the typology will commonly exhibit severe constraint
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characteristics that are completely cost prohibitive for remediation and have fallen into a
state of extreme disrepair. These sites require state and/or federal involvement to force
measures of remediation. Brownfield sites in type 3 of the evolutionary process are
typically a closed door of information. Many of these sites are institutionally owned and
are mothballed as a result of calculated decisions to avoid liability (Geltman 2003).
Absent any risk to human health or violations of environmental legislation, there is no
incentive for landowners with brownfield sites in type 3 to engage in redevelopment
activities. Our attention then focuses on brownfield sites in type 2 of the spectrum; where
landowners or developers may be interested in pursuing development opportunities but
are hesitant because of liability issues. The fundamental purpose of VCPs is to encourage
landowners or developers associated with these sites to move forward with
redevelopment. Public participation, in various forms, is a requirement of state
administered VCPs and is intended to encourage a public discourse of development
opportunities for the reuse of the underused and often contaminated sites. However,
without a normative definition of public participation unifying each state’s VCP
requirements, further investigation is warranted to understand how this requirement is
influencing the redevelopment process.

Primary Research Question
How does public participation in state administered Voluntary Cleanup Programs effect
the development of cleanup and/or remediation plans that are created for the
redevelopment of brownfield sites? Plan development, for the purposes of this research,
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is centrally focused on the range of cleanup, remediation, and/or control elements that the
state administered programs develop through a process that includes public participation.
This is an explanatory question that is designed to seek evidence of a causal relationship
between public participation and plan development for the reuse of brownfield sites.
This research serves as an important piece of the foundation in understanding the
interaction of community members and the redevelopment of contaminated properties
that are likely underutilized and may be causing blight in their respective areas.
Community members will benefit from this research by gaining a more comprehensive
understanding of public participation opportunities and processes that their respective
state offers as well. In addition, the efficacy of public participation in these
redevelopment programs will be demonstrated and awareness gained on how actions of
public participants may or may not influence the development of plans. Local, State and
Federal government will benefit from this research by identifying the efficacy of VCP
redevelopment processes that require public participation and potential responses to
concerns they may have. Landowners and developers may benefit from this research
through a better understanding of the public participation processes in their respective
states as well as the efficacy of such process; which may help them make decisions
regarding their development options.
Some states such as Massachusetts and California are commonly known to have
rigorous environmental standards and are presumed to have equally rigorous public
participation standards while other states may have reputations for lax standards or low
thresholds regarding these practices. No conclusive research has been conducted to date
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that identifies actual public participation requirements of each state and groups them into
a useable typology based on relevant academic literature. This research provides a first
step in that direction and will provide empirical evidence of each state’s public
participation requirements and how their respective practices may influence the
redevelopment of brownfield sites.

Organization of Chapters
A review of relevant literature in Chapter 2 starts by providing a history and
background of brownfield redevelopment in the United States and then establishes the
theoretical dimensions of this research. The history and evolution of public participation
are discussed as a context to this research and additional concepts of public participation
in Voluntary Cleanup Programs are introduced. Chapter 3 provides a description of the
research methods utilized for this study. Chapter 4 establishes a typology of public
participation in VCPs and discusses findings from the survey conducted as a part of that
typology. Chapters 5 through 8 are case studies for each of the categories established in
the VCP typology that highlight how the state administered program in each respective
operates followed by an example project that has gone through the VCP process. Chapter
9 is a synthesis of findings from the previous case studies and addresses the primary
research question. Chapter 10 provides conclusions from the research with contributions
to theories of public participation as well as research limitations and future
recommendations.
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CHAPTER II
REDEVELOPING BROWNFIELD SITES AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION:
RELEVANT LITERATURE PROVIDING BACKGROUND, CONTEXT, AND A
CONNECTION

Brownfields
Looking at the historical evolution of brownfields and associated redevelopment
shows how private developers and land owners have undergone a paradigm shift; one that
was primarily risk averse to one that pursues brownfield redevelopment opportunities.
One of the fundamental catalysts for this paradigm shift was the development of state
administered Voluntary Cleanup Programs (VCP) that provide opportunities for
redevelopment that were previously considered unfeasible (Simons, Pendergrass, &
Winson-Geideman, 2003; DeSousa, 2008, p. 11). Each state has created independent
guidelines for participation in these programs and has varying degrees of requirements
for public participation. History shows that VCPs were not the first response to
development of contaminated lands and that a trial and error process has yielded a pattern
of brownfield redevelopment that leaves room for potential changes in the future.

History of Brownfields
Post World War II industrialization was a transitional time for America in many
ways, not the least of which was real estate development. During the decades following
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the war, many companies sought to expand or increase their operations and began
migrating to new areas, ending the use of several existing facilities and abandoning the
original site in many cases (DeSousa, 2005; Lowham, 2007). Many of these abandoned
sites have contaminants from previous uses, one of the characteristics causing them to be
classified as brownfields. It is estimated that there are approximately 500,000 brownfield
sites throughout the United States (Simons, 1999); however, some estimates have reached
over one million such sites (Wedding & Crawford-Brown, 2007). The abandonment of
industrial sites and the hazardous conditions which many contain have contributed to
economic hardship, poor aesthetics, and apparent lack of concern for human health in
areas already considered blighted. Given these conditions, most brownfield sites were not
historically considered to be attractive investment options for private development
companies (Howland, 2007).
Due primarily to a lack of guiding policy, little attention was typically given to
the negative conditions of most contaminated sites until 1978, when the situation at Love
Canal sparked national interest. Love Canal is a 36 square block neighborhood located in
upstate New York near Niagara Falls that was used as a dumping ground for toxic waste
in the 1940’s and 1950’s by a chemical manufacturing company. The buried
contaminants of the site eventually leached out and are believed to have caused
significant health problems for residents of the area (Maugh, 1982). The situation became
an international media frenzy that resulted in President Jimmy Carter’s declaration of a
Federal Emergency on August 7, 1978. Residents that lived closest to the contamination
were relocated for their safety (UB Love Canal Collections, 2011). Although there had
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been other national incidents involving risk to human health and contaminated sites, the
Love Canal incident raised national awareness of an issue that needed to be addressed.
Congress enacted the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act (CERCLA) on December 11, 1980 largely in response to the Love
Canal incident (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2009). This law, commonly
referred to as the Superfund Act, provides measures for chemical and petroleum
producing companies to be taxed and grants federal authorities the power to protect
human health and the environment. Early years of the Superfund program saw minimal
changes to contaminated sites, primarily due to the new and untested nature of the
program and the lack of technical knowledge surrounding remediation techniques for
contaminated lands (deSaillen, 1993). While over 1.5 billion dollars was collected within
a five year period from Superfund’s inception, with the money being directed to a trust
fund for cleaning up contaminated sites; those funds proved to be insufficient (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 2009). Funds were exhausted by 1985, which led to
the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986, increasing funds
through property taxes in addition to providing for studies and research of new
technologies aiding in the cleanup of brownfield sites (deSaillen, 1993).
The mandates of CERCLA have been stern since its inception in 1980. CERCLA
sets stringent liability standards where the government only needs to prove any past
involvement with a contaminated site rather than direct responsibility for its
contamination (Reger, 1998). CERCLA recognizes four categories of potential
responsible parties that can be held liable for cleanup and remedial action of any potential
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damage that is done to natural resources. These categories include (1) the current owners
or operators of the site, (2) any past owners that may have contributed to waste or
hazardous disposal of materials, (3) generators of any hazardous substances related by
contract to site operations, and (4) any transporters of hazardous substances to and from
the site (Sundar & Grossman, 2003). CERCLA sometimes reaches beyond the confines
of these four categories and in some extreme cases, lenders who have foreclosed on
contaminated properties have been held liable for cleanup costs (Fogleman, 1992;
Lowham, 2007). The rigorous enforcement of liability has cultivated fear in land owners
and potential private investors, causing them to shy away from becoming involved with
the redevelopment of contaminated sites. In addition, extensive legal battles over liability
can delay site remediation activities, as well as create negative connotations associated
with Superfund sites (Lowham, 2007). The litigious nature of CERCLA and its slow
initial results have raised concerns over its effectiveness and questions its fundamental
focus being on the remediation of contaminated sites.
Individual states began to develop VCPs in the early to mid 1990’s in response to
the perceived ineffectiveness of CERCLA. VCPs were initially pursued because of a lack
of funding for the remediation of a large number of contaminated sites (Alberini, 2007),
and have evolved to become a powerful reinvestment tool fostering the redevelopment of
brownfield sites. In response to growing interest, several other programs initiated by the
EPA during this time were introduced mainly for the purpose of offsetting remediation
costs and to provide incentives for brownfield redevelopment (Lowham, 2007). Some of
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these programs include the Brownfields Economic Redevelopment Initiative,
Brownfields Action Agenda, and the Brownfields National Partnership.
Congress’ passing of the Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields
Revitalization Act of 2002, commonly known as the Brownfields Act, reflects this
emerging direction in remediation of brownfield sites (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 2009). This act combines two earlier pieces of federal legislation; the
Brownfields Revitalization and Environmental Restoration Act and the Small Business
Liability Act with the intent of clarifying the ambiguity around remaining liability issues
and providing monetary assistance for site assessment and remediation (Schefski, 2003).
The Brownfields Act requires states to adhere to its provisions in order to receive federal
funding with their voluntary cleanup programs. To date, this is the most comprehensive
legislation regarding remediation and redevelopment of brownfield sites.
Redevelopment of brownfields was marked by a dramatic event that radically
changed thinking around how contaminated lands should be handled and potentially
redeveloped. Federal and state legislation dictated terms of remediation and created a
strong sense of fear in private development companies and land owners; which, in turn,
created a reluctance to invest in brownfield sites. The incremental evolution of VCPs and
a shifting paradigm towards voluntary participation has caused private developers to
reassess their threshold of risk and take advantage of opportunities that certain brownfield
sites present.
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Voluntary Cleanup Programs: An Opportunity for Participation?
State run voluntary cleanup programs have been an extensively used tool in
fostering redevelopment of brownfield sites and are instrumental in reducing fears of
private developers and land owners. Participation by independent states in these programs
has steadily increased since the first one was introduced in 1986 (Simons, Pendergrass, &
Winson-Geideman, 2003; Howland, 2007). Despite increasing popularity, VCPs have
shortcomings and continue to require monitoring and assessment to reach their full
potential.
The inception of VCPs has allowed flexibility between states. They offer an
opportunity to expedite remediation and redevelopment of underutilized land (Greenberg,
Lowrie, Mayer, Miller, & Solitare, 2001) while allowing the exercise of state autonomy
in the development of the program. The fundamental framework of VCPs allow the state
to maintain control over project plan approval and site development while setting up a
Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) with the EPA. After an agreement has been reached
between the EPA and the state on the conditions of the MoA, the state then exercises
complete control over remediation plans for the contaminated site and redevelopment
projects move forward in an expedited manner (Lowham, 2007). Not all states have
enacted a MoA with the EPA and have still chosen to operate some form of a voluntary
cleanup program. The absence of a MoA leaves landowners and potential developers
vulnerable to issues of liability within those states. However; states that have MoAs have
created a condition where third party entities, not associated with the cause of the
contamination, to remediate the site according to the state’s MoA and alleviate the
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liability of the new property owner through property transfer and required reporting
techniques (Maldonado, 1996). The end result has produced win-win situations where a
third party entity profits from completing remediation activities, the new land owner
reduces their liability, and the local government/ community benefit from redevelopment
of a previously underutilized site that was once contaminated as well as additional tax
revenues (Maldonado, 1996; Greenberg et al. 2001).
Indiana was the first state to develop a voluntary cleanup program in 1986 as a
way to alleviate the regulation and pressures of the stringent CERCLA law (Simons,
Pendergrass, & Winson-Geideman, 2003). The litigious nature of CERCLA created an
unintended outcome where landowners chose to abandon their contaminated properties
rather than become involved in an expensive and burdensome cleanup process. The
introduction of VCPs provides an attractive alternative that promotes reinvestment into
these underutilized lands (Alberini, 2007; State Legislatures, 1996). While some states
adhere to the stringent nature of CERCLA in the development of their voluntary cleanup
programs, others tend to relax their legal requirements and prioritize private sector
involvement with the remediation of contaminated lands. One of the underlying
motivations for states to create a VCP is the relief of liability, which is a chief concern
with private development companies and is extremely rigorous under CERCLA law
(Sundar & Grossman, 2003).
Fear of future liabilities continues to the one of the greatest fears among private
developers with minimal brownfield redevelopment experience (Alberini, Longo, Tonin,
Trombetta, & Turvani, 2004) and in response to these expressed fears, many states have
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signed an MoA with the EPA that prohibits the EPA, in the form of a ‘No Further Action’
letter, from further actions against brownfield sites having completed state approved
voluntary cleanup programs (State Legislatures, 1996). The federal government remains
empowered to enact emergency responses but this potential relief from further liability
represents a significant step in bolstering voluntary cleanup programs throughout the
nation. Simons et al. (2003) studied the occurrences of brownfield projects that had been
reopened after issuance of a No Further Action (NFA) letter. They found that less than .2
percent of more than eleven thousand cases were reopened for various reasons; thereby
reinstating potential liability for the landowner or developer. The majority of cases that
had been reopened were done so because of negligent actions of the development entity
(Simons, Pendergrass, & Winson-Geidman, 2003). This underscores the effectiveness of
VCPs and how private development companies have utilized the program, at least in part,
to achieve their development objectives.
Participation by private developers and land owners has been increasing; by 2000,
over 90 percent of the states had their own version of a VCP and by 2003, after the
passage of the Brownfields Act, all but one state had some form of voluntary cleanup
program (Lang & McNeil, 2004; Alberini, 2007; Simons, Pendergrass, & WinsonGeidman, 2003). Every state had created some form of VCP by 2009 (USEPA, 2009).
Participation in VCPs is dependent on several variables including the size of the
brownfield site, proximity to residential areas, and the economic potential of
development (Alberini, 2007). Because participants in a VCP typically enter the program
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with brownfield sites that are not registered with the EPA, the level of contamination
tends to be lower than EPA registered sites (Alberini, 2007).
Although VCPs have increased in popularity, studies are inconclusive about their
long term effectiveness and unintended effects. Simons et al. (2003) have quantified the
environmental risk as reflected in reopened cases, but also admit that only a short
window of observation was available and suggest that future research focus on how long
each project takes to achieve closure. Akinmoladun and Lewis (1998) criticized the
leniency of mandated cleanup standards, limitations on the property owner’s civil liability
for future cleanups, and the lack of comprehensive observation and reporting over
statewide site cleanups. These criticisms begin to challenge the long term affects of VCPs
and private development companies reliance on such programs. Literature is silent on the
effects of public participation in the development of VCPs and their respective outcomes.
One prevalent effect stemming from the popularity of VCPs has been an increase
of recognized or stated brownfield sites. In some cases, the incentives offered through
VCPs have caused owners of previously undocumented parcels of contaminated land to
come forward in attempts to receive benefits of the VCP (Alberini, 2007). This effect can
be viewed as a double edged sword; it is bringing previously unknown contaminated
properties to light and increasing awareness while simultaneously increasing the amount
of private developers and land owners looking for incentives that are ultimately paid
through tax dollars (Alberini, 2007). Identifying potential brownfield sites is important to
local, state, and federal entities; however, as more sites continue to come forward and
enter VCPs, there is a greater potential burden for the state’s to provide incentives.
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Certain states have taken measures for protection against companies that are
responsible for causing contamination and were looking to enter a VCP as a means of
alleviating their own liability. Minnesota, along with several other states, will not extend
liability protection to parties that are responsible for causing the contamination
(Cavanagh, 1995). Responsible parties are not automatically precluded from participation
in a state’s VCP; however, they may be subject to a higher degree of liability (Cavanagh,
1995). In a 2002 Illinois lawsuit, the insurers of a responsible party were not held
responsible for covering assessment and remediation costs of that responsible party after
entering into a VCP agreement (Hazardous Waste Consultant, 2003). The courts ruled
that the responsible party had entered into the VCP agreement on their own volition and
that the additional cleanup costs were federally or state mandated; therefore, sole
responsibility of additional cleanup costs remained with the responsible party.
Despite unintended consequences, VCPs remain effective and continue to grow in
popularity. Rationale behind the creation of VCPs is rooted in motivating private
developers and land owners to take action towards remediation of contaminated lands. It
is not clear how the inclusion of public participation has influenced the creation of VCPs
or the redevelopment of brownfield sites. Federal oversight provides guidelines for the
inclusion of public participation in any program that benefits from financial assistance,
yet there is still ambiguity in how public participation is enacted and how it influences
the outcome of brownfield redevelopment.
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Need for Public Participation
The National Environment Policy Act (NEPA) was passed in 1969 with
provisions for “incorporating human values and place-based identity into the decision
making process, thus giving a voice to those who must bear the economic, social, and
environmental consequences of government policy and land use decisions” (Hendry,
2004, p. 99). This legislation was the first requirement for public input in our nation’s
history regarding environmental matters; thereby institutionalizing the process of public
participation (Walker, 2004; Hendry, 2004). This catalyst has direct consequences for any
land use action taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
The challenge is defining public involvement and setting standards by which state
and local agencies must follow. Historically, federal agencies that are required to
incorporate the public in decision making have relied almost exclusively on public
hearings and public comment opportunities through letter writing (Walker, 2004). The
National Environmental Justice Advisory Council was created as an advisory board to the
USEPA in 2000, and created, among other items, a comprehensive list of core values and
guiding principles for public participation (Walker, 2004). The outcome was a Model
Plan for Public Participation’ (NEJAC, 2000). Figure 2-1 lists the fourteen elements for
consideration when developing models of public participation.
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Figure 2-1. Core values and guiding principles for practices of public participation.
1.

People should have a say in decisions about actions which affect their lives.

2.

Public participation includes the promise that the public’s contribution will
influence the decision.

3.

The public participation process communicates the interests and meets the
process needs of all participants.

4.

The public participation process seeks out and facilitates the involvement of
those potentially affected.

5.

The public participation process involves participants in defining how they
participate.

6.

The public participation process communicates to participants how their input
was, or was not, utilized.

7.

The public participation process provides participants with the information they
need to participate in a meaningful way.

8.

Involve the public in decisions about actions which affect their lives.

9.

Maintain honesty and integrity throughout the process.

10.

Encourage early and active community participation.

11.

Recognize community knowledge.

12.

Use cross-cultural methods of communication.

13.

Institutionalize meaningful
formalizing the process.

14.

Create mechanisms and measurements to ensure the effectiveness of public
participation.

public
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participation

by

acknowledging
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These core values and guiding principles act as a framework for the inclusion of
public actors but do not provide any direction on how it is to be done. In addition, many
of the statements are ambiguous and require further clarification on their meaning. A
closer look at the concept of public participation is required in order to understand how
VCPs may incorporate public actors into their processes.

Public Participation
Definition of Public Participation in Planning
At first glance, the definition of public participation may appear to be selfevident; however, a closer look reveals that there are many nuances relating to the
academic and professional fields of city planning that influence perceptions of what
public participation is or should be. Many have offered critiques of the term public or
citizen participation but few, if any, have presented baseline definitions. Arnstein’s
(1969) seminal article concerning citizen participation was perhaps the first to provide a
straight forward definition. Arnstein states, “…that citizen participation is a categorical
term for citizen power” (p. 216). She goes on to define citizen participation as a
redistributive process that allows people with less power to be equally influential in the
process of social reform. While equality and power distribution are key elements of
public participation, a more literal definition may serve as a broader platform from which
to start.
Stuart Langton (1978) provides a simple definition for citizen participation as “the
purposeful activities in which people take part in relation to political units of which they
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are legal residents” (p. 16). This definition allows the label of citizen participation to be
attached to any action involving a legal, presumably taxpaying resident; which, of course,
does not include the affected public as a whole or differentiate between someone who
willingly sits through a meeting without talking versus an active member who contributes
to that same meeting. This definition is a good starting point but clearly does not address
some of the ambiguities associated with defining public participation. Perhaps the most
effective definition of public participation needs to embrace ambiguity and provide
opportunity.
While Langton’s definition requires purposeful activities of citizens, Glass (1979)
offers a somewhat more useful definition of citizen participation “as providing citizens
with opportunities to take part in governmental decision or planning processes” (p. 180).
As Glass (1979) also clearly notes, the term ‘citizen participation’ in itself has often been
used broadly as an overgeneralization and came to represent an inert byproduct of the
planning process rather than a dynamic tool to effectuate real change. However, goals
and outcomes aside, the definition provided by Glass offers a non-bias platform of
opportunity from which participation is possible. Using Glass’s definition as a baseline,
the only change made to compliment this research is a change from the word ‘citizen’ to
the word ‘public’. This change allows for a systemic inclusion of any affected person
regardless of their political status.
Arnstein (1969) famously began her Ladder of Citizen Participation paper by
saying that “the idea of citizen participation is a little like eating spinach: no one is
against it in principle because it is good for you.” (p. 216). The challenge of defining
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public participation takes root in the history and evolution of planning paradigms. Public
participation in planning matters was generally absent and thought to be unnecessary and
confounding in the early twentieth century when city planning was in its infancy (Hall,
pgs. 11 - 12, 2002), and after nearly a century of planning practice, there is no universal
agreement of when or how the planning process should eat its spinach.

History and Evolution of Public Participation
City and regional planning as a recognized act began primarily in response to
social and economic problems throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Hall,
pg. 5, 2002). Population growth in urban areas along with events and effects of the
Industrial Revolution over an approximate 150 year time period had a great influence
with architects and other persons responsible for the planning of our cities (Hall, pgs. 5 6, 2002). The earliest efforts of city and regional planning did not include public
participation as a part of the process and were directly focused towards the issues of the
time; namely, the symbiotic nature of population growth and industrialization (Hall, pg.
6, 2002; Lane, 2005). It was Ebenezer Howard’s book Garden Cities of Tomorrow, first
published in 1898, that introduced the concept of planning based on a careful analysis of
settlement patterns (Hall, pgs. 28 -31, 2002). This concept was based on the three steps
of 1) surveying the region, 2) analyzing the survey, and 3) developing a plan (Hall, pgs,
31 – 33, 2002; Lane, 2005). This fundamentally basic process required an understanding
of human settlement behavior but did not require anything in the way of public
participation. These steps were embraced by early planners and would ultimately lay the
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foundation for the rational comprehensive plan (Lane, 2005), which came to dominate
planning efforts of the early twentieth century.
Planning in the early twentieth century was primarily characterized by blueprint
planning, which is motivated by societal guidance rather than societal transformation
(Friedman, 1987). Blueprint planning is concerned with outcomes or ends with static
plans rather than the means of the process (Faludi, 1973). The rational comprehensive
model of planning is based on the identification of specific goals and objectives,
assessment of viable alternatives in achieving those goals, and then a decision of the most
effective plan (Ross & Green Leigh, 2000). The utilization of this process included broad
assumptions of a singular public interest and the technocratic power of the planner to be
superior to any other form of input (Faludi, 1973; Hall 1983; Webber, 1983). The concept
of a singular public interest and misconception of planners being uninfluenced by politics
has been a recurring challenge to effective public participation throughout the twentieth
and into the twenty first centuries (Kiernan, 1983; Lane, 2005).
Public participation, or at least social inclusion, began to grow post World War II
as one potential remedy to a technocratic planning model that was perceived to be
ineffective (Maier, 2000). A wider systems or synoptic approach to planning started to
develop in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s as a means of dealing with the growing
influences of the automobile on the American landscape (Hall, pgs. 41 - 42, 1983).
Stemming from the rational comprehensive planning model, the synoptic approach
included a greater emphasis on the identification of goals and targets, a greater emphasis
on quantitative analysis and predictions, a priority to identify and evaluate alternative
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options, and then an evaluation of options based on desired outcomes compared against
constraints and resources (Hall, 1983; Hudson, Galloway, & Kaufman 1979). This
revised systems approach to planning brought the first real opportunities for public
participation through methods such as incrementalism and mixed scanning (Faludi,
1973); however, it did little to expand or replace the premise of a single public interest.
Development of the incrementalist approach is largely attributed to Charles
Lindblom’s seminal article ‘The Science of Muddling Through’ (Lane, 2005). Lindblom
(1959) contested that the rational comprehensive model was unrealistic given the
complexities of societal variables and that it was unrepresentative of the public’s
intellectual capacities (see also Faludi, 1973; Lane, 2005). The incremental approach
focused more on margin dependent choices and introduced an analysis and feedback
mechanism that allowed for smaller steps to be taken in the planning process in order to
achieve more realistic outcomes that would better serve a diverse public (Lindblom,
1959). Recognition of an infinitely diverse population was an important step to public
participation but the incremental approach was still limited to consultation by the public
rather than a more central and influencing role (Lane, 2005). The mixed scanning
approach, developed by Amitai Etzioni in the late 1960’s, introduced a bifurcated
approach where planners and policy makers could differentiate between tactical issues
that effected specific operations and long term strategic goals. This alleviated the
burdensome quest for perfect information affecting marginal issues and allowed policy
makers to scan their environment at different levels information that would have broader
and further reaching implications (Lane, 2005; Alexander, 1986). The ultimate power of
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the planner and policy maker were central to the incrementalist and mixed scanning
approaches but the impact on public participation became apparent through the
normalization of public comment and the inclusion of stakeholders that had not
previously been a cog in the planning wheel (Lane, 2005).
Sherry Arnstein (1969) wrote ‘A Ladder of Citizen Participation’ during one of
the most socially turbulent and significant decades of American history. The concept of
public participation in planning had been introduced and somewhat developed but its
efficacy was still very much in question. “There is a critical difference between going
through the empty ritual of participation and having the real power needed to affect the
outcome of the process” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 216). Arnstein’s work is considered seminal
because it introduced the concept of degrees of participation in context of the amount of
power given to the participating public and demonstrated a positive correlation to
planning outcomes that were representative of the public interests (Arnstein, 1969). The
most important variable expressed through the ladder of participation is power and the
degree to which the public, or ‘have-nots’, are offered a meaningful opportunity to effect
the planning process (Arnstein, 1969; Lane, 2005). Although Arnstein’s work did not
necessarily introduce or propose new planning models, its timely submission to the
planning field reflected a changing attitude towards the inclusion of public participants
and remains as an iconic reminder of the need for public participation.
The mid to late 1960’s saw the beginnings of a transformation from the previous
planning models, primarily based on social guidance, to a variety of new planning models
aiming to be more socially transformative (Lane, 2005). Several planning models
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emerged in this time period – including, but not limited to, transactive, and
communicative action - largely from the many criticisms of previous planning paradigms
that were rooted in the rational comprehensive planning model (Friedman, 1994a). Public
participation began to take a more central role in many of the emerging planning models;
however, some of the more extreme paradigms did not take root and grow like the others.
Transactive planning was developed from a primary tenet of mutual learning
between the planners and the planning community; where the professional planner is
charged with interacting directly with the public at large in order to link knowledge with
action (Friedman, 1973; Lane, 2005). Rather than a direct focus on specific operational
goals, the emphasis of the transactive planning process is institutional development and
growth based on discursive outcomes between decision makers and affected community
members (Friedman, 1994b). This paradigm shift is one of the first examples of public
participation being the goal itself rather than one of the methods used in a larger planning
model (Lane, 2005) and served, at least in part, to decentralize the planning process away
from a single power source – the planning institution – towards multiple sources of inputs
– the affected communities (Hudson, Galloway, & Kaufman, 1979). The introduction and
development of transactive planning was a significant step for public participation in
planning practices and has served as one of the foundational theories that continues to
effect current planning models.
Advocacy planning was introduced in the late 1960s and early 1970s as a
potential method in offsetting perceived inequalities between political realms and social
status. The planning model serves as an example for public participation as the sole
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objective of the planning process rather than a single input element of a more broad
process. The primary thrust of advocacy planning was to provide a means of
representation through the planning professional who would work directly with the
community to either facilitate participation or directly represent community members that
were unable to do so themselves (Lane, 2005). This model underscores the differences
between the political ‘haves’ and the social ‘have-nots’ and seeks to represent unheard
and sometimes unorganized community voices in an effort to balance political/social
pluralities (Davidoff, 1965). Advocacy planning was another significant step in public
participation but often served as a means of social protest rather than the development of
specific plans (Brooks, pgs. 107 - 108, 2002).
Critics of transformative and advocacy planning models argue that understanding
of individual interests is not met with either model and that a deeper form of discourse,
including elements of bargaining, negotiations, and debate, is required to appreciate the
different ways in which people learn and act (Healey, 1992). The underlying theories that
come together in creating an effective process of communicative action are found in
Habermas’s (1984) theory of communicative rationality, Dryzek’s (1990) theory of
discursive democracy, and Giddens’ (1994) theory of dialogic democracy (Lane, 2005).
The recognition of multiple rationalities shifts the attention to discourse and
communication rather than specific outcomes. Forester (1989) argues that communicative
planning must serve the purpose of ‘organizing attention to the possibilities for action’ (p.
19). While communicative action is not a stand-alone planning model, the theories
utilized by this planning process represent another step forward in the realm of public
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participation and place community members and stakeholders in a central role for
planning success. Other tools of planning, such as consensus building, have been
influenced by communicative action and continue to promote public participation in
planning.
Public participation has become accepted and embedded in modern planning
practices with virtually any model used by government entities; which is strongly
reinforced by federal funding that is conditional on the public’s involvement (Brooks, pg.
146, 2002). Public participation in America has its roots in the civil rights movement with
promoting the involvement of ‘have-nots’ and ensuring that a wide range of voices are
heard in the planning process. The current reality is that most public participation efforts
are formed in opposition to specific plans or occurrences rather than proactive in nature
(Brooks, pg. 146, 2002). With so much thought and effort afforded to the inclusion of the
public over the last half of the twentieth century, the negative view of public participation
by planning officials and development entities begs the question of why it should be a
part of any planning process in the first place.

The Need for Public Participation: Challenges and Opportunities
“When planners design, run, or participate in successful open, collaborative,
participatory, and consensus-building processes, they make the machinery of democracy
work better.” (Klein, 2000, p. 423). Issues of federal funding are a primary driver for the
inclusion of public participation, but outside of mandated processes, the scope of this
work is based on an implicit assumption that ‘eating spinach’ is good for everyone.
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Public participation has become engrained in the planning process to the point where
stakeholders simply expect the public to be involved and have adapted their planning
processes to embrace and prepare for the participation and feedback from an amorphous
public realm (Faga, 2006; Brooks, pg. 150, 2002). Planners will openly support the
efforts of public participation but have also come to criticize its bureaucratic nature
behind closed doors (Brooks, pgs. 145 - 146, 2002). The planning profession has moved
away from the rational comprehensive model and embraced other forms of planning
techniques that emphasize the role community and public stakeholders in order to better
address the complexities of issues and account for a much broader range of interests.
Environmental decisions and land use decisions that may have a direct impact on
public health or safety offer the most pressing examples of the need for public
participation. Planners and decision makers need to know how the public perceives their
surrounding environment and understands the most important dimensions (Kasemir et al.,
2000). The AICP Code of Ethics specifically addresses the need to serve the public
interest through open channels of communication. “Our primary obligation is to serve the
public interest and we, therefore, owe our allegiance to a conscientiously attained concept
of the public interest that is formulated through continuous and open debate.” (American
Institute of Certified Planners, 2009, p. A-1). This statement embodies both the
challenges and opportunities that surround contemporary planning practices.
Most states require, at a minimum, public hearings on issues effecting land use,
environmental protection and urban revitalization such as plan adoption, zoning changes,
planned unit developments, and the majority of redevelopment activities (Klein, pg. 425,
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2000). Often, this participatory process occurs after a long period of preparation by
planning professionals who have already created designs, plans, and other planning
documents for a specific project and are looking for some form of final approval that
includes evidence of public participation (Brooks, pg. 146, 2002; Klein, pg. 425, 2000).
The argument for setting up the process in this manner has to do with technical expertise
that planning professionals possess and that the public at large does not understand
(Klein, pg. 426, 2000). Synthesizing advice from an unqualified and indefinite number of
public input sources can be virtually impossible. In addition, attendance at public
meetings has always been a challenge. Most of the attendees tend to be “regulars – those
with known or predictable attitudes who attend all meetings in town” (Klein, 2000, p.
426) and the remaining public that does not attend meetings can assume to be
intimidated, apprehensive, preoccupied or simply uninterested in attending any public
meetings (Klein, pgs 425 - 426, 2000; Brooks, pgs. 146 - 147, 2002).
Ambiguity within the definition of public participation itself is one of its greatest
challenges. Public participation can have different meaning across multiple stakeholders
and there is often a lack of uniform guidelines from the federal government or another
other source that serve as a framework for state or local governments to follow (Rosener,
1978). This lack of guidance and uniformity can lead to the creation of public
participation programs that serve one group’s needs and may ignore issues of real
importance to other community members (Rosener, 1978; Jennings 2009). With
potentially competing agendas in any given context, the process of public participation
can fundamentally address these challenges with the creation of goals and objectives at
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the onset of a planning process (Rosener, 1978). This, of course, is much easier said than
done and brings subsequent challenges to the table that need to be addressed as the
process of public participation continues to be a statutory requirement in state
administered programs.
Although ambiguity is generally seen as a great challenge to any process, it also
allows room for opportunities; specifically in setting goals and objectives and identifying
techniques to achieve desired outcomes. Identifying the proper techniques to maximize
public participation in planning processes will likely increase not only the number of
participants but also the level of interaction between stakeholders (Rosener, 1978).
Another, maybe more subliminal, opportunity that exists for planning entities is the
improvement of their image and the increased likeliness of trust from the surrounding
community (Cunningham & Tiefenbacher, 2008). Building trust between planner and
community is one of the most important elements of the planning process and can have
profound effects on the outcome of development projects (Forester, 1989).
New and evolving methods have been developed over the years to increase and
enhance public participation and as a result, at least indirectly, we have seen a cadre of
new governance techniques come to the forefront of planning models (Lane, 2005). The
decentralization of planning process to state and local government agencies closest to the
issues at hand allows for greater detail to be given to the specific development process
and more opportunities for public participation.
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Planning Decentralization
The modernist view of planning sought to impose order and a sense of
predictability through rational means to a complex system of planning processes, while
the postmodernist view recognizes an impossibility of singular interests and accepts a
multicultural reality (Brooks, pg. 119, 2002). The rapidly changing nature of our world
and the almost daily emergence of new ideas and possibilities forces planners and
decision makers to work with multiple actors in complex schemes that do not have
prepared answers or guides. Judith Innes (1997) realized that the planning profession
must “systematically reinvent our field for the post-modern era” (p. 227).
Decentralization of authority to state and local government where the realities and
complexities of the community or surrounding areas directly affect planning practices is
one way to effectively deal with a post modern era (Brooks, pgs. 119 - 121, 2002).
The roots of decentralization in planning can be found in the 1960s and 1970s
along with other social transformation movements when the efficacy of central decision
making authority by the federal government was challenged (Beard, Miraftab, & Silver,
2008). The primary objective of decentralization was to “achieve a more inclusive and
transparent state and, consequently, processes of democratization” (Beard, Miraftab, &
Silver, 2008, p. 3). While the earliest models of decentralized planning were intended to
achieve ideals of advocacy and equity, the current process of decentralization is based
more on economic efficiencies and cost/benefit ratios with greater inclusion of
entrepreneurial actors (Beard, Miraftab, & Silver, 2008). This current state of
decentralization provides opportunities for professional planners to foster social
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transformation, act as facilitators, and includes a broad range of actors that had not
previously been included in planning processes while still utilizing their technical
expertise in planning matters (Beard, Miraftab, & Silver, 2008). Decentralized planning
and governance began to see global acceptance by the late 1980s and early 1990s with
fast-paced growth seen in third world and developing countries (Beard, Miraftab, &
Silver, 2008).
“Most of the programmes for urban reform in the USA and Britain were designed
to encourage citizen participation in decision making in the belief that communities could
overcome their own problems if the involvement of community members could be
engaged.” (Smith, 1985, p. 167). This theory is closely aligned with the principles of
advocacy and equity planning – who better to represent the community than the
community themselves. Public participation in the process of decentralization was
intended to be the primary method of including voices from previously unheard
stakeholders (Smith, 1985). Power sharing and/or the transformation of power to the
traditional ‘have-nots’ within local communities was an underpinning principle of
decentralized planning and has continued to be one of the stated goals within most
current programs (Smith, 1985; Beard, Miraftab, & Silver, 2008).
Decentralization is not without its challenges and criticisms. As with the term
‘public participation’ the definition and meaning of decentralization refers to a complex
process that can mean different things to different people. Administrative decentralization
can mean the deconcentration of administrative duties to local offices or the devolution of
political authority to local governments, while political decentralization refers to the
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transfer of political powers to local governments, civic organizations, or other local
entities (Beard, Miraftab, & Silver, 2008). This broad range of meanings opens a door of
opportunity for decision makers to be selective in deciding which processes or systems
are farmed out to local government states; leaving the retention of power within their
hands and continuing exclusive and/or non participatory practices (Miraftab & Wills,
2005). Many critics see the process of decentralization as a means of simply spreading
power over larger geographic areas rather than a true distributive process and are
concerned about “multiply[ing] the sins of the centralized state, creating a decentralized
despotism” (Beard, Miraftab, & Silver, 2008, p. 2; Agrawal & Ribot, 1999).
The process of decentralization has fostered the emergence of new governance
technologies including governance by civil society, ‘third way’ approaches, and the
increasing use of public-private partnerships in urban development projects (Lane, 2005).
While each of these governance methods have significant affects on the planning process
and their respective communities, public-private partnerships may have the most
relevance to processes of brownfield redevelopment through VCPs. The use of publicprivate partnerships allows local government to utilize private business resources that
have roots within the community and achieve outcomes that they would typically be
unable to achieve on their own (Fosler & Berger, 1982). The utilization of public-private
partnerships tends to focus on efficient economic outcomes; potentially shifting the
priority away from direct citizen participation and relying on elected government officials
to represent any elements of public participation (Fosler & Berger, 1982; Brooks, pgs. 8 9, 1984). The community voice is an important element of public-private partnerships;
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whether it be through civic programs, status of jobs, or other economic outcomes, it must
remain central to the purpose of the process (Brooks, pg. 13, 1984).
The United States Environmental Protection Agency acts with federal oversight
for most brownfield redevelopment projects and each state maintains some version of a
VCP to handle remediation and redevelopment issues directly associated with specific
projects. This is a decentralized process and was developed with the intention of allowing
state government semi-autonomous authority to deal with brownfield matters in a manner
they see most fitting. Each state has set their own guidelines for public participation
within their respective VCP and can be evaluated through measures of outreach and
decision making process.

The Concept of Public Participation in VCPs
Public participation in brownfield redevelopment processes through VCPs can be
separated into two dimensions; 1) outreach and engagement of stakeholders, and 2)
decision making, which includes evaluations and analysis of the process. These two
dimensions can be further broken down into several variables that influence the process
of public participation. In order to identify different indicators of each variable, further
explanation of the underlying theories affecting the process specific to that variable
should be considered.
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Outreach and Initiative
Providing the opportunity to participate does not ensure meaningful participation;
it does not go far enough. Stakeholders that are actively involved in a planning process
will develop a greater sense of ownership for the resulting plans and increase their levels
of trust for the decision makers that sought their participation (Langsdale et al., 2009).
Meaningful public participation can be difficult to obtain (Margerum, 1999) and
empirical evidence has shown that factors such as education and income are positively
correlated to civic participation (Williams et al., 2001); which can leave other community
members that are still affected by public decisions – the ‘have-nots’ – out of the process.
Ongoing stakeholder commitment can also be a significant challenge to implementing
and maintaining collaborative planning processes (Margerum, 1999). Looking at the way
stakeholders are identified and then engaged along with how communication takes place
between stakeholders and decision makers will help shed light on the first noted
dimension of public participation.

Stakeholder Identification
The term ‘stakeholder’ shares much of the same ambiguity in definition as the
term ‘public participation’ and the lack of a singular, homogeneous public interest spurs
much of the debate on who should be considered a stakeholder (Williams et al., 2001).
Such a broad inclusion of various interests can lead to chaos if improperly managed
(Brooks, pg. 146, 2002), yet the need for affected stakeholders to participate in planning
processes is a requirement of most federal and state programs (Klein , pg. 425, 2000).
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Ongoing debates exist as to whether stakeholders should be comprised of individuals or a
collection of groups that represent community interests (Glicken, 1999). Identifying
stakeholders must be an organized process; not only for the inclusion of affected
community members, but also for the success of planning outcomes. A clear definition of
who is to be included or at least who is considered to be a project stakeholder could go a
long way in reducing this ambiguity.
The process of brownfield redevelopment through VCPs can be lengthy and
technologically complex, which can cause problems of both interest and understanding
by the general public. Contextual identification of stakeholders is typical of many
government programs that require public participation (Williams et al., 2001). The United
States Environmental Protection Agency advocates the use of comparative risk
assessment (CRA) in matters effecting the environment where land use and
environmental priorities are determined through a systematic approach of comparing any
applicable risks (Davies, 1996; US EPA, 1993). Perhac (1998) has identified three
pertinent rationales that may support public participation using the CRA method and
argues that public stakeholders may be selected based on their capacity to contribute to
each of these respective rationales. The three rationales are 1) political – support from the
public that will bolster a program’s feasibility, 2) normative – input from the public for
consideration of their value judgments, and 3) epistemic rationales – gathering
knowledge held by the public (Perhac, 1998). These rationales offer a framework for
stakeholder identification but not without drawback. People who do not exhibit
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characteristics in line with any of these rationales could easily be excluded from the
process and labeled as insignificant to the development of plans (Williams et al., 2001).
Urban redevelopment projects that span multiple government agencies will have
additional challenges in identifying appropriate stakeholders (Carnes et al., 1998). Many
brownfield redevelopment projects are influenced by two or more planning institutions
such as the brownfield redevelopment authority and the planning office local to the area;
each one potentially having their own hierarchy and agendas. This multi-agency
complexity can be addressed by understanding the roles, responsibilities and actions of
different decision makers within an institutional authority and how each of them interact
with the public (Carnes et al., 1998). Despite guidelines and regulations, each actor may
have a unique method of identifying appropriate stakeholders, which could help shape
public participation and the respective outcomes of redevelopment projects (Forester,
1989; Carnes et al, 1998). This demonstrates the need for an established baseline process
of stakeholder identification by the state administered program that includes a certain
amount of flexibility or leeway to accommodate and adapt to specific project
characteristics. The process of stakeholder identification is typically predicated on
methods of engagement, which can be separated into traditional and web based
interactions, and have a significant impact on public participation.

Stakeholder Engagement
Traditional forms of public participation are primarily based on face to face
contact between stakeholders while web based participation utilizes the continuously
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evolving internet to connect people in planning processes. Some critics of web based
planning activities have noted that this new technology has the propensity to reduce and
even eliminate the need for face to face interaction (Stern, Gudes, & Svoray, 2009) but
current literature supports the notion that it will never completely replace the benefits of
direct human contact (Rhoads, 2010, Mandarano, Meenar, & Steins, 2010). Many
scholars believe that the two methods of stakeholder engagement will continue to work
simultaneously for the foreseeable future and shape how actors are able to interact with
each other in planning contexts (Stern, Gudes, & Svoray, 2009, Rhoads, 2010). Outreach
actions by state and/or local governments, either web based or by other traditional means,
may have significant impacts on who is actually contacted and given an opportunity to
participate in the planning process.
The first example of mandated citizen participation was seen in the Urban
Renewal Act of 1954, shortly before the social transformations of the 1960s and 1970s
(Roberts, 2004). The primary opportunity for participation in early programs was public
hearings and these remain as one of the most dominant forms of participation today
(Roberts, 2004; Klein, pg. 425, 2000). Clearly, the right to vote is one of the most
important and influential forms of public participation, but other forms such as public
workshops, surveys, and face to face meetings with elected officials can all be considered
public participation (Klein, pg. 425, 2000; Spyke, 1999). Referring back to Arnstein’s
(1969) Ladder of Citizen Participation, many of these opportunities for public
participation fall into the categories of non participation or tokenism (Klein, pgs. 425 -
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426, 2000); however, these forms of personal contact have the potential to increase social
capital.
Social capital can be described as the “connections among individuals – social
networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them” (Putnam,
2000, p. 19). These connections, and the concept of social capital in general, are built on
the elements of relationships, trust and norms between actors in a society (Mandarano,
Meenar, & Steins, 2010). Relationships and trust can be characterized as either direct or
indirect. Indirect relationships may be through conduits of work, religion, or education
and direct relationships are more personal with one-to-one interactions between actors.
Trust is also indirect when it is generalized, such as ‘believing in others’, and direct when
it is between an actor and another individual or organization (Mandarano, Meenar, &
Steins, 2010). Social norms are the social rules that have been formulated that allow
people or groups of people to function in their everyday lives (Putnam, 2000; Mandarano,
Meenar, & Steins, 2010). Public meetings require indirect relationships and elements of
indirect trust but may also allow for direct relationships to form and increase direct trust.
The emerging trend of web based participation methods will have significant impact on
our social norms (Rhoads, 2010) and will affect how stakeholders are engaged in the
process of public participation.
Web based public participation has benefits and drawbacks. The primary
drawbacks include limited access to the internet in communities, minimal or non-existent
knowledge in operating computers and/or applicable software programs, and the
necessary outreach to community members that would encourage and enable them to use
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web based applications (Stern, Gudes, & Svoray, 2009). Planning practices that
increasingly rely on web based participation must recognize and account for the
socioeconomic changes to the body of engaged stakeholders and the potential for
excluded participants that may result from these limitations (Stern, Gudes, & Svoray,
2009). On the other hand, web based participation may increase the number of
participants due to broad accessibility in younger generations and provide information to
a greater number of people. Information can be updated and broadcast almost
instantaneously and stakeholders that intend to engage in the planning process can do so
on their own terms without many of the pressures of public meetings (Carver, 2001;
Kingston et al., 2000). Other methods, such as mailings, publications, telephone contact,
and billboards or other posting may be utilized to supplement web based practices in
order to cast the widest net possible and attract community members that could have
valuable input for the planning process. This emerging trend of public participation will
not likely disappear and will continue to influence how information is disseminated
between actors.

Communication between Stakeholders and Decision Makers
Traditional, and perhaps archaic, forms of planning processes rely on a linear
transfer of information from the technical experts to the lay people. Progressive planning
models that embrace public participation recognize the value in identifying stakeholder
needs as a vital part of the process itself and can benefit from additional knowledge and
experience that is brought to the table (Johnson & Walker, 2000; Williams et al., 2001).
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Communication between different stakeholders and decision makers must be a
continuous discourse, flowing in both directions, in order to build solid relationships that
influence meaningful plans (Graham, 2004). Contradictions in definitional terms aside,
effective communication between stakeholders and decision makers must be based on
‘expanding beyond one-way communication, communication as ever present and
continuous, and communication as connected to relationship building” (Graham, 2004, p.
38). This progressive planning model requires specific opportunities for the public to be
involved in the planning process before plan completion with the possibility and
flexibility for multiple opportunities for interaction.
Communication in context of environmental matters is especially important
because it simultaneously serves the purposes of instrumental and constitutive
functionality (Depoe & Delicath, 2004). As actors that influence our natural and built
environments, we advocate, intentionally or unintentionally, for certain uses of our lands
through our daily decisions and actions and thus use instrumental communication to
physically shape our surroundings (Depoe & Delicath, 2004). The ‘environment’ is a
construct that is shaped by our very understanding; therefore, continuous discourse in
environmental matters has a profound influence on our perceptions of the ‘environment’
(Depoe & Delicath, 2004). It is this contingent nature of knowledge along with the
decentralization of planning responsibilities and the creation of interpersonal
relationships that have the most significant influences in how communication between
stakeholders and decision makers takes place and ultimately defines public participation
(Graham, 2004). The inclusion of information and ideas from community members is an
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important source of data that may be used to formulate contextually rich plans. The
provision of specific opportunities for feedback and continuous discourse is an important
indicator of public participation programs.
Decision makers that are dealing with environmental matters, specifically
contaminated lands, are recognizing that technical solutions to complex problems are just
one part of the equation; social, and in some cases cultural, issues are playing significant
roles in the decisions being made (Burger, Gochfeld, & Pletnikoff, 2009). Social and
cultural influences cannot simply be determined or implemented without direct
communication between decision makers and community stakeholders (Burger,
Gochfeld, & Pletnikoff, 2009). The process of ongoing communication tends to ease
tensions, build trust, build mutual knowledge and understanding, and can lead to
agreements between stakeholders where opposing views once blocked progress (Graham,
2004; Burger, Gochfeld, & Pletnikoff, 2009).
The identification and engagement of stakeholders are necessary components of
any public participation plan and the literature has given some insight on how
communication between stakeholders can significantly influence the models of public
participation. These are fundamental precursors to planning processes and must be
followed by actions to effectuate meaningful changes.

Decision Making and Analysis
Arnstein’s (1969) Ladder of Citizen Participation is underpinned by differences in
power between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-nots’.
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Literature has shown that public

participation can take many forms and the mere act of participation does not always
ensure equitable outcomes between stakeholders or that equal amounts of power will be
given to all actors in the processes of planning. The definition of real power is elusive at
best yet it is still important to understand some of the power relationships at play between
actors in the planning process. Collaborative planning practices have gravitated towards
the evolving use of consensus building since the late 1980s (Innes, 1992) and continue to
play an integral role in redevelopment outcomes. The process of analysis, evaluation and
adaptation of planning and development models ensures that they will continue to evolve
and that equity, at least in part, is achieved.

Power Relationships and Power Sharing
“In a world of severe inequalities, planning strategies that treat all parties “equal”
end up ironically reproducing the very inequalities with which they began. Nowhere is
this paradox of “equal opportunity” more obvious and poignant than in apparently
democratic, participatory planning processes – in which initial inequalities of time,
resources, expertise, and information threaten to render the actual democratic character of
these processes problematic, if not altogether illusory” (Forester, 1989, p. 8-9). Achieving
equitable outcomes through democratic processes with varying degrees of interest and
power may be the biggest challenge facing planners and stakeholders. Forester (1989)
argues that it is the responsibility of local planning officials to strive for equity between
power elites and those without power and that the only way to do so is by not treating all
parties equally. But if power relationships are difficult to identify and define then
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collaborative planning process may be meaningless. One of the indicators used under this
variable of research is whether or not the state administered program acknowledges any
difference in available resources, such as time, money, and technical expertise, between
program officials and public actors. Workshops or training opportunities that provide
technical assistance for public persons are an indication that state administered programs
value the potential input from public actors.
From a theoretical perspective, there tends to be a general lack of
acknowledgement of power relationships in planning models (Friedman, 1998) that can
greatly influence development outcomes. Friedman (1998) goes on to call for a greater
inclusion of power relationships into planning theory based on the “actual politics of citybuilding” (p. 253); which supports the notion of planning in a post modern era that is
characterized by multiple actors with multiple interests. This post modern view requires
strong actors to facilitate planning processes and deal with different levels of power
between stakeholders (Brooks, pg. 122, 2002). Forester (1989) tends to present planners
as pivotal actors in framing issues and manipulating power relationships through
provisions of information, mis-information, or non-information; however, the question
remains of who really holds power and how is it used to manipulate outcomes.
Flyvbjerg (1998) has argued that knowledge and rationality is defined through
power; thus ultimately defining what reality is. This reasoning leads to rationality based
in power relationships, which can be used by those in power to achieve the results
favoring their position (Flyvbjerg, 1998). This argument exemplifies the flaws in a
rational based planning model and demonstrates that planning analysis using this theory
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cannot lead to equitable outcomes. Much of the literature that focuses on communicative
rationality is focused on ideals and normative procedures rather than incorporating ‘real
life’ practices that are challenged by power relationships and political agendas
(Flyvbjerg, 2002). The focus then turns to how power is distributed between stakeholders
and what opportunities for power sharing exist.
One of the primary challenges to local planners is to form relationships with
organizations, public or private, that have significant influences on planning outcomes
(Forester, 1993). Planners may have greater latitude in forming working partnerships
with outside entities than previously believed due to perceived political vulnerability
(Brooks, pgs. 115 - 116, 2002). Planners that are practicing advocacy techniques should
be open to forming relationships with public or private entities that exhibit a willingness
to work towards common goals (Marris, 1994). Despite the push for public participation,
power relationships in most planning schemes dictate that support from top level officials
is still required in order to effectively produce meaningful plans (Gondim, 1988; Brooks,
pgs. 137 - 138, 2002). Failure to recognize and incorporate power relationships into
planning models is a certain recipe for disaster (Friedman, 1998; Gondim, 1988; Brooks,
pg. 138, 2002). This brings into question the ability of public persons to make any
meaningful decisions and whether or not the state administered program offers any
opportunity for decisions to be made solely by public participants.
Forester (1989) argues that planners can utilize different strategies of negotiation
and mediation to counterbalance inequalities of power in order to achieve meaningful
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planning outcomes. One popular technique utilized by planners starting in the latter part
of the twentieth century is consensus building.

Consensus Building and Communicative Rationality
The consensus building process was initially recognized by Judith Innes (1992) as
a growing tool utilized by planners in states that had implemented growth management
plans. She noted that certain states that had implemented group processes to handle
development tasks were benefitting from mutual learning between technical experts,
decision makers, and citizens; resulting in “workable strategies, principles, and
procedures” (Innes, 1992, p. 440). The fundamental need for group processes is
predicated on a rejection of top-down decision making, value in face to face discussions
in order to adapt to the complexities of most planning or development outcomes, and a
recognition of citizen knowledge as crucial input to an inductive learning process for all
stakeholders (Innes, 1992).
Innes (1996) would go on to suggest that consensus building as a planning tool
was an opportunity to restructure the process of comprehensive planning. Extending the
theory of communicative rationality (Habermas, 1984; Dryzek, 1990), consensus building
sought to include a broad range of interested stakeholders and develop workable
strategies through conditions where all participants were given equal information and
decisions were based on emancipator knowledge – “knowledge of the deeper reality
hidden behind popular myths, scientific theories, and the arguments and rationalizations
in common use” (Innes, 1996, p. 461). States that officially engage in any consensus
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building activities are demonstrating their commitment to public participation; however,
simple statements of consensus building must be further investigated. A firm
commitment to the consensus building process before project development can move
forward is another indicator of the program’s commitment to public participation.
Consensus building procedures are intended to bolster comprehensive planning ideals,
where a drafted plan acts as a long range policy and action guide rather than a synoptic
document dictating specific goals, objectives, and procedures (Innes, 1996). The call for
group processes in planning models is underpinned by the methods and implications of
information sharing – how it is developed, shared, processed, and accepted – and the
understanding that it must be socially constructed and mutually acceptable in order to be
meaningful in planning outcomes (Innes, 1998).
Innes (2004) clarified the consensus building process as being grounded in the
theory and practice of interest based negotiation and mediation, with influences from
communicative rationality. Growing use of group processes in planning models included
varying techniques of communication between actors; many of which may have
resembled the consensus building process but were not specifically in line with a properly
organized consensus building process (Innes 2004). An organized framework for the
consensus building process was provided by Innes (2004) for further clarification on
which conditions were required to achieve successful consensus building outcomes.
Those conditions include:


Inclusion of a full range of stakeholders:
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A task that is meaningful to the participants and that has promise of having a
timely impact;



Participants who set their own ground rules for behavior, agenda setting making
decisions and many other topics;



A process that begins with mutual understanding of interests and avoids positional
bargaining;



A dialog where all are heard and respected and equally able to participate;



A self-organizing process unconstrained by conveners in its time or content and
which permits the status quo and all assumptions to be questioned;



Information that is accessible and fully shared among participants;



An understanding that ‘consensus’ is only reached when all interests have been
explored and every effort has been made to satisfy these concerns. (Innes, 2004,
p. 7).

Failure to provide for any one of these conditions may lead to incomplete, inaccurate, or
biased outcomes in planning matters (Innes, 2004). A skilled facilitator with experience
in negotiation and mediation techniques is typically required for more complex issues
(Innes, 2004).
Consensus building as a planning model is not without its criticisms. One of the
chief criticisms of group processes that are based in communicative rationality is that
they are typically practiced independently of institutional frameworks, and as a result, do
not account of power relationships that influence planning outcomes (Lauria, 2000).
Others have noted that consensus building techniques tend to focus more on positive
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outcomes rather than completely accept the sometimes grim and ugly complexities that
influence policies and actions (Yiftachel, 1999; also see Flyvbjerg, 1998). Healey (1996)
described this increase of practices based on communicative rationality as a
‘communicative turn’ and has underscored the importance of local contingencies in
planning and policy development.
Despite the growing use of consensus building techniques, obstacles still remain
in achieving meaningful outcomes (Margerum, 2002) and much work is still needed to
refine the process of public participation. While project specific contexts will ultimately
influence how the consensus building process occurs between stakeholders, an official
operating definition of consensus put forth by the state administered program along with
an outlined framework of how the process is to occur will provide a starting point. This
calls for a system of analysis and feedback that looks at some of these challenges and
how they are being revised to account for continuous change in a complex society.

Evaluation and Adaptation
Literature has demonstrated that collaborative planning process involving public
participation must be a continuous discourse between all stakeholders – an iterative
process subject to multiple revisions before workable plans are developed (Innes, 2004;
Graham, 2004; Margerum, 2002). Collaborative planning processes are generally
distinguished by three phases; problem setting, direction setting (in which the consensus
building process largely occurs), and implementation (Gray, 1989; Margerum, 2002).
This last phase, implementation, includes, or is closely followed by a process of
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feedback; which in turn provides guidance and direction for starting points with the next
set of processes. The quality of existing plans has been under evaluated in both practice
and academia and must be further studies in order to provide feedback for future plans
(Berke & Godschalk, 2009).
One of the greatest challenges to evaluating and revising a planning model is the
lack of understanding what constitutes success or failure. This is mainly due to three
main issues: 1) there is no clear definition of what constitutes planning successes, 2) no
common acceptance has been identified of when, how, and in what context a planning
success has occurred, and 3) there has been no clear method established for measuring
the success of plan implementation (Talen, 1997). Further complications in evaluation
exist because plans are unique to specific locales and are mostly designed to
accommodate long range outcomes; making a singular model of evaluation difficult
(Berke & Godschalk, 2009). “The history of planning and policy analysis is replete with
instances of solutions that targeted the wrong problem” (George, 1994, p. 241). Some
states may have an operating definition for project success or project failure but the focus
of evaluation in this research is whether or not there are any methods of program analysis
included in VCP procedures and if that evaluation is required for the approval of
development plans.
One method of ensuring meaningful feedback is to include public actors in the
evaluation process. Citizens and community members that end up being the recipients of
planning outcomes can act as effective evaluators; specifically the quality of public
services and the meaningfulness of solutions to shared community issues (Epstein, Wray,
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& Harding, 2006). The inclusion of public groups in the development phases of plans will
increase procedural validity and is one measure that can be identified when evaluating
plan effectiveness (Baer, 1997). Level of participation may also be a significant measure
of feedback. Empirical evidence has shown that public participation without any power to
influence planning decisions has led to meaningless outcomes in the eyes of participants
and is merely a form of tokenism practice (Julian et al., 1997).

Efficacy of Public Participation in VCPs
All fifty states have some form of Voluntary Cleanup Program; each with
autonomous requirements for public participation. Minimum state statutes require some
form of public notice and a brief period for public comment (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 2009). Some states have more rigorous public participation
requirements yet are still somewhat ambiguous as to what methods or actions are being
taken to identify, engage, communicate and involve the public at large in the planning
process. The primary research question asks how public participation in the state
administered VCPs effect plan development and utilizes the six identified variables to
understand the efficacy of this process.
Information on most state programs is available through their respective websites
and the U.S. EPA has published a state report that briefly explains each state’s public
participation actions (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2009); however, empirical
evidence has not previously been collected to demonstrate how any public participation
process through a state administered VCP effectuates changes in plan development. This
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research aims to provide the first steps in understanding how public participation in
different VCPs operate and its potential to affect plans that guide cleanup and
remediation of these contaminated sites. Although many state programs have stated
requirements and/or goals for public participation, contextual conditions and actions may
prove that these programs have not progressed very far up Arnstein’s Ladder of
Participation.
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CHAPTER III
EVALUATING THE EFFICACY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN VCPs

Voluntary Cleanup Programs (VCP) have been designed, in theory, to foster the
redevelopment of contaminated and/or underutilized lands. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency has decentralized the redevelopment process to each
state and each one has respectively developed some form of brownfield redevelopment
program similar to VCPs that provide, to varying degrees, guidelines for public
participation. However, there is no common thread of public participation and its varying
degrees in each state have not previously been studied. The challenge is to identify the
varying levels of public participation in each state’s VCP or similar program and then to
measure its efficacy in terms of brownfield redevelopment outcomes.
This research utilizes a mixed method approach with a survey followed by a
series of case studies. The phenomena under investigation here is the interaction between
public participation and brownfield redevelopment processes through VCPs. This is an
ongoing, contemporary phenomena that is highly context dependent as each
redevelopment project is subject not only to its respective state guidelines but also to
influencing factors such as location, site history, surrounding communities, and
redevelopment agendas of both private and municipal entities. The survey is used to help
create a VCP typology that identifies different levels of public participation between state
programs. The case study research design allows latitude for uncontrollable behaviors
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and events that may affect changes to cleanup and/or remediation plans for brownfield
sites. The varying contexts specific to a state administered VCP and projects that have
gone through the respective program are identified for each of the case studies, analyzed,
and then presented as abstractions that are applicable to theory.

Research Question & Propositions
This research seeks to identify how differing levels of public participation in state
administered VCPs influence brownfield redevelopment outcomes. The nature of this
primary research question is explanatory; seeking to provide a causal relationship
between public participation and cleanup and/or remediation plans for brownfield
redevelopment. Contextual variables play a significant role in this research as each
brownfield redevelopment project has a unique set of characteristics; making the
boundaries between context and phenomena somewhat hazy and difficult to interpret.
The case study research design supports this “real life” context and provides an avenue
for abstractions through the collection of empirical data. It is likely that each brownfield
redevelopment project would have numerous contextual variables of interest; perhaps
more than reasonably identifiable and it is for this reason that theoretical propositions
guide the research design.
Literature has provided a background for the creation and evolution of VCPs;
demonstrating their ongoing need to utilize different forms of incentives to foster
brownfield redevelopment projects. Further analysis of the efficacy of these programs is
needed to guide future practices and policies that will affect surrounding communities
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and the public at large. The concept of public participation has been well developed
through literature; however, gaps in the literature appear to be present in how public
participation influences brownfield redevelopment outcomes through VCPs. Given the
decentralized nature of VCPs throughout the United States, it is clear that public
participation may play different roles in brownfield redevelopment outcomes in different
states. This research is designed to address this gap in the literature and provide insight
on how these different levels of public participation may affect brownfield
redevelopment outcomes.
The variables identified through review of literature provide direction on specific
points of interest to be studied. Researching models of stakeholder identification,
stakeholder engagement, and communication between stakeholders will provide insight
on how the outreach and initiative practices of VCPs engage public actors in the
brownfield redevelopment process. Identifying power relationships, investigating
consensus building and/or visioning practices, and researching processes of evaluation
and adaption within VCPs will ultimately help to understand how the decision making
models of these programs can affect brownfield redevelopment outcomes. These
variables provide a holistic view of how public participation is played out in different
scenarios and how the inclusion of public actors may, or may not, influence development
outcomes.
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Units of Analysis & Type of Design
The primary units of analysis for this research are state administered Voluntary
Cleanup Programs or brownfield redevelopment programs that operate in a similar
fashion. Each state operates their program independently of other states under the
approved guidelines of the USEPA. Brownfield redevelopment projects within each state
are subject to that state’s policy and operating guidelines as well as other contextual
variables that may influence the outcome of redevelopment. For this reason, an embedded
case study design is utilized with an individual project acting as the embedded unit of
analysis and the state level program as the broader and ultimate unit of analysis.
The intention is to identify causal relationships between actions of public
participation and changes made to cleanup and/or remediation plans for brownfield
redevelopment in different conditions or levels of public participation. Typical actions of
public participation are identified through a survey of state programs and then
categorized into a typology based on their response patterns. One state is selected from
each category to act as a representation of similar phenomena that would likely occur in
all other states within the respective category. The representative states each have a
unique set of conditions under which actions of public participation are conducted. The
development of case studies for each category allows for those conditions to be identified
in an analysis of the program and then compared to predicted outcomes to cleanup and/or
remediation plans for specific projects that go through that state’s VCP process.
Theoretical replication logic is applied in this process.
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Variables of Study
Figure 3-1 shows the concept, dimensions and variables of study for this research
as outlined through relevant literature. These variables are used to create a framework for
data collection and analysis for each of the case studies to be conducted.

CONCEPT

Figure 3-1. Concept, dimensions, and variables of study.

VARIABLES

DIMENSIONS

Public
Participation
in VCPs

Outreach &
Engagement
of
Stakeholders

Stakeholder
Identification

Stakeholder
Engagement

Decision
Making /
Evaluation &
Adaptation

Communication

Power
Relationships

Consensus
Building /
Visioning

Evaluation &
Adaptation

Each of the variables has characteristic indicators and elements that can be
identified, and in some cases, measured, to outline the phenomena of study and provide
information useful to cross case analysis. Indicators and measurements for each of the
variables are first identified for the creation of a VCP typology list and then further
investigated within the context of individual redevelopment projects for causal
relationships. Each of the questions listed below are given as a starting point in a semi-
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structured interview process. Contextual variables for any given project may alter the
course of questions that are asked.

Stakeholder Identification
Indicators of stakeholder identification are found in the earliest phases of the
project and may, or may not, be unique to that specific project. A program with strong
public participation requirements will provide a basic outline or process of stakeholder
identification from which planners or program managers are able to begin this process.
Identifying questions for the development of a VCP typology include: Does the state
level VCP have an established definition of a project stakeholder? Does the state level
VCP have established and published criteria for identifying project stakeholders? Does
the established baseline criterion for identifying project stakeholders include leeway or
adaptability for specific project characteristics?
The case study includes questions of how and why stakeholder identification
influenced redevelopment outcomes. Those questions include: How did VCP managers
and/or personnel identify stakeholders for this project? Were any project stakeholders
identified through different means? Post project (or after the appropriate public
participation window), were any other project stakeholders identified either through the
process itself or by other means?
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Stakeholder Engagement
Indicators of stakeholder engagement are seen in the methods by which VCPs
contact and communicate with the public at large. Identifying questions for the
development of a VCP typology include: Which of the following methods does the state
level VCP utilize: a) mailings, b) publications, c) billboards or other postings, d)
telephone contact, e) email, or f) internet based advertising? These methods are
investigated on a binary basis at the typology level and deeper at the case study level for
causal links. Does the VCP rely on a single method of stakeholder identification or do
they utilize a combination of two or more? How does the program alter its engagement
methods based demographics and/or location of a specific project?

Communication
Communication between project stakeholders ties in directly to other variables of
interest; specifically power relationships and consensus building. The purpose this
specific variable is to identify whether or not communication is generally flowing one or
two ways. Literature has shown the importance of continuous discourse in building
relationships that influence planning outcomes. The indicators of communication for this
variable are found in the framework by which public actors are allowed to
communication with VCP managers and/or the development entities. Identifying
questions for the development of a VCP typology include: Does the state level VCP offer
specific opportunities for the public to be involved in the planning process? Does the
program offer multiple opportunities for public participation? Are public participation
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opportunities specific to feedback? Are public participation opportunities specific to
solicitation of input information or ideas?
The methods of communication are further investigated at the case study level to
determine the extent of discourse between VCP and public actors. Have development
plans only been disclosed to the public after they are sufficiently completed so that there
is little room for change? Have public comments, opinions or interactions regarding the
project been allowed at any time other than the ‘specified’ opportunities? How have VCP
actors encouraged and provided opportunities for open and continuous dialogue between
public actors and project development?

Power Relationships
The indicators of power relationships are seen in the differences of resources
between the technical experts of the state program and the public at large. These
resources include, but are not limited to, specific project information, technical expertise,
dedicated time to the process, and money. Power relationships are formed by the
inequalities between the two groups and can be addressed in different ways. VCPs may
abide by the status quo of top down authority with the program managers holding true
power over project outcomes or they may take a proactive approach in addressing these
inequalities and make efforts to help public actors gain a more equal position in the
power relationship that is at play. Identifying questions for the development of a VCP
typology include: Does the state level VCP acknowledge differences in available
resources, such as time, money, and technical expertise, between program officials and
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public actors? Does the state level VCP offer any workshops or training opportunities to
interested public persons? Does the program allow any decisions to be made solely by
public participants?
The case study will demonstrate how these power relationships work in the
context of a specific redevelopment project that has multiple actors with, presumably,
multiple levels of available resources. What efforts are made by the VCP to address
inequalities of time, money, and technical expertise? How do these efforts target resource
inequalities rather than simply show on paper that an effort has been made? How are
public actors allowed to express their concerns of these inequalities and what changes are
made accordingly?

Consensus Building/Visioning
Consensus building techniques have evolved considerably over the last several
decades. The focus of this variable is not to study consensus building techniques
themselves, rather how current techniques affect brownfield redevelopment outcomes.
Development of a VCP typology will identify if each state actually has a consensus
building process in place and, if so, how well developed that process may be. Identifying
questions for the development of a VCP typology include: Does the state level VCP
officially engage in any consensus building activities? Does the state level VCP have an
operating definition of consensus and is there an outlined framework on how consensus
building activities are to take place? Does the program require a consensus building
process to take place before project redevelopment can move forward? Literature
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provides eight conditions that are required for the success of a consensus building
process.
Each of those conditions are explored in the case study to investigate how those
conditions were, or were not, provided and what effect it may have had on the
redevelopment outcome. Did the consensus process include a full range of stakeholders?
What meaningful tasks have been given to public participants that have a timely impact?
How have public participants been allowed to set their own ground rules for behavior and
agenda setting? How have mutual interests been established? What form of dialog has
taken place between public and government actors that allows for equal participation?
How has the process been self organized? How is information disseminated between all
actors? Has the process reached a mutually acceptable consensus regarding project
development?

Evaluation & Adaptation
The process of evaluation and adaptation may or may not be officially recognized
within a VCP. This process will likely occur after project completion but identifying
characteristics can be seen at any point of the redevelopment process. Identifying
questions for the development of a VCP typology include: Does the state level VCP have
an operating definition for project success or project failure? Does the state level VCP
include any method of program analysis? Are public actors provided any opportunities to
analyze the program and/or provide feedback? Is analysis or feedback from any source
required as part of the VCP? Indicators of program evaluation and feedback are more
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difficult to identify through specific case studies because of the contextual variables;
which may confound analysis of the specific project and analysis of the broader program.
How have previous evaluation efforts influenced the current redevelopment project? Are
project specific evaluations analyzed for broader implications to the VCP?

Measurement of Efficacy
Changes in Cleanup and/or Remediation Plans for Brownfield Sites in VCPs
The dependent variable of study for this research is the influence that public
participation has on the outcome of cleanup and/or remediation plans for brownfield
redevelopment projects in VCPs. Influence can be identified through the amount or
degree of change from the early project conception phases through project completion or
how the plan was altered as a response to public participation. Changes may be subtle or
drastic and there may be several rival explanations for these changes such as economic
factors or political influences. The influence of public participation is isolated by looking
solely at the changes made to a specific redevelopment project that have been addressed
by public actors. Larger inferences regarding the influence of public participation can be
made on general project outcomes but they cannot be specifically measured. The VCP
typology will allow findings of specific brownfield redevelopment projects to be
categorized by their respective level of opportunities for public participation.
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VCP Typology
The VCP typology is intended to create groupings of state level brownfield
redevelopment programs that operate in a similar fashion with regards to public
participation. A series of eight yes/no, or binary, questions based on the variables of
study are posed for each state. Four questions are derived from the dimension of public
outreach & engagement, and four questions are derived from the dimension of public
participation in decision making & evaluation. The indicator questions used to provide
information for the typology are the following.

Dimension 1: Public Outreach & Engagement
Stakeholder Identification
1.

Are community members or the public at large always considered to be a project
stakeholder in every brownfield project that enters into the VCP?

Stakeholder Engagement
2.

Does the state administered VCP utilize multiple methods of engaging the public?

Communication
3.

Are there multiple opportunities for public participation when a project is going
through the VCP process?

4.

Is the public asked to provide information and/or ideas that are considered for plan
development?
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Dimension 2: Public Participation in Decision Making & Evaluation
Power Relationships
5.

Are any decisions regarding plan development made solely by public participants?

6.

Does the program offer any workshops or other training opportunities for interested
public people?

Consensus Building/Visioning
7.

Does the program regularly engage in any consensus building or visioning process?

Evaluation & Feedback
8.

Do public participants have the opportunity to provide feedback on the program?
A positive or yes response indicates strong participation and a negative or no

response indicates weak participation. Figure 3-2 provides an answer map for the
potential responses. The answer map shows both positive and negative responses for each
question; survey responses will be recorded as only one or the other.
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Figure 3-2. Answer map for VCP typology questions

Weak

Strong

Weak

Box 1
-1, -2, -3, -4,
-5, -6, -7, -8

Box 2
+1, +2, +3, +4

Strong

Public Participation in
Decision Making & Evaluation

Public Outreach & Engagement

Box 3
+5, +6, +7, +8

All questions are posed to the department head of the VCP or another appropriate
person who is qualified to answer through a brief telephone survey. The states are
analyzed independently and given a positive or negative response to each respective
question. The survey is designed to be administered quickly; in approximately five
minutes, to help improve the response rate. Survey respondents are free to comment on
any policies or practices associated with the questions but are not required to do so. Any
relevant comments are recorded and used to help analyze contextual variables that may
be present.
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The two dimensions are measured independently during the survey and are then
combined once the answers are recorded to create the typology. A respondent may be
categorized as weak in both dimension, strong in one dimension and not the other, or
strong in both dimensions. Four types are possible: 1) Weak Public Participation, 2)
Outreach Oriented, 3) Decision Oriented, and 4) Strong Public Participation. At least two
positive responses for a dimension must be recorded in order for that state to be
considered strong in that respective dimension. The exception is a positive response to
either question #4 or question #7 coupled with at least one other positive response in the
same dimension. These questions are given additional weight because the supporting
literature signifies their importance in early stages of plan development and how utilizing
these tools indicates a strong model of public participation. Table 3-1 shows each
typology with its respective decision rule.

Table 3-1. Typology decision rules.
Type
Weak Public
Participation
Outreach
Oriented

Decision
Oriented

Strong Public
Participation

Decision Rule
No more than two positive answers in either box 2 or box 3, positive
responses to either question #4 or #7 not present with any other
positive response.
Three or more positive responses in box 2 or a positive response to
question #4 and any other positive response in box 2 and no more
than two positive responses in box 3 or no more than a positive
response to question #7 with any other positive response in box 3.
No more than three positive responses in box 2 or a positive response
to question #4 and any other positive response in box 2 and three or
more positive responses in box 3 or a positive response to question
#7 with any other positive response in box 3.
Three or more positive responses in box 2 or a positive response to
question #4 and any other positive response in box 2 and three or
more positive responses in box 3 or a positive response to question
#7 with any other positive response in box 3.
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Study Protocol
A single case is selected from each type for further analysis. The case study
research design utilizes multiple sources of evidence; requiring a structured study
protocol that counters threats to validity and bolsters reliability. Questions of data for
each causal variable may have multiple instruments that are utilized in conjunction with
each other to support a holistic view of the case study and point towards a causal effect.
Table 3-2 shows the different types of evidence that is collected with each case study and
the corresponding method of data collection.
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Table 3-2. Types of evidence and corresponding method of data collection.
Type of Collected Evidence

Data Collection Method(s)

Stakeholder Identification
Methods of stakeholder identification

Interviews

Alternate methods of stakeholder identification

Interviews

Stakeholder Engagement
Methods of stakeholder identification

Interviews

Alternate methods of stakeholder identification

Interviews

Neighborhood demographics

US Census Bureau

Communication
Timeline of public disclosure of project plan

Archival records / Interviews

Timeline/length of public comment period

Archival records / Interviews

Attendance of public meetings

Meeting minutes

Power Relationships
Workshops/public training sessions or
opportunities

Archival records / Interviews

Agenda/content of public workshops/public
training

Archival records / interviews

Forum for expressing public concerns and/or
inequalities

Interviews / Archival records

Consensus / Visioning
Conditions of successful consensus building

Interviews / Archival records /
News

Evaluation & Adaptation
Opportunities for program evaluation

Interviews

Previous & current changes in program
operations

Archival records / Interviews

General Information
History of the brownfield site

Archival data / Interviews

Development patterns surrounding the site

Archival data / Interviews
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Data Collection & Analysis
Data collection begins with the selection of a case for each VCP type.
Theoretically each state within a category should represent the same level of public
participation so any one can be chosen. Resource constraints such as time and money
generally guide the selection of participant states. The willingness of program officials to
work with research efforts is another key contributing factor in selecting a state for study
purposes. In the case of a state program not responding to requests to participate in the
research, another state within the respective category was approached for selection. Once
the state program has agreed to participate with the research, example projects used as
part of the case studies were carefully selected based upon availability of information and
guidance from the program administrator. The program administrator was asked to help
identify a few projects that had recently completed the VCP process. Each of the projects
identified for potential selection was a ‘typical’ or ‘average’ project that had gone
through the system and did not experience any extraordinary events that may have
significantly altered the outcome. Each of the projects selected to represent their
respective case study was located in an urban area with an approximate population of
50,000 or more.
A detailed description of the state programs is provided with emphasis on the
VCP or equivalent. Public participation actions for each of the study variables are
thoroughly discussed including rules and policies as well as typical actions that take
place. A detailed historical narrative is developed for each example project; outlining, at
a minimum, past uses of the site, significant owners of the site, how contamination or
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abandonment occurred at the site, and neighborhood development surrounding the site
concurrent to site contamination or abandonment. The conceptual development of the
proposed or actual project is provided for each case including, but not limited to, how the
initial project proposal came to be, and who approached who in early project
development phases (local government/VCP or development entity). The outline of
project development includes what opportunities for public participation have occurred
and when they took place. The timeline of development should have taken place for each
case study according to a standardized VCP development process. Any deviations from a
standardized process will be documented along with the perceived reasons and how, if at
all, the opportunities for public participation have been altered. Content analysis is
conducted on historical data gathered from archival records and interviews of key people
to establish an accurate timeline of events.
Interviews were conducted with key actors in the brownfield redevelopment
project. At a minimum, the VCP program administrator and the project manager were
approached for interviews. Some states may have public outreach specialists and other
states may include private planning companies in the project development phases; both of
which are approached for interviews if they have helped in the public participation
process. If possible, a key representative for the development entity or landowner is
interviewed. Also if possible, one or more private citizens who have been involved in the
public participation process will be approached for interviews. The same questions are
posed to all parties involved with interviews with slight changes made only to rephrase
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according to context. All interviews are semi-structured, which allows for a more natural
flow of conversation. The interviews are recorded for documentation and further analysis.

General Analytic Strategy
Literature relevant to public participation has provided a basis of theory for this
research. The distinction between context and phenomena will always provide challenges
in determining causal relationships; therefore, an analytic strategy of pattern matching
and explanation building based on the relevant literature will bolster research findings. A
pattern of variables has been established and each will be explored for their effect on
cleanup and/or remediation plans. Based on theory, greater public participation will result
in greater changes or more meaningful changes that are made to cleanup and/or
remediation plans; which, according to literature, leads to more rich outcomes for all
project stakeholders. Empirical evidence collected through multiple sources will be used
to support the presumed causal links that have been predicted through theory. Patterns of
causal relationships are identified to further support the analytical strategy of pattern
matching and explanation building.

Threats to Validity
Four primary tests are consistently applied to the research design in order to
ensure accuracy and bolster research findings. The first three tests are used in an iterative
process during the research design and data collection phases of the study; making the
necessary revisions so that data analysis findings are as accurate as possible. The fourth
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test is applied in the research design phase of the study and validated through the use of
research protocols. Each test and the appropriate countermeasures to threats are described
further.

Construct Validity
The test of construct validity is administered through the use of operational
measures that sufficiently explain the concept of study. The case study design is intended
to focus on a single phenomenon within multiple contexts where the causal explanation
may be convoluted and difficult to ascertain. The use of multiple sources of evidence will
counter this threat to validity. This research design incorporates archival records, internet
data bases, US Census Bureau information, and interviews of multiple actors in the
public participation process. Using these sources of information, along with direct
observation when applicable, a chain of evidence is established for each case study that
demonstrates how public participation in VCPs influences the development cleanup
and/or remediation plans for brownfield sites. Information that is collected and organized
for each case study is reviewed by key actors, such as a VCP administrator, to verify
accuracy; which will bolster findings and support the concept of study.

Internal Validity
The test of internal validity is administered during the data analysis phase of the
research. This research is explanatory in nature; seeking causal relationships between
phenomenon and effect within specific contexts. The primary tool used to ensure internal
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validity with this case study research method is pattern matching. Pattern matching in this
series of case studies is based on comparing empirically collected evidence to predicted
patterns of causal relationships that are derived from relevant literature. Each case
represents a level of public participation within the VCP typology and has a set of
predicted outcomes based on that level. Future research may use the iterative process of
explanation building to further support the causal relationship between public
participation and brownfield redevelopment outcomes.
This research intends to make inferences to a broad population of all states that
have some form of VCP; therefore, addressing rival explanations is of utmost importance.
Three rival explanations that may confound the identification of causal relationships
within this research are addressed. First, brownfield redevelopment projects may be
located where local governments have municipal authority or governing influence in land
use decisions, and they may have a different set of public participation requirements.
Second, brownfield redevelopment projects may be located near affluent neighborhoods
where private citizens have strong political influences over land use decisions. Third,
economic or environmental factors may have trumping influences over public
participation. Each of these rival explanations are addressed through the collection of
evidence from multiple sources that establishes a historical narrative; thereby reducing
the influence of spurious relationships when making broad inferences.
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External Validity
The test of external validity is administered through the use of multiple case
studies with this research. One case is selected for each VCP type. Each case presents an
in depth investigation of the state administered program followed by an example project
that has gone through the VCP redevelopment process. The example project within each
case study acts as an embedded unit of analysis. Four different outcomes are expected
with this research effort given the four categories and the different actions that are taken
by state administered programs within each category; which provides the opportunity to
apply theoretical replication logic for the case studies. The analytic generalization method
utilized in this research attempts to use research findings to abstract to a more broad
theory of public participation.
A limitation of this research must be addressed here. The research methods
utilized in this study are intended to bolster findings from each case study so that the
results can be abstracted to the VCP typology category. However, the generalizability of
findings in this research are limited because only one case study with only one example
project has been conducted. Each of the case studies provides an abstraction of how
public participation works in that respective state’s VCP but would be stronger if more
case projects could be conducted. The sample size of one representative state from each
VCP typology category supports the findings but would be much stronger is additional
case studies from other states could be conducted.
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Reliability
The final test of reliability is administered through the careful documentation of
steps and procedures that have been utilized during the data collection process. This
documentation increases the reliability of research protocol used and provides a
framework that future research can follow to either support or refute the findings. In
addition, collected data is compiled into an operational database that is used to support
the research findings and may be used in future research endeavors. Appropriate
consideration is given in the event that a brownfield redevelopment project has a unique
set of characteristics that significantly influences the causal relationship of public
participation and project outcome.
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CHAPTER IV
A VCP TYPLOGY: CATEGORIES OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACTIONS IN
STATE ADMINISTERED PROGRAMS

Purpose of Typology
The VCP typology is intended to create groupings of state level brownfield
redevelopment programs that operate in a similar fashion with regards to public
participation. The purpose is to identify whether or not specific conditions of public
participation exist within each state’s program and to group them logically. Each of the
variables of interest contains at least one indicator that is used to determine a state
program’s overall level of public participation requirements. The population for this
study is the fifty states comprising the United States of America. This study excludes any
tribal entities, territories, or any other politically recognized areas belonging to or
connected with the USA. The starting point in identifying each state’s voluntary cleanup
program – or equivalent - that is responsible for overseeing the cleanup or remediation of
brownfield lands is the document titled State Brownfields and Voluntary Response
Programs: An Update from the States; published by the US EPA in 2009. This report
provides overview information on each state’s brownfield program along with contact
information and a basic explanation of public participation actions and/or requirements
that each state has put forth in regard to their VCP. Additionally, the report provides
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contact information for the department heads of voluntary cleanup programs in each
state.
Each state has autonomous power in establishing a voluntary cleanup or
remediation program for brownfields sites that do not pose immediate or known threats to
human health and safety. This has resulted in many forms of voluntary cleanup programs
throughout the states that range in scope and operational function. For the purpose of this
research, the principal characteristics of brownfield redevelopment programs selected for
study include the following:


State administered without any specifically dedicated federal funding from the US
EPA or other departments.



Applicants to the program have voluntarily come forward without any regulation or
other federal, state, or local actions that would force them to do so otherwise.



Primary purpose of the program is to ensure cleanup or remediation of a brownfield
site proportionally to the proposed or intended land use.

State administered programs meeting these characteristics; whether specifically titled a
VCP or otherwise, have been identified and included in this research.

Survey
A telephone survey was administered between September 2011 and January 2012.
Department heads listed in the State Brownfields report were the primary contact person
reached in most cases. Some of the listed personnel had moved on from their position; in
which case, their replacement was contacted. In twelve cases – 24% of the respondents –
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someone other than the department head was surveyed. The reason for surveying
someone within the state administered program other than the department head varied but
was mostly due to the department head recommending the survey be completed by
another person within the department they felt was more qualified to answer questions
regarding public participation. The survey was specifically designed so that it would take
no longer than five to ten minutes in order to increase the probability of gathering
responses from busy department head figures. Respondents were asked to answer each
question with either a yes or no response. To avoid noncommittal responses such as “it
depends”, or “sometimes but not always”, the respondent was asked to exercise their best
judgment in determining whether or not that specific condition occurs commonly in an
average project that goes through the VCP process.

Response Patterns
Figure 3-2 in the research methods chapter outlines the potential responses from
each respondent state. Yes or no responses to survey questions are recorded respectively
as either strong or weak. A two cell by two cell grid matrix was established to record the
responses for the respective dimensions. All possible responses to the eight questions,
either positive or negative, are shown in the matrix to indicate where that respective
response would be recorded. Only one number is recorded for a response to each
question. The lower right cell does not contain any responses because the dimensions are
being measured independently at this point.
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Each participant state is categorized as either weak or strong in each dimension
independently based on the responses provided. After the participant state is categorized
as either strong or weak in each dimension, an overarching response pattern is
enumerated. There are four possible outcomes for each participant; thus, there are four
types of public participation states. They are categorized as follows:
1) Weak Public Participation – the participant state has indicated through survey
responses that they are weak in the dimension of public outreach and engagement as
well as weak in the dimension of public participation in decision making and
evaluation.
2) Outreach Oriented – the participant state has indicated through survey responses that
they are strong in the dimension of public outreach and engagement but weak in the
dimension of public participation in decision making and evaluation.
3) Decision Oriented – the participant state has indicated through survey responses that
they are weak in the dimension of public outreach and engagement but strong in the
dimension of public participation in decision making and evaluation.
4) Strong Public Participation - the participant state has indicated through survey
responses that they are strong in the dimension of public outreach and engagement as
well strong in the dimension of public participation in decision making and
evaluation.
Figure 4-1 shows the four types of public participation categories in state administered
VCPs that each state is ascribed based on their survey responses.
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Figure 4-1. Four types of public participation categories in VCPs.
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VCP Typology Findings
Forty seven states responded to the survey. Louisiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania did
not participate in this research effort. Nine states are categorized as having Weak Public
Participation, twenty states as Outreach Oriented, three states as Decision Oriented, and
fifteen as Strong Public Participation. Figure 5 shows how each participating state is
categorized according to the results of the survey.
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Figure 4-2. Categorized states according to survey results.

Weak
Strong

Public Participation in
Decision Making & Evaluation

Public Outreach & Engagement

Weak

Strong

Weak Public
Participation

Outreach
Oriented

GA, IA, IL, MS, ND,
OK, SC, SD, TN
(9 total)

AZ, CT, DE, FL, ID,
IN, KS, MD, ME, MN,
MO, MT, NC, NV,NH,
NY, RI, UT, VT, WY
(20 total)

Decision
Oriented

Strong Public
Participation

AL, AR, TX
(3 total)

AK, CA, CO, HI, KY,
MA, MI, NE, NJ, NM,
OR, VA, WA, WI, WV
(15 total)

The majority of respondent states are categorized as strong in at least one of the
dimensions. This is evidenced by thirty five respondents, or 74.47 percent of the sample,
being categorized as either Outreach Oriented or Strong Public Participation. Figure 4-3
shows the percentage breakdown of respondent states in their respective category.
Outreach Oriented states account for largest group of respondents at 43 percent, followed
by Strong Public Participation states at 32 percent. Weak Public Participation states
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account for 19 percent of respondents and the smallest group of respondents is Decision
Oriented states accounting for only 6 percent.

Figure 4-3. Percentages of respondent states by category.

19%

Weak Public Participation
9 states / 19% of respondents

32%
Outreach Oriented
20 states / 43% of respondents

Decision Oriented
3 states / 6% of respondents
6%

Strong Public Participation
15 states / 32% of respondents

43%

There are noticeable differences in response patterns between the different types.
Figure 4-4 shows the percentage of positive responses to each question across the four
types. Note that questions 1 though 4 pertain to the first dimension of public outreach and
engagement while questions 5 though 8 pertain to the second dimension of public
participation in decision making and evaluation. The response percentages shown in
figure 4-4 are aggregate for all respondents within each type.
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Figure 4-4. Percentage of positive responses to each question by type.
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The survey did not yield any unanimous responses; either positive or negative, to
any of the questions across all four types. Many of the questions had unanimous
responses within a single type. The most noticeable groupings of unanimous responses
can be seen in three of the four categories – Weak Public Participation, Decision
Oriented, and Strong Public Participation. Both Weak Public Participation and Decision
Oriented types saw unanimously negative responses to question 4 – public asked to
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provide ideas and/or information for plan development – and question 5 – any decisions
made solely by public participants. All respondents within the Weak Public Participation
type provided a negative response to question 7 – consensus building or visioning
practices – and all respondents within the Decision Oriented type provided a negative
response to question 1 – public considered to be a stakeholder in every project. The other
noticeable grouping of unanimous responses is within the Strong Public Participation
where all respondents provided a positive response to question 2 – multiple methods of
engagement, question 3 – multiple opportunities for public participation, question 6 –
training opportunities provided to the public, and question 7 – consensus building or
visioning practices.
Each of the types can be paired with another type for comparison. Figure 4-5
demonstrates that there are six possible combinations of pairs; however, not all paired
combinations present a significant relationship. The logical progression from Weak
Public Participation to Outreach Oriented and then to Strong Public Participation
represents two significant relationships and the differences between Weak Public
Participation and Strong Public Participation present another. These relationships are
represented in figure 4-5 by the arrows with corresponding numbers.
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Figure 4-5. Possible pairing of independent types for analysis.
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Note that each type of public participation is possible based on responses, but it is
theoretically implausible for a respondent state to be categorized as decision oriented. A
state that is categorized as decision oriented indicates that their practices of outreach and
engagement are weak; or that they typically perform minimal actives to encourage the
participation of a broad range of stakeholders, yet their actions of involving the public
with decisions and evaluation of the program is strong. It is for this reason that the
relationship between Outreach Oriented and Decision Oriented is not a logical
progression and therefore not considered to have a significant relationship. The survey
yielded three respondents that are categorized as Decision Oriented. Possible reasons for
this categorization are discussed in the discussion section.
In comparing aggregate responses in Weak Public Participation and Outreach
Oriented types, there is a noticeable increase in positive responses to the first four
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questions. The mean percentage of positive response rates to questions 1 through 4 in
Weak Public Participation is 41.67%; compared to a mean percentage of positive
response rates to the same set of questions in Outreach Oriented of 81.25%. This
validates the decision rule promoting a respondent state from the former to the latter type.
However, the mean positive response rate to question 5 through 8 in Weak Public
Participation is 15%; which is only slightly less than the mean positive response rate of
23.75% to the same set questions in Outreach Oriented states. The response patterns to
questions 5 through 8 are very similar between these two types, with Weak Public
Participation states actually having a higher aggregate response percentage rate to
question 6 – training opportunities provided to the public, and question 8 – opportunities
for feedback or analysis.
In comparing aggregate response rates in Outreach Oriented and Strong Public
Participation types, the mean percentage of positive response rates to questions 1 through
4 is close in each type - 81.25% and 86.67% respectively. Interestingly, the mean positive
response rate to question 1 – public considered to be a stakeholder in every project, is
95% in Outreach Oriented states as opposed to only 80% in Strong Public Participation
states. The mean positive response rate to questions 5 though 8 in Outreach Oriented
states is 23.75% compared to 76.67% in Strong Public Participation states; thus
confirming the decision rule that differentiates between the two types. The mean positive
response rate for each of questions 5 through 8 is higher in the latter of the types.
The third consequential comparison of types is between Weak and Strong Public
Participation states. As expected, the mean positive response rate to all questions in the
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survey is higher in Strong Public Participation States. Questions 1 through 4 have a mean
positive response rate of 41.67% in Weak Public Participation states compared to 86.67%
in Strong Participation states. Questions 5 through 8 have a mean positive response rate
of 15% in Weak Participation states compared to 76.67% in Strong Participation states.
This again confirms the decision rules that differentiate the two types.

Implications of VCP Typology Findings
The findings clearly show that there are different levels of public participation
being practiced in state administered Voluntary Cleanup Programs throughout our nation.
Each state has an autonomous standard of public participation and the empirical evidence
of practice demonstrates that they can be categorized into one of four types. It is likely
that no state administered program would voluntarily admit weak public participation
practices and it is not the intent of this research to badmouth or shame any program that
is working to revitalize contaminated and/or underutilized lands. The intent here is to
offer a standard framework for comparison of practices in public participation in state
administered VCPs and to shed light on how these programs approach the inclusion of
public persons into their operations.
The greatest threat to validity in this research is individual interpretation of the
questions by the respondents and potential response bias. Each survey was prefaced with
a brief introduction and explanation of key terms such as public participants,
stakeholders, and plan development in order to minimize this threat. Additionally, the
most qualified person to answer the survey questions within each state administered
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program was sought out so that the answers would be as valid as possible. This does not
eliminate the possibility of individual respondents interpreting the questions differently or
utilizing different methods of determining what a most common scenario of public
participation may entail within their program. There is a natural tendency of selfpromotion when responding to survey questions of this nature and further research must
be conducted to investigate how public participation practices in specific cases match the
results of this research.
The empirical results are not immediately surprising given the gap between the
empty ritual of public participation and having the real power to effectuate changes that
Arnstein (1969) has noted. Forty years of evolution in public participation practices have
produced little change when the majority of states are either weak or strong in reaching
out to public actors – Weak Public Participation, Outreach Oriented, and Decision
Oriented types combined – but still weak with involving those public actors in decision
making and evaluation processes. The results indicate that the majority of state
administered VCPs are concerned with having public participation as a required process
yet still have a way to go in sharing power with public actors to effectuate meaningful
changes pertaining to the cleanup and/or remediation of brownfield sites.
The Decision Oriented type is a bit of an anomaly. Respondents in this type have
indicated that they have weak practices of reaching out and communicating with the
public; which suggests that a minimum amount of public actors; if any, are participating
in the development of cleanup and/or remediation plans for brownfield sites in these
states. By definition, their responses indicated that they have strong practices of public
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participation in decision making and evaluation; which is counterintuitive given the first
condition and seems to be theoretically implausible. The simplest explanation is that the
survey respondent may have misunderstood the questions or interpreted them incorrectly;
answering them in a manner that resulted in this condition. Another explanation may be a
self-promotion bias from the respondent; perhaps a subconscious effort to promote the
state administered program as being proactive with public participation practices. It may
also be the case that there are few public participants involved in plan development
process but their involvement is fervent and perhaps greater than in other states. An in
depth case study analysis of the state administered program along with the example
project will help clarify this condition.
Question 5 – any decisions regarding plan development made solely by public
participants, has the lowest response rate of all questions. This indicates that the true
power of decision making remains with the state administered program rather than public
participants. Many of the respondents surveyed remarked that the development of
cleanup and/or remediation plans was a technical and complex process that was
undertaken by professionals yet; implying that the general level of technical knowledge
by public participants may be insufficient to determine the efficacy of these plans.
However; the question was not limited to the entire plan as a whole and left room for any
decision in the process of plan development to be made by public participants. Many of
the state administered VCPs appear to have adopted and promoted a technocratic view of
the plan development process; which of course can be offset by training opportunities for
people that are interested (question 6). The low response rate to question 5 across all
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types suggests that there is still room to evolve and promote public participation
practices. Note that there were some positive responses to question 5 so it is possible for
decisions to be made solely by public participants. The application to Florida’s VCP by a
landowner or private developer must be approved by adjacent landowners in order to
receive full benefits of the program.
Many of the states categorized as Strong Public Participation match what may be
anecdotally or commonly known of such states. California and Massachusetts are
examples of states commonly known to be at the forefront of public participation
practices and this research reinforces that notion. It is encouraging to see 15 states, or 35
percent of all respondents, categorized as Strong Public Participation. This suggests that
meaningful practices of public participation are taking place in these states and that
people who choose to be involved in complex matters such as the cleanup and/or
remediation of brownfield sites have that opportunity. The majority of respondents in this
type provided positive responses to at least six of the eight questions. Alaska was the only
state in the entire sample to provide positive answers to all eight questions; the
respondent indicated that the strong presence of Native American and other tribal entities
in that state has significantly influenced their program in developing a robust program of
public participation. The 100% positive response rates to questions 2, 3, 6 and 7 support
the notion that states are actively practicing public participation standards that effectuate
meaningful changes.
Further investigation of individual states and examples of how projects are
conducted within that respective state is warranted based on the findings of this VCP
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typology. A series of case studies follows that demonstrates how public participation is
carried out within a state for each category.
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CHAPTER V
WEAK PUBLIC PARTICIPATION STATE CASE STUDY – SOUTH CAROLINA

Weak Public Participation states have indicated a majority of negative responses
to questions regarding both dimensions of public participation in this research - outreach
and engagement of public participants as well as decision making and evaluation by
public participants. This response pattern suggests that actions taken by the state
administered VCP (or equivalent) surrounding public participation in the program are
weak in identifying and engaging public participant stakeholders and do not provide
strong opportunities for decision making and evaluation of the program by public
participant stakeholders. Table 5-1 shows how each respondent state in the Weak Public
Participation category answered all of the survey questions. Survey responses from the
state of South Carolina have been highlighted.

Table 5-1. Survey responses for weak public participation states.
Outreach & Engagement
Q2.
Q3.

Q1.

GA
IA
IL
MS
ND
OK
SC
SD
TN

Public
considered to
be project
stakeholders

Multiple
methods of
engaging
public

Multiple
opportunitie
s for public
participation

no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no

Decision Making & Analysis
Q6.
Q7.
Q8.

Q4.

Q5.

Public
asked to
provide
info or
ideas

Any
decisions
made solely
by public
participants

Workshops
or other
training
sessions
offered

Consensus
or
Visioning
activities

Opportunity
to provide
feedback on
program

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
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South Carolina represents the category of Weak Public Participation based on the
results from the typology survey conducted with this research. Eight other states; 19% of
the survey respondents, were categorized as weak public participation states. South
Carolina was selected to represent this category because of their proximity to the
researcher and their willingness to share information. South Carolina operates two
separate and parallel programs for the redevelopment of brownfield properties; the
Voluntary Cleanup Program and the Brownfields program. Sites entering the VCP are
subject to mandatory actions of public participation which include a sign posted at the
site and a 30 day public comment period at a minimum.
The project chosen to represent the typical brownfield redevelopment process
through the VCP in South Carolina is the Rock Hill Body Shop – also known as the
Cotton Mill Village after the site was redeveloped. The site is located in the HaginsFewell Neighborhood of Rock Hill; an area of town that has many underutilized
properties and has been a targeted by the city for redevelopment. The 46,000 square foot
building; formerly used as a textile mill, was redeveloped to house 21 low income
residential apartment units and the adjacent site was cleaned up and developed to house
18 low income housing units. Federal and state historic tax credits were used as part of
the financing package for this project, which was completed in January of 2011. Figure 51 shows the old textile mill building after redevelopment.
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Figure 5-1. Redeveloped old textile mill building at Cotton Mill Village.

Source: Author’s photograph

South Carolina’s Brownfield Redevelopment Programs
South Carolina has two separate programs that are used as tools for the
redevelopment of brownfield or contaminated sites. These programs work parallel to each
other and have many similar characteristics in term of operations. They are both
administered by South Carolina’s Department of Health and Environmental Control
(SCDHEC). Both programs are run by a group of department personnel and supporting
staff members that can serve either program simultaneously.
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Overview
South Carolina’s Department of Health and Environment Control houses the
Bureau of Land and Waste Management; which, in turn, facilitates the state’s
Brownfields Program and Voluntary Cleanup Program. Both programs are used to
facilitate the redevelopment of brownfield properties in the state and they are essentially
the same with the only difference being the inclusion of a Voluntary Cleanup Contract in
the VCP. Sites in the Brownfields Program are typically offered less stringent measures
of controlling hazardous site conditions than those in the VCP and are not offered the
same level of liability protection. Non-responsible parties; parties that have not
contributed to site contamination, are able to bring development proposals to the state
administered VCP and enter into an agreement that outlines a plan for cleanup or
remediation of any hazardous substances and prepares the site for any future uses in
exchange for protection from liability.
The primary goal of both programs, as stated directly on their website, is to
“facilitate redevelopment of a property that hopefully will create new jobs and boost our
economy, while protecting human health and the environment” (SCDHEC, 2012a).
Tough economic times beginning in the mid to late 2000s have contributed to a declining
interest in redeveloping brownfields within South Carolina and the program has had to
work closely with potential development entities to promote interest. One of the
perceived advantages of the Brownfields Program by potential private development
entities is the focus on implementing control measures of remediation rather than a total
or even partial site cleanup. The use of ground caps, fences or monitoring can be a
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considerably less expensive remediation technique compared to removing and disposing
of contaminated soils (R. Hodges, Brownfield Program & VCP Manager, personal
interview, 9/30/11). This control vs. cleanup outlook is intended to provide an economic
boost to the developer and foster an atmosphere of redevelopment for these contaminated
sites but the environmental and social costs may not be as clearly identified or addressed.
The minimum statutory requirements for public participation in the VCP are a
sign that is posted at the brownfield site and a 30 day public comment period. The sign
provides basic site details such as a legal description and proposed reuse as well as
contact information directing readers to the state administered program if interested. The
program’s website does have a relatively prominent section on how the process of public
participation is carried out in the program and also provides detailed public participation
guidelines for both of the programs (SCDHEC, 2012b). These guidelines are focused
primarily on the public participation requirements of parties responsible for the
contamination. Public participation beyond the statutory minimums is dependent upon
feedback or perceived interest by public parties. Written responses to any questions or
comments must be made by the responsible party and a public hearing may be held
depending on the level of public interest. All communications between the responsible
parties and the state administered program are available for review and the costs of such
communication are bore by the responsible party. A non-responsible party may be subject
to similar public participation requirements but the state acts as the primary contact in
such cases and the costs are not passed through (SCDHEC, 2012b).
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Public participation is not a requirement for project completion and many of the
sites entering the VCP garner minimal if any interest (R. Hodges, personal interview,
9/30/11). The focus of the program is on the economic potential of redeveloped sites and
the primary function is to oversee the cleanup and redevelopment of the sites to safe
levels so that they can be put back to productive use. Public participation guidelines have
been established but it may be difficult for the state administered program to foster
stronger participation when the focus remains on economic development.

Stakeholder Identification
South Carolina’s response to the VCP typology question regarding the public
typically being considered as a project stakeholder was positive. However; neither the
Brownfields Program nor the Voluntary Cleanup Program has an official or written
definition for a project stakeholder and this response is more of an informal department
attitude rather than a program requirement (R. Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11). The
statutory minimum requirements for public participation include a sign that is to be
posted at the project site that provides contact information for anyone who has a potential
interest in the voluntary cleanup contract that is issued for the project (SCDHEC, 2012a).
This is the primary means of identifying potential project stakeholders that may come
from the surrounding community (J. Overcash, VCP Project Manager, personal
interview, 5/2/12), yet the issue of self selection remains. The process of identifying
potential stakeholders from the public is the same for both programs and is only altered to
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greater degrees when significant interest from the surrounding community has been
introduced (R. Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11).

Stakeholder Engagement
Both brownfield programs within SCDHEC utilize the same methods of
stakeholder engagement. The statutory minimum requirement of a project sign placed at
the site and a public notice regarding a 30 day comment period are the baseline methods
of engaging any potential project stakeholders (R. Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11).
The posted sign provides notice of SCDHEC’s intention to enter into a voluntary cleanup
contract (VCC) with the developer and/or landowner along with contact information for
any interested persons. The project sign is intended to be one of the most effective means
of engaging community members that live closest to the site and may see it on a daily
basis (J. Overcash, personal interview, 5/2/12). The public notice for a 30 day comment
period will be placed in a local news publication or other local periodical that is popular
and will typically run for a single publication (R. Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11).
Specific project information regarding contamination will not be published with either
engagement method but is available to any person who is interested and contacts
SCDHEC. Many of the smaller and less complex sites that go through the VCP process
do not have community members who contact the department or the developer (R.
Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11) and the level of stakeholder engagement is entirely
self-selected by anyone who may be interested in the details of the project.
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Communication
The 30 day comment period is the only official opportunity for public
participation in the VCP process. A proposed cleanup and/or remediation plan for the site
will have been created by this time and the comment period is the public’s chance to
review the plan and provide any feedback. Pending any comments that may require
further response from the department or developer/landowner, the plan will be accepted
and formalized after the 30 day window has closed (R. Hodges, personal interview,
9/30/11). Unofficial communication regarding the project may occur before and/or after
this 30 day window and it is the project manager’s prerogative to respond and
communicate with any potentially interested party; however, this communication would
not have a direct influence on the cleanup and/or remediation plan that was open to
public comment during the 30 day period. Regardless of any official communication
timeframes, the department has made an internal initiative to make all correspondences in
plain English, or layman’s terms, so that the technical nature of the VCP process can be
easily understood by anyone who may be interested (G. Jeter, former Brownfields
Program & VCP Manager, current brownfields redevelopment consultant, personal
interview, 5/15/12). Despite this initiative, much of the communications between
interested community members and the project managers regarding VCP sites tends to be
anecdotal or ancillary to the cleanup/remediation process and does not have a direct
effect on the development of those plans (A. Gorman, VCP Project Manager, personal
interview, 9/30/11).
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Power Relationships
South Carolina responded negatively to the typology survey question regarding
whether or not any decision in the VCP planning process were made solely by public
participants. The influence of public actors is mostly contained to questions or comments
regarding the cleanup and/or remediation plan that are made in the 30 day public
comment period. If there is sufficient public interest in the plan, the department will
conduct a public hearing so that additional feedback may be considered in the finalization
of the cleanup and/or remediation plan (SCDHEC, 2012a). Determination of sufficient
public interest is at the discretion of the department as well as the decision to conduct any
public hearing regarding VCP sites.
SCDHEC does not conduct regular workshops or training sessions for interested
public persons. The department did conduct a formal workshop at the state capitol of
Columbia in late 2006 in somewhat of an experimental effort to gauge external interest.
The training session was attended primarily by legal representatives, financial
institutions, and municipal governments that had brownfield redevelopment interests in
different areas of the state. No known community members or public actors attended this
workshop (R. Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11). In most VCP cases, it is ultimately
the proposed end use of the plan that has the greatest effect in the outcome of the project
rather than interests or actions of community members located closest to the project site.
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Consensus Building / Visioning
South Carolina’s Department of Health and Environmental Control does not
officially engage in any consensus building activities or visioning processes for projects
that go through the VCP process. Federal funding for specific projects may include the
requirement for either of these practices but it would be on a case by case basis and it is
entirely up to the developer, landowner, or other development entity to secure these
funds. Many projects that have undergone the VCP process since the mid to late 2000s
have been smaller municipal governments and federal funding aids have been obtained in
several of those cases (R. Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11). There is no record of any
VCP project that has gone through a formal consensus building process and very few of
the projects have had visioning sessions. The visioning sessions have been focused on
potential end uses of the land and the cleanup and/or remediation plan has been
developed accordingly (R. Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11).
Outreach and engagement of stakeholders, the underpinnings for consensus
building and visioning, have been carried out as previously noted for each project that
goes through the VCP process. If a consensus building or visioning session were to be
conducted for a particular project, additional efforts to engage a more broad range of
stakeholders would be funded through federal monies granted to the development entity
for that project. The inclusion of any private consulting firms would also be handled and
funded in the same manner. The department does not intentionally identify specific
projects that should participate in consensus building or visioning practices or give
preferential treatment to projects do (R. Hodges, personal interview, 9/30/11).
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Evaluation / Adaptation
There is no formal requirement for participant feedback in South Carolina’s VCP
process and independent sites may complete their voluntary cleanup contract without any
sort of evaluation; either from public participants or from development entities. SCDHEC
has made an internal effort to communicate with public actors using language that is easy
to understand. To this extent, the department utilizes survey cards in any project that has
had public participants to determine if information has been communicated effectively.
These survey cards include questions regarding how public participants found out about
meetings, if they understood any and all of the information discussed, if the information
was helpful, how they might prefer to receive information in the future, whether or not
the helpful or useful, and what the department could do better in the future. Any feedback
received from these surveys is internally analyzed and the department would make
appropriate revisions for future projects. To date, the feedback received from survey
cards at public meetings has not altered the VCP process but has been instrumental in
conducting other public meetings that have been a part of the Brownfields Program (R.
Hodges, personal interview , 9/30/11).

Example Project – Rock Hill Body Shop / Cotton Mill Village
The Rock Hill Body Shop, also known as Cotton Mill Village after
redevelopment, is located at 601 West Main Street in Rock Hill, South Carolina. The site
is located approximately one mile west of the geographic center of the city in the HaginsFewell neighborhood. See figures 5-2 and 5-3. The former industrial complex was
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redeveloped to house low-income families; 21 units in the original body shop building
and 18 new single family housing units adjacent to the building on the south west side.
The City of Rock Hill had previously identified this site for potential redevelopment and
was able to work with a private development company to clean up the site and put it back
to productive use.

Figure 5-2. City of Rock Hill showing general project location.

Rock Hill Body Shop
project located near
the geographic center
of Rock Hill, SC

Source: Google Maps, 2012
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Figure 5-3. Rock Hill Body Shop project located in the Hagins-Fewell neighborhood.

Rock Hill Body Shop
project located along
W. Main Street in the
Hagins-Fewell
neighborhood

Source: Google Maps, 2012

The total population in 2000 for South Carolina was 4,012,012 according to the
U.S. Census Bureau (2011) and the fourth largest city in the state is Rock Hill. Between
2000 and 2010, Rock Hill’s general population grew from 49,765 to 66,154; an increase
of nearly 33%. Areas of the city remain abandoned from past industrial uses while other
areas are densely populated. The Rock Hill Body Shop is located on the edge of a densely
populated area near several old textile mills and other industrial buildings that are in
limited use or abandoned. Table 5-2 shows the population within concentric rings nearest
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the site. The quarter mile radius represents the area of highest potential social, economic,
and environmental impacts and the other radii provide context for total population nearest
the site. Note the increase in population within all of the given radii. Although cleanup
and redevelopment of the Rock Hill Body Shop was not started until after the 2010
census data was collected, the increase in population is consistent with Rock Hill’s
initiative to revitalize the Hagins-Fewell neighborhood area.

Table 5-2. Population near the Rock Hill Body Shop project in Rock Hill, SC.
2000 Census

2010 Census

¼ Mile Radius

334

573

½ Mile Radius

1,772

2,601

1 Mile Radius

9,018

9,906

Source: Esri Buisiness Analyst, 2010.

History & Background
The building located at 601 West Main Street in Rock Hill, South Carolina was
built in 1915 as a textile mill. It was originally known as the Victoria yarn Shop #2 and
remained in operation as a textile mill until the early years of the Great Depression; circa
1930. Textile operations ceased around this time and the building was vacant until 1936
when J.C. Hardin purchased the property and building to house his growing automotive
company. The Rock Hill Buggy Company was one of the region’s most successful
automotive companies of the era and was a significant contributor to the growth of the
city and surrounding communities. The Rock Hill Body Company was a new venture
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stemming from the Rock Hill Buggy Company that specialized in the manufacturing of
custom truck and bus bodies and it remained in operation at this site until 1986. Although
several less industrial operations have occupied the building as tenants since 1986, the
site was predominately abandoned at this time and a general lack of upkeep lead to
blighted conditions by the early 1990’s. Many abandoned vehicle and vehicle parts were
left on the site to be overgrown by vegetation and waste away (Rock Hill Body
Company, 2009). The property remained privately owned by the descendants of J.C.
Hardin without any determinable course of redevelopment on the horizon.
The Department of Economic and Urban Development Development in Rock Hill
began a long term initiative in 2001 to redevelop blighted areas within the city and make
every effort to put underutilized sites back into productive use (City of Rock Hill, 2012).
Through EPA funding, an inventory of all significantly contaminated sites was created in
the City of Rock Hill, which included the Rock Hill Body Shop site. The Hagins-Fewell
Neighborhood Plan was created in early 2004 after a year of investigation and public
outreach. Several public meetings were held in conjunction with the creation of the
neighborhood plan and one of the most important areas of need was determined to be
additional low-income housing units. The Rock Hill Body Shop property was informally
identified at this time as a possible site where low-income housing units could be built. In
December of 2004, the City of Rock Hill commissioned a Phase I and Phase II site
assessment for the site with hopes of finding an interested developer that would partner
with the city to redevelop the site. The city was unable to find an interested developer at
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that time and the site continued to sit abandoned (M. Foote, Director of Economic
Development, City of Rock Hill, personal interview, 5/22/12)
Connelly Builders became interested in the site in early 2009 and had started
working with state and federal entities to apply for low-income housing tax credits. The
original Phase I and Phase II site assessments were over three years old at this time and
new site assessment reports were required. The new site assessment reports identified
contamination that had been migrating onto the site from another industrial complex
through an adjacent creek. This posed a challenge to the cleanup responsibilities of the
site and was ultimately handled through a restrictive covenant placed on the land
surrounding the creek and adjacent areas. Construction on the site began in early 2010
and was completed in January of 2011 (D. Christmas, Development Director, Connelly
Builders, personal interview, 5/17/12).
No additional public meetings regarding the site were conducted by the City of
Rock Hill after those in conjunction with the Hagins-Fewell Neighborhood Plan.
Connelly Builders entered into a Voluntary Cleanup Contract with SCDHEC on
2/26/2010 after a 30 day public comment period had been held without any expressed
interest. Neither of the Phase I site assessment reports that were created for the site
contained interviews or additional site information from surrounding neighbors or other
community sources. This was the first brownfield redevelopment project that Connelly
Builders has undertaken and they worked closely with SCDHEC to ensure that all
statutory requirements were met and that the project ran as smooth as possible from a
cleanup and remediation perspective (D. Christmas, personal interview, 5/17/12). Figures
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5-4 through 5-7 show the Rock Hill Body Shop before cleanup or remediation activities
took place.
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Figure 5-4. North side of old factory building; facing Main Street.

Source: DP3 Architects

Figure 5-5. Old factory building in dilapidated condition.

Source: DP3 Architects
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Figure 5-6. East side of old factory building; looking north.

Source: DP3 Architects

Figure 5-7. Roof area of old factory building.

Source: DP3 Architects
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Stakeholder Identification
A project sign was posted at the Rock Hill Body Shop project site in January of
2010. It was posted at the north end of the site along West Main Street, which is most
visible to passing vehicle traffic but furthest away from neighboring housing units. The
sign included all of the statutory requirements of site identification, intent to enter in a
VCC, and contact information. It was left in place for several months and was eventually
replaced with an advertisement sign for the potential development of the northern most
portion of the property; which remained undeveloped after the completion of the project
(D. Christmas, personal interview, 5/17/12).
A thirty day public comment period began on January 11, 2010 and ran until
February 12, 2010. The notice was published in The Herald; the area’s largest public
newspaper, for one circulation on January 8, 2010. The public notice provided detailed
information about the proposed contract agreement between the developer and SCDHEC
as well as a brief history of the site and a request for public comment in order to help
“balance the environmental and redevelopment issues in the best interest of the state”
(SCDHEC, 2010). No comments were received for the project before, during or after the
30 day public comment period (J. Overcash, personal interview, 52/12). A subsidiary
company of Connelly Builders had previously developed and currently owns two large
apartment unit complexes directly to the north and west of the Rock Hill Body Shop
property with approximately 300 units in total. No direct contact was made with any of
those residents regarding the redevelopment of the Rock Hill Body Shop site (D.
Christmas, personal interview, 5/17/12).
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Stakeholder Engagement
The engagement of any potential stakeholders for the Rock Hill Body Shop
project was limited to the posted project sign and the site and the offering of a 30 day
public comment period. The public comment notice was consistent with SCDHEC’s
internal initiative to provide information in a clear and easy to understand manner. The
notice specifically offered the options of submitting any comments on the proposed VCC
through written, email, or telephone communications (SCDHEC, 2010). SCDHEC has
utilized other sources of stakeholder engagement such as mailing lists and door to door
communications in the past for higher profile projects but department funding and
resource constraints have effectively ended these practices (G. Jeter, personal interview,
5/15/12). Specific project information such as the 30 day public comment notice and the
proposed VCC was available to any interested persons through the department’s website
but the only notice directing someone there was the publication in the local newspaper
and the project sign (J. Overcash, personal interview, 5/2/12).

Communication
SCDHEC does not finalize the cleanup and/or remediation plan for a site through
a VCC until the 30 day public comment period has occurred (R.Hodges, personal ,
9/30/11). Although Phase I and Phase II site assessment reports were completed without
public input, the site specific cleanup and remediation plan was not completed or
accepted by the state until the public had an opportunity to review the documents. There
is only one official window of opportunity for the public to become involved with the
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development of the cleanup and/or remediation plan through the public comment period;
however, comments received outside of that timeframe are still given appropriate
consideration and would be able to influence the plan if they were deemed credible by the
department (J. Overcash, personal interview, 5/2/12). While open and continuous
dialogue is encouraged by SCDHEC for site specific issues, feedback is not specifically
requested and public actors must present significant interest to alter the cleanup and/or
remediation plan in any way. There was no perceived public interest for the Rock Hill
Body Shop project (J. Overcash, personal interview, 5/2/12) despite the department’s
willingness to continue communication with public actors.

Power Relationships
SCDHEC did not take any specific actions to identify or address any potential
inequalities of information or resources between public actors and the state for the Rock
Hill Body Shop project. The internal initiative of providing information in easy to
understand terms was evident in the public notice that was provided through the local
newspaper publication and the posted project sign followed suit. However, without
comments, questions, or any perceived interest from public actors regarding the project it
is not possible to determine what inequalities may have been present and what was done
to address them.
The private developer for this project had a specific timeline that was heavily
influenced by the provision of low-income housing tax credits and they needed to fully
understand the complexities before entering in to a VCC (D. Christmas, personal
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interview, 5/17/12). This led to a rapid paced project that was opened and closed on
SCDHEC’s books more quickly that other projects similar in scope (J. Overcash,
personal interview, 5/2/12). Although all of the statutory requirements for public
participation were met for the Rock Hill Body Shop, the quick pace of the project and
importance given to the sensitive timeline by city and state agencies may have closed
some potential opportunities to further educate and/or address some potential inequalities.

Consensus Building / Visioning
SCDHEC has not conducted or participated in any official consensus building
process with a recognized format for projects that have gone through the VCP process (R.
Hodges, personal , 9/30/11). Visioning sessions have occurred in the state but only with
local municipalities that have secured federal or other funds that have public participation
requirements. The Rock Hill Body Shop did not undergo either of the two processes as
there was no public participation requirement for them or a determined need for them
from SCDHEC. Attempts were made by SCDHEC and the City of Rock Hill to include
public participants; which would have possibly satisfied certain elements of the
consensus building process.
SCDHEC has indicated that the posted project sign has been the most effective
source of identifying a broad range of stakeholders that may be influenced by the
redevelopment of brownfield projects given departmental budget constraints (G. Jeter,
personal interview, 5/15/12). However, for this case, another sign located on the west
side closer to neighboring housing units may have been instrumental in garnering
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additional attention for the project. The agendas and goals of SCDHEC, City of Rock
Hill, and the private developer were clear from the beginning and the initiative to
communicate in easy to understand language would have helped clear up any ambiguity
had public actors engaged with the redevelopment process. The opportunity to provide
information and feedback or ask questions was provided to the public at large through the
30 day public comment notice but the ability to reach an agreement though consensus
was not present because there were no public actors that expressed interest in the cleanup
and remediation plan for the project.

Evaluation / Adaptation
There was no formal evaluation of the VCP process undertaken by SCDHEC for
the Rock Hill Body Shop project. Informal and unstructured evaluation of the process
occurred between SCDHEC and Connelly Builders throughout the process mostly
because the private developer had not undergone a brownfield redevelopment project in
the past and they chose to work as closely as possible with the state agency to ensure a
timely and successful completion (D. Christmas, personal interview, 5/17/12). The
project was relatively quick compared to other VCP projects and the contamination posed
minimal risk to public safety and health; which were contributing factors to foregoing a
post project site evaluation. No specific attention was directed by SCDHEC towards
evaluating the public participation process for the Rock Hill Body Shop project or
potentially missed opportunities (J. Overcash, personal interview, 5/2/12).
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The City of Rock Hill has viewed the redevelopment of the Rock Hill Body Shop
largely as a success in context of achieving their goals according the Hagins-Fewell
Neighborhood Plan (M. Foote, personal interview, 5/22/12). The project was showcased
by the city at the 2007 annual conference for the National Brownfields Association. The
City of Rock Hill attended this conference primarily to demonstrate the efforts they have
made to revitalize several brownfield properties in the city and to garner potential interest
from outside redevelopment sources (M. Foote, personal interview, 5/22/12). The project
was one of several within a two square mile area that highlighted the successful
implementation of the neighborhood plan and identified lessons learned – from a
financial perspective – that could be used for further redevelopment of the greater area.
This evaluative process was specific to the City and did not have any discernible
influence on SCDHEC’s long term process of public participation (J. Overcash, personal
interview, 5/2/12).
Figures 5-8 through 5-11 show the Rock Hill Body Shop after completion of
cleanup and redevelopment into Cotton Mill Village.
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Figure 5-8. North side of main building; facing Main Street.

Source: Author’s photograph

Figure 5-9. East side of main building.

Source: Author’s photograph
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Figure 5-10. New single family housing units south of old factory building.

Source: Author’s photograph

Figure 5-11. New entrance to main building.

Source: Author’s photograph
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Case Study Findings & Conclusions
South Carolina’s responses to the typology survey questions indicated that they
are a Weak Public Participation state. Deeper analysis of the into the brownfield
redevelopment programs run by South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control shows that the two parallel programs – Brownfields Program and Voluntary
Cleanup Program – are very similar in nature and function. Both programs are guided by
the same goal to “facilitate redevelopment of properties that hopefully will create new
jobs and boost our [South Carolina’s] economy, while protecting human health and the
environment” (SCDHEC, 2012a).
This case study has established that public participation is not a significant factor
in affecting changes to cleanup and/or remediation plans for projects that enter the VCP
in the state of South Carolina. This generalization is projected to all states within the
Weak Public Participation category. The Rock Hill Body Shop project provided an
example of how projects would typically be undertaken in VCPs within this category and
demonstrated that minimal actions are taken to identify and engage with potential project
stakeholders. No specific actions were taken to provide opportunities of decision making
or evaluation by public participants in this case; which is in line with the Weak Public
Participation category. Other projects going through the VCP process in this state or
others within the same category would be expected to achieve similar results.
Although no specific actions of public participation occurred through the VCP
process for the redevelopment of Rock Hill Body Shop, the local government in Rock
Hill had taken actions that would influence characteristics of the project. The city’s
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initiative to identify prime sites for redevelopment and their subsequent site assessments
of those properties brought attention to underutilized areas. Site assessments that were
conducted by the city were done before any finalized project proposals were submitted
and had to be recreated because of the time that had passed. The private developer had a
clear picture of site conditions before they committed to the project; which allowed them
to focus their efforts more on the economic feasibility of the low income housing units.
The final cleanup and remediation plan for the project was adjusted to reflect the end use
of the site and then offered for public review during the mandatory 30 day public
comment period.
The vast majority of projects that enter the VCP are located in rural areas
throughout the state and tend to be straight forward in terms of site contamination. Few if
any of these projects will see any public participation despite actions taken by SCDHEC
to involve public actors. Projects located in more urban areas can receive more public
feedback than those in rural areas but only if they have a high profiled nature or there are
outside influences that stimulate public interest (R. Hodges, personal , 9/30/11). The
department has made attempts to increase public participation over the years and has
taken internal steps to possibly make it easier for public actors to become involved in the
redevelopment process (G. Jeter, personal interview, 5/15/12).
The department has minimum statutory requirements of actions to offer public
participation in the redevelopment process through its VCP and all were met for the Rock
Hill Body Shop project. A sign with the appropriate contact information was posted at the
project site and a 30 day public comment period was offered. Despite these efforts, no
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community member or other public actor participated in the redevelopment process. The
only form of public participation for the project came from the local level when the City
of Rock Hill sought community input for the creation of a new neighborhood plan.
Participation in this plan occurred several years before the project entered into the VCP
and it was not specifically directed towards the Rock Hill Body Shop site. Although the
outcome of the project provided an opportunity for the city to showcase their
involvement with redeveloping an underutilized site, the project did not have unique
outcomes in context of developing the cleanup and/or remediation plan for the site.
SCDHEC is interested in increasing public participation for VCP projects within
their departmental constraints. Outreach coordinators for the state have been working
with SCDHEC for several years to try and increase public interest in redevelopment of
brownfield sites with limited success (D. Rowe, SCDHEC Community Liaison, personal
interview, 11/2/11). The department remains open to ideas and suggestions from internal
or external sources on how to increase public participation for any of their projects (J.
Overcash, personal interview, 5/2/12). South Carolina remains a Weak Public
Participation state for now based on current actions that are typically taken by the
department to involve public actors for projects that go through the VCP process.
Table 5-3 summarizes the findings of each conceptual dimension from this case
study and a conclusion that can be abstracted back to theoretical propositions.
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Table 5-3. Weak public participation case study findings.
Outreach &
Engagement:

Minimal actions taken to identify and reach out to potential
project stakeholder

Decision Making /
Feedback &
Analysis:

No specific actions taken to provide opportunities of decision
making or feedback and analysis by public actors

Abstraction:

Public participation is not a significant factor in affecting
cleanup and/or remediation plans in Weak Public
Participation states.
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CHAPTER VI
OUTREACH ORIENTED STATE CASE STUDY – NEW HAMPSHIRE

Outreach Oriented states have indicated a majority of positive responses to
questions regarding the dimension of outreach and engagement and a majority of
negative responses to questions regarding decision making and evaluation by public
participants. This response pattern suggests that actions taken by the state administered
VCP (or equivalent) surrounding public participation in the program are strong in
identifying and engaging public participant stakeholders but do not provide strong
opportunities for decision making and evaluation within the program for those public
participants. Table 6-1 shows how each respondent state in the Outreach Oriented
category answered all of the survey questions. Survey responses from the state of New
Hampshire have been highlighted.
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Table 6-1. Survey responses for outreach oriented states.
Outreach & Engagement
Q2.
Q3.
Q4.

Q1.

AZ
CT
DE
FL
ID
IN
KS
MD
ME
MN
MO
MT
NC
NV
NH
NY
RI
UT
VT
WY

Public
considered to
be project
stakeholders

Multiple
methods
of
engaging
public

Multiple
opportunities
for public
participation

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

Decision Making & Analysis
Q6.
Q7.
Q8.

Q5.

Public
asked to
provide
info or
ideas

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes

Any
decisions
made solely
by public
participants

Workshops
or other
training
sessions
offered

no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no

Consensus
or
Visioning
activities

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes

Opportunit
y to provide
feedback
on program

yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no

New Hampshire represents the category of Outreach Oriented states based on the
results from the typology survey conducted with this research. Nineteen other states; 43%
of all survey respondents, were categorized as Outreach Oriented states. This was the
largest group of respondents given the four possible categories. New Hampshire was
selected to represent this category because of their proximity to the researcher and their
willingness to share information. Program officials demonstrated an outgoing and
welcoming attitude towards working with an academic institution in helping to
investigate the role of public participation within their program and the possible
influences that it may have on brownfield projects. New Hampshire’s Department of
Environmental Services operates multiple programs that deal with the redevelopment of
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contaminated and/or underutilized properties but only one of these; known as the
Brownfields Program, closely matches the parameters of a voluntary cleanup program.
The project chosen to represent the typical brownfield redevelopment process
through the VCP in New Hampshire is Essex Mills – also known as Bryant Rock after the
site was redeveloped. The site is located in Newmarket, New Hampshire; a suburb of
Portsmouth located approximately ten miles to the west and across the Great Bay inlet.
The old mill possessed over a million square feet of space spread out over eight buildings
and was used for several different industrial purposes since the late 1800s. The property
was redeveloped in two primary phases separated by the east and west configuration of
the buildings and has come to include a mixture of both residential and commercial
tenants. Initial redevelopment began in 2002 on the east side of the project where most of
the contamination was present and continued through 2010 on the west side with
continued monitoring of hazardous substances. Figure 6-1 shows the east and west side of
the Essex Mills project with waterfront access for recreation.
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Figure 6-1. Essex Mills; located in Newmarket, NH.

Source: The Mill Chronicals, 2012 – Photo by Mike Lockhardt

New Hampshire’s Brownfield Redevelopment Programs
New Hampshire operates a single Brownfields Program that has several different
elements that may be used to address the redevelopment of brownfield sites. These
elements include a covenant program, assessment program, cleanup revolving loan fund,
grantee assistance program, cleanup grantee program, and special considerations for sites
that are specifically contaminated with petroleum. The different elements may be used
separately or in conjunction with each other on brownfield redevelopment projects
depending on site characteristics and/or the needs of the municipality and development
entities. Public participation requirements do not change based on which elements of the
program are being used for a given project. All elements of the Brownfields Program are
administered by New Hampshire’s Department of Environmental Services (NHDES).
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Overview
New Hampshire’s Department of Environmental Services is comprised of three
separate divisions: Air Resources, Waste Management, and Water. The Waste
Management Division oversees several different bureaus, units, and programs; one of
which is the Brownfields Program that has the potential to utilize several different
elements of the program in order to assist with the redevelopment of brownfield sites in
the state. This organization is different than other state organizations included in this
research in that potential brownfield redevelopment projects must work with a single
program operating one or more elements of the redevelopment process rather than choose
between two or more different programs within the state. However; the fundamental
process is similar between the different states included with this research in that nonresponsible parties; parties that have not contributed to site contamination, are able to
bring development proposals to the state administered program and enter into an
agreement outlining cleanup or remediation of any site contamination in exchange for
protection from liability.
The purpose of the Brownfields Program, as indicated directly on their website, is
to “encourage the redevelopment of contaminated properties through a variety of
approaches that address the uncertainty and liability concerns associated with brownfield
sites” (NHDES, 1999). New Hampshire, mostly a rural state with only a few metropolitan
areas, directs matters of property development primarily to local municipalities and
places the state administered brownfield program in more of a supportive role to help
foster future uses of land. The state motto of “Live free or die” continues to influence
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choices of land use made by local municipalities and the administrative decisions made
by New Hampshire’s Department of Environmental Services are not meant to supersede
or override local actions; rather encourage and support those land use decisions through
guidance of cleanup and/or remediation activities (K. DuBois, personal communication,
6/29/12). From inception of the program in 1995 through present day, the attitude of the
state administered program and its employees has always reflected a desire to work with
local municipalities, local communities and potential development entities to ensure that
the property of interest is put back into use, rather than impose strict corrective measures
that could potentially block redevelopment (M. Wimsatt, personal interview, 7/26/12).
The minimum statutory requirements for public participation in New Hampshire’s
Brownfields Program include a public notice of the cleanup and/or remediation plan for
the site with a corresponding 30 day public comment period. The cleanup and/or
remediation plan for the site is typically completed at this time after having gone through
a series of edits or revisions based on interactions between the potential site developer
and NHDES in order to achieve what the state would consider to be an accurate and
presentable plan (K. DuBois, personal interview, 6/29/12). Any projects receiving federal
assistance monies from the EPA or other federal sources may be subject to additional
public participation procedures and would receive individualized attention based on the
characteristics of the site and any requirements that are specific to the federal funding
source. New Hampshire receives an annual program grant from the EPA and provides a
brownfields public record as part of the grant requirements. The brownfields public
record is intended to enhance the effectiveness of the state program and includes
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information on sites that have been closed, sites that have been subjected to remedial
action, sites where remedial action is anticipated, and sites that have been subjected to
institutional controls (NHDES, 2012a).
Public participation is not a requirement for project completion under New
Hampshire’s Brownfields Program although it remains a goal for each of the sites that
enter into an agreement with the state administered program. The program is focused on
supporting the redevelopment of brownfield sites on a local level and acting as a
supportive agency that provides financial and other redevelopment tools along with
technical oversight to foster the reuse of contaminated and often underused sites
(NHDES, 2006). Public participation is an important element to the process of brownfield
redevelopment in the state but the focus remains on engaging regional and local level
municipalities; thereby placing most of the responsibility for engagement and interaction
with public actors onto the local municipalities.

Stakeholder Identification
New Hampshire’s response to the VCP typology question regarding the public
typically being considered as a project stakeholder was positive. However; there is no
official definition of a project stakeholder in any documentation for the Brownfields
Program or the state’s Department of Environmental Services. Project stakeholders may
include anyone who has a potential interest; financial or otherwise, in the redevelopment
of a brownfield site but are not specifically identified before the redevelopment process
begins. Typical stakeholders for a project in the state of New Hampshire might include
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all neighboring properties, surrounding community, local municipalities, project
developer(s), and the state administered Brownfields Program or other applicable
departments within DES (K. DuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12). The program
administration tends to rely on its interaction with the local municipality to reach out and
identify specific stakeholders that may be effected by the redevelopment of brownfield
sites. In addition, private consultants who are responsible for creating a Phase I or Phase
II assessment of the property are strongly encouraged by the state to make an effort in
identifying and engaging with anyone that might have firsthand knowledge of the site or
past site operations (K. DuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12).

Stakeholder Engagement
Although the statutory minimum public participation for a brownfield project
consists of one public notice and a corresponding 30 day public comment period,
administrators within the brownfield program see public or stakeholder engagement as an
ongoing process across the entire state irrespective of any particular project. DES
acknowledges that local governments are the most effective tool in reaching out to a local
community and will make efforts to partner and coordinate for the most effective
stakeholder engagement process (M. Wimsatt, personal communication, 7/26/12). Project
managers are assigned to each redevelopment project that requires a cleanup and/or
remediation plan and will act as unofficial liaisons between the state agency and the local
governments. They are typically involved with any community meetings that are held
regarding the project and generally make themselves available to local governments and
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communities to help explain the process or answer any other questions they may have
(M. Wimsatt, personal communication, 7/26/12).
The Brownfield Program will post a public notice of the agreement to cleanup
and/or remediate a brownfield site in one or more local papers depending on the size of
the surrounding community. Websites for the local municipalities will typically post a
link on their site that directs viewers back to the DES website where they can obtain more
project information. DES utilizes an online filing system where any public actor can see
all of the project information regarding a specific site (K. DuBois, personal
communication, 6/29/12). In addition, the DES website has several links that will direct
viewers to other pertinent information such as EPA funding options and a Brownfields
Technology Support Center that provides information on processes and issues typically
associated with brownfield sites (BTSC, 2004).

Communication
While the 30 day public comment period is the only official opportunity for
public participation with a project in New Hampshire’s Brownfields Program, the process
of communication between local government, public actors and state agency is an
ongoing process that is not limited to certain time periods. Public meetings are a
requirement for any project that receives federal or state money for assessment or
redevelopment purposes. Any project that is deemed by the state agency to be either
controversial or highly visible to the public will undergo at least one public meeting and
possibly more if it is warranted. These meetings are typically used to present the current
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condition of the site and the proposed cleanup and/or remediation plan that will be
implemented (K. BuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12). Any comments or concerns
noted by public participants or local governments will be addressed at these meetings but
will warrant further revisions to the cleanup/remediation plan only under significant
circumstances.
Brownfield projects brought forward to the state by private development entities
are not automatically considered to be cleanup projects or entered in the program; an
assessment process is first required. Approximately 25% of all projects brought forward
to the state proceed to the cleanup phase while the other 75% remain as assessment
projects only. All projects that proceed to the cleanup phase will have at least one public
meeting and may have several others depending on site characteristics. Projects that
remain in the assessment phase will not automatically have public meetings but
approximately 25% of these will undergo further communication efforts with the public
that may include meetings. All information for every project will be posted on DES’s
website and can be publically accessed at any time (K. DuBois, personal communication,
6/29/12). Regardless of public meetings or any other structured format for public
participation, the state agency encourages public actors to become involved with projects
in their community and will make themselves available to address issues or concerns that
may come up at any time during the redevelopment process (B. Minicucci, personal
communication, 7/26/12).
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Power Relationships
New Hampshire responded negatively to the typology survey question regarding
whether or not any decision in the VCP or Brownfield Program planning process was
made solely by public participants. Public actors do not have the ability to directly make
decisions regarding the creation of cleanup and/or remediation plans but they can still
influence any revisions or changes made to the plan after it has been presented. The DES
administration for the Brownfield Program views itself as a regulatory agency
responsible for the oversight of cleanup and/or remediation of contaminated sites and is
therefore focused on the delivery of the best product possible before the public has an
opportunity to review (K. DuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12). The EPA or other
federal agencies that may be involved in the redevelopment process are viewed by the
state agency to be concerned with the project redevelopment process while the state is
concerned primarily with the details that will help create the best cleanup and/or
remediation plan possible (K. DuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12).
No official training sessions or workshops have been offered by DES for the
specific purpose of informing public actors of the brownfield redevelopment process
within the state. DES has found working with local governments to be one of the most
effective means of connecting to public actors and recognizes that helping those local
governments to be informed of policies and actions of the Brownfields Program is a key
step in disseminating information. New Hampshire holds an annual planning and zoning
conference and DES has attended with the intention of providing program information.
Many of the volunteers who attend these conferences are private citizens who may be
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directly affected by brownfield sites in their communities (M. Wimsatt, personal
communication, 7/26/12).

It is important to the state agency to make all program

information publicly available and promote the use of brownfield redevelopment tools
but it is equally important that the state does not act as an advocate for any specific party
and remain neutral (B. Minicucci, personal communication, 7/26/12).

Consensus Building / Visioning
New Hampshire’s Brownfields Program does not officially engage in any
consensus building activities or visioning processes for projects that are enrolled and
proceed through the program. Many of the brownfield projects that undergo
redevelopment are recipients of federal funding and may be subject to either consensus
building or visioning activities depending on the funding requirements; however, each
project is different and warrants a case by case approach to working with the local
community. DES has participated in several brownfield projects that have included
visioning sessions but has not initiated the process or exerted any dominant influence in
how the visioning process is undertaken. The state agency will typically play a more
silent role and only offer its opinion as a sanity check or as feedback on what may be a
more realistic and appropriate land use given existing site conditions (K. DuBois,
personal communication, 6/29/12).
Any outreach and engagement of stakeholders for a consensus building or
visioning process would be the responsibility of the private development entity working
with the local government. The inclusion any third party consultants to provide additional
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information and expertise would also be the responsibility of the private development
entity that received federal funding as a part of the redevelopment process. All other
elements of the consensus building process would be addressed on a case by case basis
and would not necessarily be included as part of the project. DES does not specifically
identify projects that should undergo consensus building or visioning processes and
would not give any preferential treatment to those that do include either of them (K.
DuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12).

Evaluation / Adaptation
Public participants are not required to provide feedback on the Brownfields
Program or the redevelopment process of any specific project in order for a project to
reach a status of completion. There is no formal mechanism or process in place for
seeking feedback from public participants; however, any person is welcome to provide
comments or feedback at any time during the redevelopment process of a brownfield site
or anytime thereafter. Although DES does not have a formal system in place, the
department recognizes informal feedback whenever it is provided regarding specific sites
and will disseminate that information to appropriate department members so that other
projects may benefit if applicable. The department also encourages an informal process
of feedback within the department itself to ensure that operations remain effective (K
DuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12). Local governments have typically provided
the most informed and helpful feedback to the department over the last decade as they
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tend to be vested stakeholders in the brownfield redevelopment process (M. Wimsatt,
personal communication, 7/26/12).

Example Project – Essex Mills / Bryant Rock
Essex Mills, also known at Bryant Rock after redevelopment, is located at 6 Bay
Road in Newmarket, New Hampshire. The property is paralleled by Route 108 and is
divided by a tributary of the Great Bay; which is the main body of water that separates
Newmarket from Portsmouth in New Hampshire. See Figures 6-2 and 6-3 for the location
of the Essex Mills project. The former mill and industrial complex was redeveloped in
two major phases; the first included 36 condominium units and the second will include
over 250,000 square feet of commercial office space for a variety of different companies.
The former mill once had over a million square feet of industrial and commercial space
and has always been a central figure in Newmarket. The town acquired the former mill in
1999 after several years of declining use and vacant areas with a desire to redevelop the
property and put it back into productive use.
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Figure 6-2. Town of Newmarket showing general project location.

Essex Mills
project
located in
Newmarket,
NH –
Portsmouth is
across the Great
Bay to the east
and Dover is to
the north

Source: Google Maps, 2012
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Figure 6-3. Newmarket, NH showing project location.

Essex Mills project
located along
Route 108 and Bay
Road – divided by
tributary of Great
Bay

Source: Google Maps, 2012

The total population in 2000 for New Hampshire was 1,235,786 according to the
U.S. Census Bureau (2012). The state is mostly rural with only two cities having a
population greater than fifty thousand; thus achieving the census status of an urban area.
Newmarket is considered to be a suburb of both Portsmouth and Dover; which is located
approximately ten miles to the east and approximately ten miles to the north respectively.
The combined population of all three cities in 2000 was 52,792 and that total number
grew to 56,063 in 2010; an increase of just over 6% (U.S. Census, 2012).
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Essex Mills is located on the western side of the town where most all of the local
businesses are congregated; accessed by Route 108 which is the main road servicing the
town and connecting with Dover to the north and Portsmouth to the east. Table 6-2 shows
the population within concentric rings nearest the site. The quarter mile radius represents
the area of highest potential social, economic, and environmental impacts and the other
radii provide context for total population nearest the site. The population characteristics
remained mostly static between 2000 and 2010 with increases of less than 5% in the ¼
mile and 1 mile radii and a decrease of less than 1% in the ½ mile radius.

Table 6-2. Population near the Essex Mills project in Newmarket, NH.
2000 Census
2010 Census
¼ Mile Radius

727

744

½ Mile Radius

2,797

2,784

1 Mile Radius

4,723

4,914

Source: Esri Buisiness Analyst, 2010.

History & Background
The building located at 6 Bay Road in Newmarket, New Hampshire was
originally built in 1823 as a small cotton mill. Newmarket manufacturing was the original
tenant of the building and textile manufacturing operations continued to grow at this
location for over a century; requiring new buildings to house the expanding business. One
of the additions for growing operations was a gas-coal production facility located on the
east side of the water inlet near the original mill building. By 1920 the site employed over
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5,000 workers and six new buildings had been built to accommodate the growth; which
included the largest single room weave shed in the world at the time covering over five
hundred thousand square feet of space. The large weave shed was demolished during
World War II as it proved to be an inefficient use of space and the remaining six
buildings continued to house textile and other industrial operations though the 1970’s
when the new owners turned over operations to the Essex Corporation (BRCA, 2012).
From the 1970’s through the early 1990’s the buildings housed multiple industrial and
commercial operations that were generally unrelated and the complex of six different
buildings continued to see an overall state of disrepair. The Essex Corporation sold its
remaining holdings in the early 1990’s and the indirect result was a disjointed complex
with cobbled operations and no specific vision or oversight for the future of the buildings
and surrounding land.
The Newmarket Community Development Corporation (NCDC) was formed in
1999 for the purpose of addressing redevelopment activities for Essex Mills; which was
purchased by the town earlier in the year. The NCDC is a private, non-profit corporation
that is comprised of nine board members; all of which are required to be residents of
Newmarket. Three members are specifically appointed by the Town Council while the
other six are elected internally by NCDC members. NCDC has the ability to meet and
discuss development plans with private entities without direction from the town council
and the intention of the appointed members was to create an atmosphere of transparency
where the corporation and town council would share information freely. The corporation
began talking with a local developer Chinburg Builders, Inc. about potential
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redevelopment options. Chinburg purchased the eastern side of the property in 2000 in
order to renovate and convert the three buildings into condominium units (A. Chaffee,
personal communication, 9/10/12). The eastern half of the property housed the old gascoal production facility; which had produced the greatest amount of contamination and
needed extensive remediation. Chinburg began working on redevelopment plans that
included all necessary cleanup of contaminated areas as well as public access routes to
and from the western half of the property and Newmarket Park directly to the south of the
eastern half of the property. The water inlet and adjacent park are used extensively in the
summer months and the developer knew that improved public access would be a
favorable selling point to the town and DES (G. Spitzer, personal communication,
8/6/12).
Before any cleanup or redevelopment activities took plan at the Essex Mills site,
Chinburg Builders, Inc. approached DES with their vision and to see what responsibilities
they would incur with redevelopment of the site. The two entities worked together to
develop a rough outline of what cleanup activities would be required and several different
elements that should be included with a cleanup plan (B. Minicucci, personal
communication, 7/26/12). A third party consultant was hired to perform Phase I and
Phase II site investigations and presented a site cleanup plan in mid 2000 to the state for
approval. The state advertised the availability of the cleanup plan to the surrounding
community and no comments were received; which resulted in an approval of the
proposed plan (B. Minicucci, personal communication, 7/26/12). Redevelopment of the
eastern portion of the site began in late 2000 and was completed in 2003
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The western half of the project has undergone a different process of
redevelopment that has included more public participation and less interaction with DES
because the primary site contaminates had already been addressed. NCDC was interested
in a mixed use development for the western side and organized a visioning session with
an experienced professional in 2006 to try and identify potential redevelopment options.
Approximately seventy five public participants attended the meeting and there was
significant public input into different options. The outcome of the meeting established the
need for a level playing field regarding potential private developers as well as the need
for community/civic space that will be operated by a separate non-profit group. The level
playing field for potential private developers would be addressed through the
development of an RFP that would go out for competitive bidding. Some of the
community members wanted to see the remaining mill buildings demolished and cleared
but the majority of public participants were interested in a productive reuse of the site.
NCDC worked with another private consultant to develop the RFP so that it would
address the historical perspective of the mills, how the town views the site as a part of its
identity, continued access to the waterfront and Newmarket Park, the desire for artist
live/work space, and provide a feasible mix of commercial and community/civic space
(A. Chaffee, personal communication, 9/10/12). DES did not require a separate cleanup
or remediation plan for the western half of the site but has required the submission of
ongoing monitoring reports to ensure that contamination from the eastern half does not
migrate to the other side. Figures 6-4 through 6-7 show the Essex Mills project before
cleanup or remediation activities took place.
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Figure 6-4. Facade of mill building on western side of project.

Source: The Mill Chronicals, 2012 – Photo by Mike Lockhardt

Figure 6-5 Artist rendering of Essex Mills circa 1920.

Source: Author’s photo of rendering in Bryant Rock Condominium Association
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Figure 6-6. Old flooring system in one of the mill buildings.

Source: The Mill Chronicals, 2012 – Photo by Mike Lockhardt

Figure 6-7. Old mechanical systems in one of the mill buildings.

Source: The Mill Chronicals, 2012 – Photo by Mike Lockhardt
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Stakeholder Identification
The Brownfields Program within New Hampshire’s DES has relies primarily on
their relationships with local governments to reach out and identify potential project
stakeholders. The town of Newmarket purchased Essex Mills in February of 1999 and the
sale was a milestone event that was broadcast to the surrounding community (Nolan,
1999). There was talk within the community regarding potential redevelopment ideas
before NCDC took ownership of the mills or any developer was selected for the first
phase of the project (A. Chaffe, personal communication, 9/10/12). This talk remained
anecdotal while DES worked with Chinburg’s consultant to develop the cleanup plan for
the eastern half of the site without public input. After the plan was completed to DES’s
satisfaction, it was advertised for public comment in the local paper and on the DES
website. No public comment was received (B. Minicucci, personal communication,
7/26/12). NCDC lead the redevelopment activities and held regular public meetings with
the town’s planning board that were advertised and open to public actors. DES attended
several of the public meetings but did not make separate efforts to identify potential
project stakeholders.

Stakeholder Engagement
Engagement of project stakeholders by DES for the Essex Mills project was
limited to the advertisement of the cleanup plan in 2000. An advertisement was posted in
the local Seacoast newspaper notifying community members that the cleanup plan was
available through DES for review and comment. Anyone wishing to respond was directed
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to either call or write to the department directly. In addition, all project documents were
electronically available through DES’s One File database that can be accessed though the
department’s website (NHDES, 2012b). NCDC was the primary tool for stakeholder
engagement for the Esses Mills project; which is consistent with the department’s
informal initiative to let local governments lead the process of identifying and engaging
with the local community. NCDC worked closely with the Newmarket Town Council and
Planning Board to advertise regular public meetings or special meetings through
newspaper advertisements and local flyer postings (A. Chaffee, personal communication,
9/10/12).

Communication
The primary concern for DES with the development of a cleanup and/or
remediation plan is to ensure its completeness and accuracy. DES will review scopes of
work, potential work plans, and remediation plans with a private consultant before any
document has been completed in order to help produce and put forward the best product
forward (K. DuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12). The remediation plan for the
eastern half of Essex Mills; which contained the bulk of the contamination, followed this
model and there was no public input before the plan was available for the 30 day public
comment period. The Phase I and Phase II site assessment reports were produced without
any input from public sources and were the primary documents that informed the
remediation plan for the site.
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The town of Newmarket received a two hundred thousand dollar EPA grant for
the purposes of site assessment and cleanup activities. As a condition of this grant the
town was required to hold a public meeting to inform the surrounding community of the
site conditions and how the money would be spent. The public meeting was held in late
2000 and attracted approximately a dozen public participants (A. Chaffee, personal
communication, 9/10/12). The purpose of the meeting was to decide whether or not the
Office of State Planning needed to become involved with the project and to what extent if
so. The end result was to keep the Office of State Planning out of the redevelopment
process but the real outcome of the meeting was a shifted focus on the end use of the site.
The residents were primarily concerned with what would become of the site and how
they could influence certain businesses to relocate to Newmarket. DES officials attended
this meeting and took a backseat role because there were no questions regarding the
specifics of contamination or possible remediation options (M. Wimsatt, personal
communication, 7/26/12). A DES project manager was assigned to the project to oversee
the development of the a cleanup plan and to act as a direct liaison with the town of
Newmarket or any community member that may have questions. There was no perceived
public interest in the cleanup plan for Essex Mills (B. Minicucci, personal
communication, 7/26/12).

Power Relationships
DES did not take any specific actions to identify or address any potential
inequalities of information or resources that may have existed between public actors and
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the state for the Essex Mills project. The public notice regarding the 30 day comment
period for the site’s cleanup plan was done after the plan had been completed to the
state’s expectations. A DES project manager was assigned for the project and department
officials attended several public meetings held by local government for the site but there
were no specific action steps taken by the state to try and identify any potential
knowledge gaps or differences in resources regarding the redevelopment of the site (B.
Minicucci, personal communication, 7/26/12).
DES has made an effort to inform the surrounding community in Newmarket
about activity and use restrictions placed on the site because of the prior contamination.
The cleanup plan called for remediation of the toxins released from the gas-coal
production facility but certain toxins remain in the soil even after the site has been
completely redeveloped. This condition leads to use restrictions that must be adhered to
in perpetuity and DES continues to communicate with the Bryant Rock Condominium
Association to ensure that proper land uses remain intact as new home owners prepare to
live on the redeveloped property (B. Minicucci, personal communication, 7/26/12).
Annual site condition reports for both sides of the site are required by DES as a condition
of redevelopment under the Brownfield Program and these reports are made available to
the public through the department’s website. Although DES was open to any
communication with public actors interested in the redevelopment of the site, the
department felt confident in the soundness of the site cleanup plan and perceived public
interest to be focused on the end use of the land; which remained an issue of local
government (M. Wimsatt, personal communication, 7/26/12).
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Consensus Building / Visioning
DES has not conducted any official consensus building process for projects that
have gone through their Brownfields Program. Certain brownfield redevelopment
projects have undergone visioning sessions with local governments or private
development entities but none have been initiated or lead by DES. The first phase of the
Essex Mills project for the eastern side of the site did not have any extensive public
participation. Public input for the first phase came in the form of a town hall meeting that
took place for the purposes of determining whether or not the Office of State Planning
would become involved in the project. DES did not make any specific arrangements to
engage a broad range of stakeholders for that meeting or guide the outcome. Instead, the
meeting took a different direction and DES was a backseat participant; only providing
occasional feedback on how the cleanup plan for the site might be altered depending on
different end uses for the land (M. Wimsatt, personal communication, 7/26/12).
The second phase of the Essex Mills project underwent a more extensive process
of public participation starting with a formal visioning process that was initiated by
NCDC. DES did not participate in any of the visioning activities or provide input for the
redevelopment plan on the western side of the site (A. Chaffee, personal communication,
9/10/12) because the known source of contamination on the previous phase had already
been cleaned up and addressed.
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Evaluation / Adaptation
New Hampshire’s Brownfields Program does not have any formal mechanism in
place that encourages or accepts feedback from outside sources. Any feedback that is
received tends to be informal and the program administrators will determine the value of
that feedback and process it accordingly. Most of the feedback received by DES comes
from program participants that are either local governments or private developers that
have gone through the program for a specific site (K. DuBois, personal communication,
6/29/12). The Essex Mills redevelopment was the first brownfield site that Chinburg
Builders had worked on and the entire process was a learning experience for them;
therefore, any feedback given was anecdotal at best and was not directed towards any
particular action or process (G. Spitzer, personal communication, 8/6/12).
DES has recognized the importance of private third party consultants in
developing effective cleanup and/or remediation plans for contaminated sites. Evaluation
of the Brownfields Program by these consultants has led to internal changes in the
process and has resulted in a faster approval process for most cleanup and/or remediation
plans (B. Minicucci, personal communication, 7/26/12). These changes are solely focused
on internal efficiency that is desired by the state agency but has indirectly resulted in less
time that each project can afford for potential public participation.
Figures 6-8 through 6-11 show the Essex Mills project after completion of
cleanup and redevelopment.
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Figure 6-8. Eastern side of Essex Mills project now redeveloped condominium units.

Source: Author’s photograph

Figure 6-9. Eastern side of Essex Mills project where old gas-coal facility was located.

Source: Author’s photograph
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Figure 6-10. Western side of Essex Mills adjacent to Route 108.

Source: Author’s photograph

Figure 6-11. Western side of Essex Mills project with commercial office space.

Source: Author’s photograph
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Case Study Findings & Conclusions
New Hampshire’s responses to the typology survey questions indicated that they
are an Outreach Oriented state with strong actions of outreach and engagement towards
potential project stakeholders but weak with actions of decision making and evaluations.
The primary function of the state program is to “encourage the redevelopment of
contaminated properties through a variety of approaches that address the uncertainty and
liability concerns associated with brownfield sites” (NHDES, 1999). A deeper analysis of
the state’s Brownfields Program confirms that their policies and actions are consistent
with this typology category and that they are able to achieve strong connections to
community members through their partnerships with local governments.
This case study has established that public participation does affect cleanup
and/or remediation plans for projects that enter the VCP in the state of New Hampshire.
This generalization is projected to all states within the Outreach Oriented category. The
Essex Mills project provided an example of how projects would typically be undertaken
in VCPs within this category and demonstrated that the state administered program had
taken significant actions of outreach and engagement. The first phase of the project had
no discernible public participation but the second phase was quite the opposite. The
cleanup and remediation plan for the project had no changes for the first phase but was
altered for the second phase by incorporating long term monitoring. The decision making
process regarding the cleanup and remediation plan remained with the state and there was
no clear process of evaluation; which is in line with the Outreach Oriented category.
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Other projects going through the VCP process in this state or other within the same
category would be expected to achieve similar results.
Public participation played a significant role in the second phase of
redevelopment for Essex Mills. The relationship between the state administered VCP,
local government and CDC led to an active process in reaching out to public participants
and reflecting their input with the final use of the site. The cleanup and remediation plan
for the project was altered as a result of the public meetings, visioning sessions, and
specified end use of the project. DES has placed a priority on working with local
governments and entities as the most effective means of achieving public participation
and this project was an example of how that process typically works in the state. It is
clear that local entities are the primary means of effectuating public participation and that
the state administered VCP is willing to let them lead in this matter. DES has responded
accordingly with efforts to reach out and continue communicating with local community
members more as a supplementary means of public participation.
Many parts of New Hampshire are sparsely populated and several of the
brownfield redevelopment projects that enter the Brownfields Program are located in
rural areas. Only about 25% of all brownfield sites brought forward to the state continue
through the program as a cleanup project while the remaining sites are only subject to
initial assessment actions (K. DuBois, personal communication, 6/29/12). This results in
less opportunities to engage with the surrounding communities and seek meaningful input
from a broad range of stakeholders. Although some public meetings for brownfield
redevelopment sites garner public interest, the majority of sites tend to go through the
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entire process without any public participation (K. DuBois, personal communication,
6/29/12).
The minimum statutory requirement for public participation is a 30 day public
comment period on cleanup and/or remediation plans that are specific to a site. Outreach
to surrounding community members by DES is done almost exclusively through their
partnerships with local governments and they will rely on those connections to help
disseminate information. DES is interested in having these site specific plans completed,
revised if necessary, and internally approved before they are presented to the public;
which leaves little or no room for public comments to be incorporated into revisions of
the plan. Any evaluation or feedback on the program or processes of redevelopment are
informal and do not necessarily alter future redevelopment projects unless there is an
internal initiative within DES to make alterations.
DES is interested in providing the best information possible to local governments,
potential development entities, and communities surrounding brownfield sites. The rural
nature of the state has allowed program officials to become creative in their approaches to
outreach and engagement of public actors and has also influenced their decisions to focus
on producing the best possible cleanup and/or remediation plans before presenting them
to the public. New Hampshire remains an Outreach Oriented state for now based on
current actions that are typically taken by the department to involve public actors for
projects that go though their Brownfields Program.
Table 6-3 summarizes the findings of each conceptual dimension from this case
study and a conclusion that can be abstracted back to theoretical propositions.
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Table 6-3.Outreach oriented case study findings.
Outreach &
Engagement:

Outreach and engagement is focused on connections between
state VCP program and local governments

Decision Making /
Feedback &
Analysis:

Some opportunities for decision making and feedback by
public actors but not an emphasis of the VCP process

Abstraction:

Public participation does affect cleanup and/or remediation
plans in Outreach Oriented states.
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CHAPTER VII
DECISION ORIENTED STATE CASE STUDY – ALABAMA

Decision Oriented states have indicated a majority of negative responses to
questions regarding outreach and engagement and a majority of positive responses to
questions regarding decision making and evaluation by public participants. This response
pattern suggests that actions taken by the state administered VCP (or equivalent)
surrounding public participation in the program are weak in identifying and engaging
public participant stakeholders but provide strong opportunities of decision making and
evaluation for those public participants. Table 7-1 shows how each respondent state in the
Decision Oriented category answered all of the survey questions. Survey responses from
the state of Alabama have been highlighted.

Table 7-1. Survey responses for decision oriented states.
Outreach & Engagement
Q2.
Q3.

Q1.

AL
AR
TX

Public
considered to
be project
stakeholders

Multiple
methods of
engaging
public

Multiple
opportunities
for public
participation

no
no
no

no
no
yes

yes
yes
yes

Decision Making & Analysis
Q6.
Q7.
Q8.

Q4.

Q5.

Public
asked to
provide
info or
ideas

Any
decisions
made solely
by public
participants

Workshops
or other
training
sessions
offered

Consensus
or
Visioning
activities

Opportunit
y to provide
feedback
on program

no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
no
no

no
no
no

Alabama represents the category of Decision Oriented states based on the results
from the typology survey conducted with this research. Only two other states;
approximately 6% of all survey respondents, fell under this category; which raises the
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question of these states being potential outliers. A thorough investigation in nonetheless
needed to highlight actions of public participation taken by the state administered VCP in
practices of brownfield redevelopment. Alabama was selected to represent this category
because of their proximity to the researcher and their willingness to share information. A
detailed investigation of the policies and practices that are typically conducted with
brownfield redevelopment projects was conducted to determine what role public
participation plays in the projects that enter their Voluntary Cleanup Program.
The project chosen to represent the typical brownfield redevelopment process
through the VCP in Alabama is the Social Security Administration Building located in
Birmingham. The site is adjacent to the historical Civil Rights District of the city; in an
area that has mostly commercial and light industrial land uses. The 587,000 square foot
building covers a two city block area that has previously been used for various industrial
and commercial purposes since the early 1900s. The project entered into a VCP
agreement with the state in September 2005 and was closed in August 2007 with a letter
of No Further Action without any requirements of further remedial action. Figure 7-1
shows the completed Social Security Administration Building.
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Figure 7-1. Birmingham’s Social Security Administration Building.

Source: Stewart Title Guarantee Company, Stewart Spotlights, 2009

Alabama’s Brownfield Redevelopment Programs
Alabama has two separate programs that are used as tools for the redevelopment
of brownfield properties. These programs work parallel to each other and do not have any
official connection with each other, yet they are administered by the same program and
same staff personnel.

Overview
The Land Division of Alabama’s Department of Environmental Management
(ADEM) houses several different waste and remediation programs. Among them are the
Brownfields Redevelopment and Voluntary Cleanup Programs that deal specifically with
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the cleanup and remediation of contaminated sites; or brownfields. The department’s
website defines brownfields as “sites where previous industry or other activity has
contaminated the property, making redevelopment more challenging than with previously
unused real estate” (ADEM, 1999a). Both programs, Brownfields Redevelopment and
VCP, allow for local municipalities or landowners/developers to bring sites forward and
enter into an agreement with the state to cleanup or remediate the site to specified levels
in exchange for some form of liability protection. The primary function of both programs
is to provide cleanup and/or remediation oversight to ensure the achievement of cleanup
levels (ADEM, 1999b).
The Brownfields Redevelopment program is the official state program that
primarily focuses on redevelopment projects brought forward by local governments and
is funded, in part, by federal sources that can help with site assessments and other pilot
programs (ADEM, 1999c; L. Norris, Chief of Redevelopment Section – ADEM,
personal interview, March 6, 2012). The VCP is a fee driven program that allows either a
responsible or non-responsible party to enter into an agreement with the state at any time
for the cleanup and/or remediation of a contaminated site. VCP projects that have entered
the program are privately owned and redeveloped either by the landowner or another
private development entity (ADEM, 2011). Responsible parties that enter the program do
not have liability protection and the limits of their cleanup responsibilities are not
confined to the site boundaries (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12). One of the most
common reasons for a non-responsible party to enter into a VCP agreement is to avoid a
corrective action order from either the state or another federal entity (L. Norris, personal
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interview, 3/6/12). Non-responsible parties will receive liability protection throughout the
contract duration and will only be responsible for cleanup and/or remediation of any
contamination up boundaries of the site (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12). As of
April 2011, 40 sites have entered into the Brownfield Redevelopment program and 344
sites have entered into the VCP (ADEM, 2011). The total number of sites that had
successfully completed either program by 2009 was 212 (US EPA, 2009).
Alabama’s Department of Environmental Management has posted the
department’s environmental rules and regulations on their website along with a link to
federal laws that provide guidance for general operations of the department. The rules
and regulations were developed by a group of inter-department stakeholders without any
public input (L. Norris, personal interview, 2/2/12). The regulations are broken out into
17 different divisions and cover a wide range of topics such as general administration,
environmental management commission and the various programs that the department
administers. Division 15 provides operational details for the Brownfields Redevelopment
and Voluntary Cleanup Program; which includes information on eligibility, application
process, technical information, financial assurance and public participation requirements
for both programs. The public participation subsection provides general information on
its purpose, general public participation operations and a compiled list of all qualifying
properties.
A 30 day public comment period for review of the VCP contract between the state
and the landowner or developer is the only public participation requirement set forth by
the Environmental Rules and Regulations (ADEM, 2006) and includes respective efforts
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to disseminate information to public actors. The rules and regulations specifically state
that the purpose of public participation within the programs is to “provide a mechanism
that allows for public participation in the VCP “(ADEM, 2006, p. 6-1); however, the
cleanup plans for enrolled sites are placed on public notice to “inform the general public
concerning matters of possible contamination and the possible revitalization of previous
contaminated sites” (ADEM, 2006, p. 6-1). The section of environmental rules that
describes public participation goes on to indicate that the department has sole discretion
in determining the completeness of a voluntary cleanup plan and whether or not a public
hearing will be held based on their interpretation of a legitimate request (ADEM, 2006).
Public participation is not a requirement for project completion under either of
Alabama’s programs for brownfield redevelopment. The focus of the VCP is Alabama is
to put underutilized properties back into productive use; thereby creating “valuable
opportunities for communities to improve beauty and safety, increase local taxes, support
job growth, and clean up and protect the environment (ADEM, 1999a). Public
participation of any kind is uncommon in the state’s Voluntary Cleanup Program and
most sites are processed though the system as quickly as possible (L, Norris, personal
interview, 2/2/12).

Stakeholder Identification
Alabama’s response to the VCP typology question regarding the public typically
being considered as a project stakeholder was negative. The environmental rules and
regulations that govern both programs dealing with brownfields redevelopment do not
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provide an official definition for project stakeholders or other guidelines that would help
identify potential persons that could be project stakeholders. The landowner for any given
project and any private development company that may be involved in the redevelopment
of brownfield sites through the VCP are generally regarded as project stakeholders due to
their ownership and investment stakes (A. Parker, VCP project manager, personal
interview, 2/28/12). Additionally, any local governments connected to the project and
Alabama’s Department of Environmental Management are considered to be more of a
passive stakeholder in each project that enters into a VCP agreement due to their
regulatory positions (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12). The community surrounding
a project site is considered to be a potential project stakeholder as a group based on their
proximity to the site but individual members of that community must come forward and
demonstrate an interest in the project in order to be considered a project stakeholder (L.
Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12).

Stakeholder Engagement
The process of engaging public actors as project stakeholders is done entirely
through the public notice process. The public notice procedures under division 15 of the
environmental rules states that a public notice must be broadcast through a newspaper
notice along with being mailed to the project applicant (ADEM, 2006). Any person who
has specifically and in writing notified the department of their desire to be included with
all public notices will also be mailed a copy (ADEM, 2006). There is no specified
duration for the publication of the public notice or given circulation requirements for the
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newspaper that will broadcast the notice. Typically, the public notice will run in a single
circulation of the largest local newspaper where the project is located in order to reach
the broadest range of potential project stakeholders (A. Parker, personal interview,
2/28/12). This practice was modified some time in 2007 for Alabama’s capital city of
Montgomery where ADEM’s offices are located. Public notices are no longer broadcast
through newspaper publications; instead they are posted on ADEM’s website for public
viewing (C. Collins, VCP project manager, personal interview, 4/5/12). No other
postings, mailings, or engagement techniques are utilized in the state administered
programs to draw the attention of potential public participants to the cleanup and/or
remediation plans that are available for review.

Communication
The 30 day public comment period is the only opportunity for public participation
in the VCP process. ADEM project managers are responsible for making the cleanup
and/or remediation plans available to the public and ensuring that the proper public notice
is given (A. Parker, personal interview, 2/28/12). Most projects that enter into a VCP
agreement with the state of Alabama are brought forward with a site assessment already
completed; indicating that the history of site characteristics along with past uses and
potential sources of contamination have already been compiled (L. Norris, personal
interview, 2/2/12). Opportunities for public input into the creation of these assessments
and the corresponding cleanup and/or remediation plans are at the discretion of the
landowner or private development entity that is responsible for redevelopment of the
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brownfield site (L. Norris, personal interview, 2/12/12). ADEM’s primary responsibility
is to review the cleanup and/or remediation plans associated with specific sites and is
focused on the physical characteristics of the site that are determined by reviewing soil
samples and other physical samples from the brownfield site. Any communication with
potential public participants during the assessment phase of brownfield redevelopment is
at the discretion of the private landowner and/or developer and would be considered to be
reflected in the cleanup and/or remediation plan for that site (L. Norris, personal
interview, 3/6/12).

Power Relationships
Alabama, along with all other respondent states in the Decision Oriented
category, responded negatively to the typology survey question regarding whether or not
any decision in the VCP planning process was made solely by public participants.
Division 15 of ADEM’s environmental rules stipulates that any plan put forward for
public input has already been determined by the state administered program to be
complete and ready for implementation (ADEM, 2006); there are no decisions to be made
regarding the cleanup and/or remediation plan from this point further in the
redevelopment process. The 30 day public comment period is the only official
opportunity for public actors to review the VCP documentation for a specific site and
provide input that would be considered by ADEM for any sort of revision or alteration to
the cleanup and/or remediation plan (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12).
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ADEM has organized unofficial workshops in the past for the purpose of
providing general information to potentially interested parties regarding the Brownfields
Redevelopment and VCP programs. These workshops, or information sessions, have
been held several times throughout the year at the discretion of the department when
sufficient interest is perceived by program administrators. Although the workshops are
not specific to either of the brownfield redevelopment programs, all of the sessions that
have been organized have been for projects in the Brownfields Redevelopment program
and have been primarily attended by local governments, financial institutions, and
landowners or private development entities that are interested in learning more about the
state administered program (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12). Community members
are welcome to attend these workshops but typically have not over the last decade of
operations (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12).

Consensus Building / Visioning
Alabama’s Department of Environmental Management does not officially engage
in any consensus building activities or visioning process for projects that enter into VCP
agreements. Any specific project receiving federal funds may be subject to either
consensus building or visioning depending on funding requirements; however, ADEM
has not determined the need for a formalized process within the VCP that includes either
of these activities (L. Norris, personal interview, 2/2/12 and 3/6/12). The Brownfields
Redevelopment program on the other hand, which is mostly populated with local
government participants, does participate regularly in visioning session when the project
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specific budget will allow (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12). Program administrators
within the Brownfields Redevelopment program will attend visioning sessions for any
project upon request by the local government and will selectively choose their
involvement with other projects based on how well the project is formulated and their
potential for significant economic development (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12).
Outreach and engagement of potential project stakeholders for participation in
consensus building or visioning activities is initiated and carried out by either local
governments or private landowners/developers. ADEM has not contributed to the process
of contacting or engaging with potential project stakeholders outside of the 30 day public
comment period for any project that has gone through the VCP process (L. Norris,
personal interview, 2/2/12). Visioning sessions for brownfield redevelopment projects
have typically been hosted by local government entities along with private consultants
with expertise in the process and tend to focus on potential end uses for the land rather
than specific characteristics of contamination.

Evaluation / Adaptation
There is no formal requirement for feedback from public participants on VCP
projects and each site may reach a completion status without any specific evaluation.
ADEM does not have a structured process for soliciting feedback from either the public
or program participants; however, anyone is free to contact program administrators at any
time with comments or feedback about a specific project. The department typically does
not respond in any official manner to questions or comments about a specific project
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outside of the 30 day public comment period (A. Parker, personal interview, 2/28/12).
Many of the program participants; either private landowners/developers or local
governments, have provided informal feedback over the last several years to VCP project
managers generally indicating that the program is positive and that the liability protection
offered by the program has been very beneficial (A. Parker, personal interview, 2/28/12).
Any changes to the policies or practices within the VCP are done so through the
environmental rules and regulations. Evaluation of the program is done internally based
on informal discussions between program administrators and then brought forward to an
ADEM committee if a change is perceived to be needed. Public input is not a requirement
with changes or revisions to the environmental rules and regulations (L. Norris, personal
interview, 3/6/12).

Example Project – Social Security Administration Building
Birmingham’s Social Security Administration Building is located at 1200 8th
Avenue North; close to the geographic center of the city. Eighth Avenue was renamed
Reverend Abraham Woods Jr. Boulevard after the project was complete in 2008 in honor
of the late civil rights activist (Walton, 2008). The new building covers an area of two
city blocks, between 12th Street and 14th Street, and is located at the western edge of
Birmingham’s historical Civil Rights District. See figures 7-2 and 7-3 for the location of
the Social Security Administration Building. Interstates 65 and 20 are located less than
two city blocks away from the building to the west and north respectively and Highway
31 is located less than a mile to the east. A main thoroughfare of rail lines is located
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several blocks to the south. The combination of these spatial features creates somewhat of
an isolated district; which is primarily occupied by commercial and light industrial land
uses.
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Figure 7-2. City of Birmingham map showing general project location.

Social Security
Administration
Building project
located in
Birmingham’s
historic Civil
Rights District

Source: Google Maps, 2012
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Figure 7-3. Birmingham’s Civil Rights District showing project location.

Social Security
Administration
Building project
located on Rev.
Abraham Woods
Jr. Boulevard

Source: Google Maps, 2012

The total population in 2000 for Alabama was 4,447,100 according to the U.S.
Census Bureau (2011) and the largest city in the state is Birmingham. Between 2000 and
2010, Birmingham saw a declining population; from 242,820 to 212, 237 (U.S. Census,
2011) and much of the industrial and commercial areas of the city remain abandoned or
underutilized. The newly constructed Social Security Administration Building sits
adjacent to an industrial/commercial area of the city and the surrounding neighborhoods
tend to be sparsely populated. Table 7-2 shows the population within concentric rings
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nearest the site. The quarter mile radius represents the area of highest potential social,
economic, and environmental impacts and the other radii provide context for total
population nearest the site. The surrounding highway system acts as a barrier between the
site and most of the surrounding residents who are generally located to the north; on the
opposite side of I-59.

Table 7-2. Population near the Social Security Administration building in Birmingham,
AL.
2000 Census

2010 Census

¼ Mile Radius

192

154

½ Mile Radius

1,060

813

1 Mile Radius

8,122

7,284

Source: Esri Buisiness Analyst, 2010.

History & Background
SECOR International, Inc. was the firm responsible for conducting a Phase I
environmental assessment of the site for Opus South Corporation; who was the private
development entity responsible for all redevelopment services. The Phase I report holds
the most comprehensive summary of past site uses along with initial recommendations
for the creation of a site cleanup and/or remediation plan. The site history for the Social
Security Administration building includes information for both city blocks that the final
project covers; which have previously been used for different purposes.
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The western half of the property was initially used as a lumber storage yard
beginning in 1905 and lasting for less than a decade. There is a gap in historical
information regarding land use for this half of the property and it is unclear what the land
was used for until 1937 when a metal salvage yard began operations. Two rail spurs were
developed in 1911 that ran north and south; effectively splitting the site in half until they
were abandoned sometime after 1951. The metal salvage yard ceased operations in 1942
and the land was unused until 1959 when a thrift store began operations; which lasted
until 1967. The thrift store was the last known use of the site other than unauthorized and
undocumented storage and/or disposal of industrial items from other sites; presumably
the eastern half of the property (SECOR, 2005).
The eastern half of the property was developed in 1911 as a petroleum storage and
distribution facility for Gulf Refining Company. A gasoline service station was built in
1937 but only remained operational until 1941 when it was closed with the underground
storage tanks remaining in place. A portion of the eastern half was used as a lumber
storage facility as early as 1891 until closing in 1942; the same time as the closure of the
metal salvage yard on the western half of the property. Several rail spurs were developed
on the eastern half of the property as early as 1891 and remained in use until the
petroleum storage and distribution facility shut down operations some time in or around
1959. The land was dormant until 1963 when a building hardware and supply company
was opened. The building hardware and supply company remained in business until 2005
when the site was purchased by GSA for the intention of developing a new Social
Security Administration building. Several abandoned ground monitors and storage tanks
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were left at various areas on both halves of the property without any known
documentation or verification of their prior uses. (SECOR, 2005). Figures 7-4 through 77 show areas of the site before any cleanup or remediation took place.
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Figure 7-4. SSA eastern site border looking north.

Source: SECOR International, Inc., 2005

Figure 7-5. Western half of the SSA property.

Source: SECOR International, Inc., 2005
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Figure 7-6. Northeastern corner of the SSA property.

Source: SECOR International, Inc., 2005
Figure 7-7. 13th Street looking north – approximate middle of SSA site.

Source: SECOR International, Inc., 2005
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Due diligence of the Phase I site assessment requires the preparer to identify all
potential sources of information that may provide insight to the past uses of the land
regarding environmental concerns. SECOR interviewed several city and county
departments to collect records and historical information pertaining to the history of the
site including a city planner for the city of Birmingham who was the current land owner
of the western half of the property at that time. Although the neighborhood is primarily
commercial and light industrial land uses, there are a small amount of residents that live
within a short distance from the site including two residential houses right across the
street to the west.
GSA and Opus South Corporation worked together starting some time in 2003 to
identify a suitable site for the new Social Security Administration building. ADEM was
not involved with any of the early planning activities for the project and was contacted
only after SECOR had begun work on the Phase I site assessment. The 30 day public
comment period was announced in Birmingham after SECOR had completed its
investigation and ADEM had reviewed and preliminarily approved their findings. No
public comments were received and ADEM officials do not recall any interest or
concerns that were expressed by public actors during the redevelopment of this
brownfield site (L. Norris, personal interview, 2/2/12; A. Parker, personal interview,
2/28/12).
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Stakeholder Identification
ADEM does not have an official definition of who should be included as a project
stakeholder; however, program administrators have recognized the interests of the
landowner, developer and local government in the redevelopment of this underutilized
site. Efforts to reach out to surrounding community members were limited to the notice
of a public comment period primarily due to the site location in an industrial/commercial
area. ADEM views the notification for the 30 day public comment period to be the
opportunity for any interested person to step forward and identify themselves as a
potential project stakeholder (A Parker, personal interview, 2/28/12). Residents living
closest to the site were not independently approached regarding the redevelopment of this
site and there is no evidence that GSA, Opus South Corporation, or the City of
Birmingham reached out to other potential stakeholders during the cleanup and
remediation phase of the project.
SECOR’s Phase I site assessment report does not specifically identify project
stakeholders; however, section 7 of the report identifies five different groups that were
interviewed in an effort to collect additional site information. Those groups include the
user (typically the end user of the project but, in this case, the developer), the current
landowner(s), the current site operator or primary site manager, occupants, and local
government officials. Residents may be interviewed in the case that they are the
occupants but the Social Security Administration building does not have a residential
component. No other public actors were identified as potential project stakeholders for
this site (SECOR, 2005).
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Stakeholder Engagement
The engagement of any public persons that would be potential project
stakeholders for the Social Security Administration building was limited to the
advertisement of the 30 day public comment period. A public notice for the comment
period was published in the local newspaper; The Birmingham News, on March 16, 2007.
The notice ran for a single circulation and was not posted on ADEM’s website or other
electronic media (A. Parker, personal interview, 2/28/12). The public notice provided the
site address, a brief description of the proposed land use, the address of the public library
where interested public persons could go to view the cleanup plan, and contact
information for ADEM. The public notice also stated that ADEM would maintain a list of
interested individuals who request legal notices from the department and that anyone may
be included if they desire. There was no one on that distribution list as of the public
notice date and ADEM did not receive any response from interested public persons
regarding the new Social Security Administration building (A. Parker, personal
interview, 2/28/12).

Communication
All site assessments had been completed for the new Social Security
Administration building and the cleanup plan for the site had been proposed to the state
before the notice for the 30 day public comment period was advertised. ADEM had
received, reviewed, and preliminarily approved the cleanup plan for the site at the time of
the comment period and was prepared to take any comments or concerns into
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consideration for potential revisions (A. Parker, personal interview, 2/28/12). No
comments or concerns were received during the public comment period for the project
nor were there any other communications from public actors outside of that 30 day
period. ADEM has not any official communications from public actors regarding a
brownfield site that is going through their VCP process in over a decade of operations.
Unsolicited comments have been informally received for various projects during this time
but have not been recorded or officially addressed in context of the redevelopment
process in the state’s VCP (L. Norris, personal interview, 2/2/12). The cleanup plan for
the new Social Security Administration building in Birmingham was created, approved,
and executed without any input from public participants.

Power Relationships
ADEM did not take any specific actions to identify or address any potential
inequalities of information or resources that may have existed between public actors and
the state for the new Social Security Administration building project. The public notice
regarding the 30 day comment period was issued after the state had already worked with
the private consultant in developing the cleanup and/or remediation for the site (C.
Collins, ADEM project manager, personal interview, 4/5/12). No comments were
received from public actors regarding the project during the 30 day period or otherwise;
therefore, it is not possible to identify what inequalities may have existed or what may
have been done to address them. ADEM has indicated that unofficial workshops have
been organized to inform interested persons about operations with the VCP and
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Brownfield Redevelopment programs but there is no documentation showing that any
such workshop occurred between 2005 and 2007; the active dates of the Social Security
Administration Building. Alabama responded negatively to the typology survey question
regarding whether or not there were any decisions regarding the development of the
cleanup and/or remediation plan that would be made solely by public participants. This is
consistent with the process undertaken for this project as all decisions during the process
were made solely by ADEM without any public input.

Consensus Building / Visioning
ADEM has not conducted or participated in any official consensus building
process for projects that have gone through the state’s VCP or Brownfield
Redevelopment program. Some of the projects that have gone through the state’s
Brownfield Redevelopment program have participated in visioning sessions when
funding for such activities has been secured by either a local government or a private
development entity. None of the projects that have gone through the state’s VCP process
to date have sought federal funding for either consensus building or visioning activities
and only a small percentage of projects that have gone through the state’s Brownfield
Redevelopment program have acquired funding for such activities (L. Norris, personal
interview, 2/2/12).
ADEM is the principle stakeholder for VCP projects that would be in a position to
suggest or recommend either consensus building or visioning activities. The state takes
action in reaching out to a broad range of stakeholders through the notice of a 30 day
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public comment period but did not make other efforts to establish an atmosphere that
would be conducive to consensus building or visioning for the Social Security
Administration project. ADEM has unofficially determined that no project undergoing
the VCP process would have a consensus building or visioning session unless the
landowner or private developer specifically requested such a session and covered all
associated costs (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12).

Evaluation / Adaptation
ADEM has indicated through the typology survey that there are opportunities for
public actors to provide analysis and/or feedback on policies, procedures, or operations of
the VCP process. There is no formal mechanism in place for public persons to provide
feedback and the environmental rules and regulations do not specifically call for such an
opportunity outside of unsolicited comments. Public participants are asked to provide
feedback during visioning sessions (L. Norris, personal communication, 3/6/12), but there
was no such opportunity for the Social Security Administration project. ADEM has
indicated that feedback from program participants; specifically landowners or private
developers, could be helpful in guiding any revisions to the program’s policies or
procedures but has not actively pursued such feedback. (L. Norris, personal interview,
3/6/12).
ADEM views the Social Security Administration project as a success largely due
to the reuse of underutilized lands. The land has been cleaned up to the state’s standards
and a tax producing development now exists to the benefit of the greater community
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within the city (L. Norris, personal interview, 3/6/12). No further analysis of the project
has been performed by ADEM and there is no indication that policies or future practices
have been revised based on this project.
Figures 7-8 through 7-11 show the Social Security Administration building in
Birmingham after all cleanup and redevelopment had been completed.
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Figure 7-8. Social Security Administration building under construction in 2006.

Source: urbanplanet.org

Figure 7-9. Green roof of new SSA building; looking northeast.

Source: fgould.com
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Figure 7-10. Proximity of residents closest to the SSA building in Birmingham, AL.

Social Security
Administration
Building

Source: Google Maps, 2012
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Figure 7-11. SSA building in industrial and commercial area of Birmingham, AL.

Source: bizjournals.com

Case Study Findings & Conclusions
Although Alabama’s responses to the typology survey questions indicated that
they are a Decision Oriented state, deeper analysis suggests that the requirements and
actions of their state administered VCP would more likely put the state into the Weak
Public Participation category. That said, it is theoretically possible that weak outreach
and engagement practices result in little to no public participation but if public actors
were self motivated to take action they would then be given adequate opportunity to
influence the development and outcome of projects going through the VCP. The Social
Security Administration building did not see any form of public participation; therefore,
it is impossible to measure or gauge any influences that are only theoretically possible. In
over 11 years of operations, ADEM has never had a single public participant provide
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comments or show interest in cleanup and/or remediation plans that have been developed
through the VCP process (L. Norris, personal communications, 2/2/12 & 3/6/12).
This case study has established that public participation is not a significant factor
in affecting changes to cleanup and/or remediation plans for projects that enter VCPs in
the state of Alabama. This generalization is projected to all states within the Decision
Oriented category but would need to be investigated further for a more robust conclusion.
The Decision Oriented category presents a unique circumstance where it is more likely
that each state was incorrectly placed in the VCP typology rather than truly being a
Decision Oriented state. Specific to Alabama, it is most likely that the survey respondent
either misunderstood the questions asked or there was a self-promotion bias. It is also
likely that the survey respondent answered the questions based on information from the
Brownfields Redevelopment program rather that strictly based on the VCP; resulting in
an incorrect categorization. Based on findings from this case study, Alabama would most
likely be categorized as a Weak Public Participation state rather than Decision Oriented.
The Social Security Administration Building provided an example of how projects would
typically be undertaken in VCPs in this category and demonstrated that minimal actions
are taken to identify and engage with potential project stakeholders. No specific actions
are taken to provide opportunities of decision making or evaluation by public participants
in this case; which is more in line with the Weak Public Participation category.
Although no specific actions of public participation occurred through the VCP
process for the redevelopment of the Social Security Administration Building, the
relationship between state administered program and local government did play a role in
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the overall process. The private developer in this case approached the state VCP with a
development proposal and requested assistance in identifying an appropriate site. The
development proposal was required to undergo an approval process from both local and
state government agencies but it did not appear that public participation was a significant
part of either process. The cleanup and remediation plan for the site had already been
developed and preliminarily approved by the VCP before any opportunity for review was
given to potential public participants. There was no evidence that the local government
opposed the development proposal in any way which helped streamline the process but
also minimized any further potential opportunity for public participation.
The program requirements for public participation in Alabama are not unlike
other states in the Weak Public Participation and Outreach Oriented categories. Personal
interviews with program officials have revealed that the VCP program director does not
believe that his role, or the role of any ADEM staff members, could or should influence
public participation in program operations; rather their role is to precisely follow the rules
and regulations as set forth by the department (L. Norris, personal interviews, 2/2/12 &
3/6/12). Since the environmental rules and regulations are internally created without
public input, revisions to include more public participation becomes somewhat of a logic
loop and does not appear to be likely.
The Phase I site assessment performed by the private consultant SECOR included
the broadest range of public participation for the Social Security Administration project.
Local government officials and site users were contacted for site specific information but
the limited scope of the report focusing only on environmental impacts could not be
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construed as meaningful public participation. Public participation is not a required
element of reports from private development entities in Alabama’s VCP, nor would it be
the most effective venue to identify, engage, or communicate with public actors. ADEM
remains the primary stakeholder in each project that enters the VCP and is in the best
position to encourage and facilitate public participation for each project that goes through
the process. Public participation had no discernible effect on the cleanup and remediation
plan for the Social Security Administration building in Birmingham, AL. The actions of
the state administered VCP did not emphasize the inclusion of public participants and this
project has demonstrated the likely influence that public actors may have on other
brownfield redevelopment projects within the program.
Table 7-3 summarizes the findings of each conceptual dimension from this case
study and a conclusion that can be abstracted back to theoretical propositions.

Table 7-3.Decision oriented case study findings.
Outreach &
Engagement:

Minimal actions taken to identify and reach out to potential
project stakeholder

Decision Making /
Feedback &
Analysis:

No specific actions taken to provide opportunities of decision
making or feedback and analysis by public actors

Abstraction:

Public participation is not a significant factor in affecting
cleanup and/or remediation plans in this Decision Oriented
state.
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CHAPTER VIII
STRONG PUBLIC PARTICIPATION STATE CASE STUDY – WASHINGTON

Strong Public participation states have indicated a majority of positive responses
to questions regarding both dimensions of public participation in this research – outreach
and engagement of public participants as well as decision making and evaluation by
public participants. This response pattern suggests that actions taken by the state
administered VCP (or equivalent) surrounding public participation in the program are
strong in identifying and engaging public participant stakeholders and provide strong
opportunities for decision making and evaluation of the program. Table 8-1 shows how
each state in the Strong Public Participation category answered all of the survey
questions. Survey responses from the state of Washington have been highlighted.
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Table 8-1. Survey responses for Strong Public Participation states.
Outreach & Engagement
Q2.
Q3.

Q1.

AK
CA
CO
HI
KY
MA
MI
NE
NJ
NM
OR
VA
WA
WI
WV

Public
considered to
be project
stakeholders

Multiple
methods of
engaging
public

Multiple
opportunities
for public
participation

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Decision Making & Analysis
Q6.
Q7.
Q8.

Q4.

Q5.

Public
asked to
provide
info or
ideas

Any
decisions
made solely
by public
participants

Workshops
or other
training
sessions
offered

Consensus
or
Visioning
activities

Opportunity
to provide
feedback on
program

yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no

Washington State represents the category of Strong Public Participation based on
the results from the typology survey conducted with this research. Fourteen other states;
28% of the survey respondents, were categorized as strong public participation states.
Washington was selected to represent this category because of their willingness to share
information and history of working with academic institutions for other studies of
brownfield redevelopment issues along with resource availability of the investigator.
Washington does not have any formal public participation requirement for projects that
enter into the Voluntary Cleanup Program; rather it is site specific and subject to project
characteristics. State personnel responsible for the administration of the program and
specific sites play an influential role in public participation actions when they occur.
The project chosen to represent the typical brownfield redevelopment process
through the VCP in Washington is the Broadway Crossing mixed use development
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located in the Capitol Hill neighborhood of Seattle. The site is located less than a mile
east of downtown Seattle in one of the cultural centers of the city. The mixed use
building covers approximately one quarter of a city block and has 44 units of affordable
housing, two levels of underground parking, and a Walgreen’s drug store at the street
level. The site was in continuous operation as a gas service station until 2003 when it
entered into a VCP agreement and began the redevelopment process. Figure 8-1 shows
the completed mixed use development after all cleanup and remediation had taken place.

Figure 8-1. Broadway Crossing located in Seattle, WA.

Source: Author’s photograph
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Washington’s Brownfield Redevelopment Programs
Washington has two separate programs that are used as tools for the
redevelopment of brownfield or contaminated sites. These programs work parallel to each
other and have many similar characteristics in term of operations. They are both
administered by Washington’s Department of Ecology and have separate staff that is
responsible for operations.

Overview
Washington State’s Department of Ecology (WSDE) sponsors several programs
that are responsible for the oversight and protection of the state’s environment and
natural resources.

The Toxics Cleanup Program is focused on the cleanup and/or

remediation of accidental spills of hazardous substances and past business practices that
may have contaminated land and water resources. The Brownfields Program and
Voluntary Cleanup Program are run under the umbrella of the department’s Toxics
Cleanup Program and are specifically focused on the cleanup and/or remediation of
brownfield sites. The department’s website defines brownfield sites as “abandoned or
underused properties where there may be environmental contamination” (WSDE, 2011);
which moves beyond the constraints of contamination and provides an opportunity for a
broad range of sites that may be eligible for the state’s redevelopment tools. Both of the
brownfields

redevelopment

programs

allow

for

local

municipalities

or

landowners/developers to bring sites forward and enter into an agreement with the state
to cleanup or remediate the site to specified levels in exchange for liability protection.
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Both of the brownfield redevelopment programs are strictly guided by the Model
Toxics Control Act Statute and Regulation (MCTA); which was put into effect through a
voter passed initiative in 1989 and revised in 2007. The aim of MCTA is to provide a
streamlined process through complex issues associated with brownfield redevelopment
and to provide limited financial assistance for the purpose of fostering the cleanup and/or
remediation of contaminated sites. Funding for the Toxics Cleanup Program is achieved
in part through state taxes on the wholesale of hazardous substances that may lead to site
contamination. One of the fundamental tenets of MCTA is achieving cleanups through
cooperation rather than mandate; which helps to create a collaborative atmosphere
between all project stakeholders. The creation of MCTA was done so by the state’s
Science Advisory Board; who worked closely with citizen groups across the state as well
as business groups and local governments (WSDE, 2007).
The Brownfields Program, known commonly to department staff as the
Brownfields Program, tends to focus more on brownfield sites that have a significant
component of community revitalization. Although there is no stipulation for sites to be
publicly owned or condition that would reject private ownership, most of the sites entered
into the Brownfields Program are done so by local governments throughout the state who
are looking for input and guidance on how to redevelop their sites. (J. Means, Toxics
Cleanup Program Manager, personal interview, 3/9/12). These sites are typically more
complex in terms of contamination and potential cleanup and/or remediation and
commonly remain in the program for a longer period of time; potentially up to six or
more years (J. Means, personal interview, 3/21/12). As of late 2011, the Brownfields
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Program has reached [an unspecified] capacity and the department no longer has
adequate staffing or resources to ensure a timely response to issues. The result is greater
scrutiny of potential projects entering into the program (J. Means, personal interview,
3/21/12) and other ‘borderline’ projects (in context of contamination levels) going the
route of VCP.
The primary difference in projects entering the VCP, as opposed to the
Brownfields Program, is seen in the complexity of contamination and other issues
effecting redevelopment. Parties bringing sites forward may choose one program or the
other but the acceptance of a site into either program is determined by the unit supervisor
(D. Mitchell, VCP Financial Manager, personal interview, 3/22/12). The primary
function of the VCP is to review site information that has been provided by private
sources and determine an appropriate level of cleanup based on the proposed end land
use. VCP projects typically have less legal issues associated with the site and the
contamination is relatively straight forward; which creates a transparent nature to the
program that is more easy to understand for community members than the more rigorous
Brownfields Program (C. Wolfe, Environmental & Land Use Law Attorney, personal
interview, 3/20/12). While lenders and other third party participants may be more
interested in the robust measures and a greater relief of liability in the Brownfields
Program, the VCP is about efficiently integrating environmental cleanups and putting the
site back into reuse as soon as possible (C. Wolfe, personal interview, 3/20/12). The
typical VCP project will complete the entire process in less than two years (D. Mitchell,
personal interview, 3/22/12).
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Part VI of the 2007 revised MCTA document provides guideless for public
participation within the Toxics Cleanup Program; however, it does not stipulate how and
when those guidelines are enacted. The publication provides purpose, requirements, and
criteria for the effective implementation of public participation on projects that run
through the department’s different programs; however, there is no formal requirement for
public participation in the VCP and any specific project may reach the status of
completion without input from public participants. Implementing public participation for
VCP projects is case specific and left to the prerogative of the site manager and
department head because of the less complex issues typically associated with the projects,
the streamlined nature of the program, and the deliberate atmosphere of cooperation
between stakeholders (J. Means, personal interview, 3/9/12; J. Brandt, Brownfields
Program Planner, personal interview, 3/9/12). Certain sites that enter the VCP may have
public participation components as a part of the process but they are not a prerequisite for
project completion through the program.

Stakeholder Identification
The Toxics Cleanup Program – parent program for both brownfield cleanup
programs – does not have an official or written definition for a stakeholder. The program
considers anyone who may be interested in the site to be a potential stakeholder; local
governments, liable parties, or community members all may be considered potential
project stakeholders (J. Means, personal interview, 3/21/12). There is an element of self
selection with this approach but the department views each site independently and
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determines the need for stakeholder involvement based on the specific site characteristics
and the potential impact that redevelopment may have on the surrounding community (S.
Preston, Communications Manager, Toxics Cleanup Program, personal interview,
3/2712). There is no formal process of stakeholder identification in either of the VCP or
Brownfields Program as all potential stakeholders are considered to have an equal
opportunity for informal participation in the project.
The smaller, less complex projects that typically enter the VCP tend to have little
to no public participation; however, some projects that enter the program are highly
visible for reasons other than contamination. In these cases the department staff may
utilize some of the public participation methods that are regularly used in the formal
Brownfields Program (T. Middleton, VCP Project Manager, personal interview, 3/22/12).
Fact sheets may be posted at community gathering facilities or advertised in local
newspapers and public meetings will be organized for sites with a potentially high level
of interest (S. Preston, personal interview, 3/27/12). The public is always considered to
be a potential stakeholder for each project but it is the highly visible projects that may
receive more effort in reaching out to potential participants.

Stakeholder Engagement
The Toxics Cleanup Program utilizes several methods of stakeholder engagement
for a project that enters either of the programs. MCTA specifically identifies eight
methods of engaging potential public participants: 1) press releases, 2) fact sheets, 3)
public meetings, 4) publications, 5) personal contact by department employees, 6) posting
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signs at the facility, 7) notice in the Site Register, and 8) notice through the internet. The
publication also leaves an open ended suggestion for personnel to provide information to
the public by “any other methods as determined by the department” (WSDE, 2007, p.
106). Any combination of these engagement methods may be utilized for a project that
enters the VCP or Brownfields Program and it is up to the department personnel to
determine the most effective communication plan (S. Preston, personal interview,
3/27/12).
The department will automatically send notices to anyone who has specifically
requested to be notified of any remedial action and will continue to send those notices
until they indicate otherwise. Beyond the automatic mailings of notices, a specific site
that may be categorized as ‘high interest’ by department personnel will undergo a process
of mailings to people within a potentially affected area. This could be up to a one mile
radius of the project depending on the surrounding geography. Public notices may be
posted in local publications; in which case the city or county newspaper with the highest
circulation is selected. Newspaper ads are typically written as legal notices but the
department encourages the use of display ads or other appropriate formats whenever
possible. Other media outlets may be used for disseminating public information when an
informal cost/benefit analysis is performed by department personnel. The potential
audience reached, timeliness of broadcasting, adequacy of conveying information and
cost of advertising are all considered when using alternative media outlets (WSDE, 2007,
p. 105 – 107). The department has recently begun using social media such as live
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blogging, Facebook and Twitter as additional resources to reach the public and any
potentially interested persons (S. Preston, personal interview, 3/27/12).

Communication
The Brownfields Program has two specific comment periods; one after the initial
environmental assessment is complete and one after the cleanup and/or remedial action
has been determined for the site. The VCP does not have any formal comment periods
during the process but may have other opportunities for communication with potential
project stakeholders depending on specific project characteristics. VCP site managers are
considered the primary point of contact for each site and will evaluate several conditions
that may begin an outreach effort to potential public participants; however, their primary
concern is focused on reviewing information for the successful cleanup or remediation of
a site according the MCTA standards. Communication between project stakeholders or
any public persons with VCP projects is an open and ongoing process that is not bound
by formal comment periods or any other time constraints other than when the project
enters the program and when it is closed (T. Middleton, personal interview, 3/22/12).
Projects that enter the VCP typically have a proposed end use in mind and will
often have a completed cleanup and/or remediation plan completed before they even
approach the department. Department personnel will determine the level of complexity
for the project and will respond accordingly (T. Middleton, personal interview, 3/22/12).
If the site is deemed less complex and no specific action of public participation is taken,
potentially interested persons may still access information through the department’s Site
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Register. The Site Register is a bi-monthly publication that updates all of the cleanup
activities within the Toxics Cleanup Program and is intended to provide an opportunity
for meaningful public participation without the formal requirement of comment periods
(WSDE, 2012a). The publication provides information on all department programs
including the VCP with contact information for anyone interested in further
communications.

Power Relationships
Washington responded positively to the typology survey question regarding
whether or not any decision in the VCP planning process were made solely by public
participants. Upon closer inspection, it is only publicly funded projects that allow for
public decisions concerning reuse of land through a design charrette process (J. Means,
personal interview, 10/4/11). Privately owned brownfield sites that are being redeveloped
for private use are not subject to any publicly driven decisions at any point during the
VCP process. This clarification indicates that a negative response to the corresponding
typology survey question would have been more appropriate. Washington would remain
a Strong Public Participation state after a change in their responses based on the typology
decision rules.
Washington’s Department of Ecology does not have an official program for
workshops or training sessions; however, similar outreach efforts are regularly made for
specific brownfield sites depending on their complexity and characteristics (S. Preston,
personal interview, 3/27/12). Land use decisions are typically dictated by the landowner
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and corresponding local governments but the department makes an effort in reaching out
to potentially affected persons to provide information on the site characteristics and
potential cleanup activities. The Toxics Cleanup Program has a dedicated webpage for
anyone that has potentially been affected. This specific webpage is separated into
different categories that include 1) affected by contamination, 2) property owners and
business managers, 3) persons buying or selling contaminated properties, and 4)
consultants and contractors. Each of the sections provides an overview of the VCP and
Brownfields Program from the given perspectives, current reports from the program, data
submittal requirements and contact information for further requests (WSDE, 2012b).
These efforts are intended to address differences in available resources between potential
project stakeholders such as time, money, and technical expertise (S. Preston, personal
interview, 3/27/12).

Consensus Building / Visioning
Washington’s Department of Ecology does not have an official requirement for
projects in the state’s VCP to engage in any consensus building activities or visioning
process. Visioning sessions have been done somewhat frequently for high profile projects
that go through the Brownfields Program but they have all been in conjunction with a
local government entity that has brought the project forward (S. Preston, personal
interview, 3/27/12). There are no cases of a formal visioning process for projects that
have gone through the VCP (J. Means, personal interview, 3/9/12). Although there is no
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formal consensus building process adhered to in the VCP, several elements of the process
can be identified in typical practices for the program.
A full range of stakeholders is sought with projects that are more complex and/or
have a high public profile. An official stakeholder definition may not exist in the
department but the efforts of department personnel attempt to involve a broad range of
participants that will offer different perspectives or voices in the redevelopment process
(D. Mitchell, personal interview, 3/22/12). Many cases of public involvement with the
Toxics Cleanup Program stem from the transparent nature of department and their efforts
to disseminate public information on a regular basis. Without a defined structure of
public participation, the department can respond to public actors attempting to self
organize and provide resources of information and technical expertise. The
redevelopment process for either program is focused on cleanup and/or remediation of
contaminated sites, which means that consensus regarding project outcome is limited to
the site specific cleanup and/or remediation plans. The department will not accept any
standards below those set through MCTA but is willing to make them more stringent
based on public input at the project level (S. Preston, personal interview, 3/27/12).

Evaluation / Adaptation
MCTA stipulates that regional citizen’s advisory committees are to be established
for each region of the state. The purpose of these committees is to promote meaningful
public participation and to provide feedback on program operations within their
respective regions (WSDE, 2007. p. 111 - 112). These committees were never initiated
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due to budget constraints (J. Means, personal email, 12/11/12) which leaves both
programs without a formal mechanism to receive feedback and evaluation on their
policies and operations. Evaluation is done on a site specific basis for each project that
goes through both of the programs (J. Means, personal interview, 3/9/12). The
committees were to provide regular yearly reports of program operations but the absence
of the committee places that responsibility on each site manager who must provide site
specific information more frequently for the purposes of evaluation (S. Preston, personal
interview, 3/27/12). Most projects that go through the state’s VCP receive little to no
public interest and therefore do not provide significant information that would change
policies or operations of the program in context of public participation (D. Mitchell,
personal interview, 3/22/12).

Example Project – Lou’s Chevron / Broadway Crossing
The Broadway Crossing project is located at 815 E. Pine Street in Seattle’s
Capitol Hill neighborhood; approximately ½ mile to the east of downtown Seattle. The
site is on the southwest corner of Broadway and East Pine Street, adjacent to Seattle
Central Community College and within one of the more densely populated neighborhood
areas of the city. See figures 8-2 and 8-3. The completed project consists of two below
ground levels of parking, a Walgreens drug store at street level, and 44 units of affordable
housing spread throughout four levels above the drug store. The Capitol Hill
neighborhood has a diverse mix of businesses and residential areas with a focus on
pedestrian oriented development. Walgreens identified this site as a potential location for
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one of their stores and provided the impetus for redevelopment by contacting a local
developer who had previous experience with similar commercial sites.
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Figure 8-2. City of Seattle map showing general project location.

Broadway Crossing
project
located in Seattle’s
Capitol Hill
Neighborhood

Source: Google Maps, 2012
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Figure 8-3. Seattle’s Capitol Hill neighborhood showing project location.

Broadway Crossing
project
located at SW
corner of
Broadway and
E. Pine Street

Source: Google Maps, 2012

The total population in 2000 for Washington was 5,894,121 according to the U.S.
Census Bureau (2011) and the largest city in the state is Seattle. Between 2000 and 2010,
Seattle’s population grew from 563,374 to 608,660; and increase of over 8%. The city
has a diverse population of citizens and a healthy economy that has contributed to a
steady growth of the urban fabric over the last several decades. The city is bound by
Puget Sound to the west and the Cascade Mountains to the east which prohibit
development in those directions and contribute to a focus on infill development. The
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Capitol Hill neighborhood is located in almost the exact geographic center of the city;
less than one mile east of the waterfront and downtown area. It is mostly a residential
area with several small commercial businesses such as clothing shops, local grocery
stores, and restaurants. Table 8-2 shows the population within concentric rings nearest the
Broadway Crossing site. The quarter mile radius represents the area of highest potential
social, economic, and environmental impacts and the other radii provide context for total
population nearest the site. Note the consistent increase in population within all of the
given radii of 10% or less.

Table 8-2. Population near the Broadway Crossing project in Seattle, WA
2000 Census

2010 Census

¼ Mile Radius

3,710

3,933

½ Mile Radius

18,205

19,534

1 Mile Radius

53,844

59,241

Source: Esri Buisiness Analyst, 2010.

History & Background
The corner of Broadway and Pine was the home of Lou’s Chevron; a full service
gas station and convenience store, until 2003 when it ceased operations. Washington’s
Department of Ecology shows that the underground storage tanks on the site were
replaced in 1990; indicating that underground contamination may have been identified at
that time. Redevelopment and/or cleanup of the site for uses other than a gas service
station may have been formulated around this time and the owners decided to sell the site
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in 1998. A series of land sells and transfers took place over the next three years until
Walgreens purchased the site in October of 2001 as a potential site for a new store.
Walgreens then leased the land back to the former owner’s and the site remained in
operation as a gas service station until October of 2003 (WSDE, 2009).
Walgreens is a national company with extensive experience in real estate
development for retail store purposes. Their business model is focused on identifying
suitable sites for their stores regardless of complex challenges such as past contamination
and they have demonstrated the willingness to accept such challenges in order to meet
their needs (J. Means, personal interview, 3/9/12). Walgreens hired a local development
company, S.E. Grainger Development Group, in 2003 to help redevelop the site; which
included working with the City of Seattle on the development application. The initial
proposal to the City was a single story building over an asphalt paved parking lot;
identical to most Walgreen stores seen across the nation. The City of Seattle required
Walgreens and their partner developer to hold a design charrette for the proposal of the
new store in February of 2004.
Over 50 public persons attended the meeting regarding the proposed Walgreens
store and the response to the proposed design was overwhelmingly negative. The meeting
was held across the street from the proposed site at the Seattle Central Community
College and was attended by a diverse group of citizens; comprised mainly of residents
living in the Capitol Hill neighborhood at that time (J. Hall, Capitol Hill resident,
personal interview, 12/17/12). Washington State’s Growth Management Act was passed
in 1990 as a means to designate high growth areas and encourage development within
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those areas to be of high density and sustainable. Subsequently, the enactment of this
legislation has helped foster a proactive culture of public participation in matters of urban
development over the last 20 years and may have played a key role in altering the course
of the Broadway Crossing project (D. Miller, Professor of Urban Planning, University of
Washington, personal interview, 12/11/12). The initial plan for a single story building
with a paved surface lot was thoroughly rejected by the participants at the initial public
meeting in February 2004 and the City of Seattle would not approve such a development
as proposed. The specific request of that meeting was to see a denser infill project with
the addition of affordable housing units (J. Hall, personal interview, 12/17/12).
S.E. Grainger Development Group abandoned the initial proposal after the
meeting and approached Capitol Hill Housing; a local non-profit organization
specializing in low income housing, to develop a project that was more in line with the
desires of the neighborhood. The new design was presented at another public meeting in
October of 2004 and received an overwhelmingly positive response by public participants
(B. Hunter, Real Estate Development Manager, Capitol Hill Housing, personal interview,
12/12/12). Another public meeting was held in December of 2004 to help finalize the
plans for the new Broadway Crossing project and the public response was increasingly
positive. Both of the meetings held later in the year were well attended by approximately
50 or more public participants.
The Department of Ecology did not attend any of the public meetings that were
held for the Broadway Crossing project. A site assessment was completed by S.E.
Grainger Development Group and submitted as part of a VCP application in December
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2004; after the public meetings had taken place and the revised design had been
developed (M Adams, VCP Site Manager, Broadway Crossing, personal interview,
4/30/12). A remedial action plan was submitted to the VCP in January 2004 followed
quickly by an initial excavation of the site. Due to budget issues, the site was leveled off
after the initial excavation, paved over, and left as an unsecured parking lot for nearly a
year (B. Hunter, personal interview, 12/12/12). A revised remedial action plan was
submitted to the VCP in March of 2005 and the project began construction shortly
thereafter.
The site manager for the Department of Ecology’s VCP reviewed all of the
actions that had taken place over the course of the project and issued a letter of No
Further Action on April 25, 2005; after the remediation and cleanup for the project was
substantially complete (WSDE, 2006a). No other actions of public participation were
evident for the Broadway Crossing project. The VCP site manager for this project had
autonomy in determining the complexity and public profile surrounding the Broadway
Crossing project and chose to leave it in the VCP as opposed to ‘bumping it up’ to the
Brownfields Program; which may have had more robust public participation
requirements. The rationale behind leaving the project in the VCP hinged on the low
levels of site contaminants (due to the tank replacement less than fifteen years prior) and
the proactive site development process that had already taken place with Walgreens,
CHH, and S.E. Grainger Development Group (M. Adams, personal interview, 4/30/12).
Figures 8-4 through 8-7 show Broadway Crossing during the cleanup phase of the
project.
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Figure 8-4. Broadway Crossing project during initial excavation phase.

Source: Schwartz, 2007

Figure 8-5. View from corner of Broadway and Pine during tank excavation

Source: Capitol Hill Housing, 2012
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Figure 8-6. Paved lot as unsecured parking after initial excavation.

Source: Capitol Hill Housing, 2012

Figure 8-7. Tanks and other rubble during initial excavation.

Source: Capitol Hill Housing, 2012
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Stakeholder Identification
The Toxics Cleanup Program does not have an official definition of who should
be included as a project stakeholder but there is a normative description that is shared
among department personnel. Without a requirement for public notice or public comment
period, it is up department personnel associated with specific projects to initially
determine how site characteristics may be interpreted by the public as a whole. The
Broadway Crossing project is located in densely populated area of the city with an
established neighborhood plan that promotes community involvement (CHUCV, 1998)
and the surrounding residents have proven to stay involved with development projects
that are undertaken in their neighborhood (D. Miller, personal interview, 12/11/12;
Schwartz, 2007).
The process of stakeholder identification is, in part, an issue of self selection for
brownfield projects in the state of Washington. The VCP site manager felt that the
characteristics of the Broadway Crossing project posed a minimal threat in terms of
contamination and that previous public participation actions had provided a meaningful
opportunity for surrounding community members to voice their opinion and become
involved with early project planning phases; which in turn directly affected the
remediation plan accepted by the VCP (M. Adams, personal interview, 4/30/12). No
other efforts were made by the Department of Ecology to identify potential project
stakeholders.
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Stakeholder Engagement
Engagement of project stakeholders for the Broadway Crossing project was
conducted by parties outside of the Toxics Cleanup Program. The site was listed on the
department’s Site Register and could be accessed by any public actor but there were no
other postings, mailings or other stakeholder engagement activities initiated. Public
meetings were well attended for the Broadway Crossing project without a presence from
the state’s VCP but they were kept apprised of discussions and decisions that resulted
from those meetings. There is no record or indication that any member of the surrounding
community or other public actor contacted the VCP site manager or the Toxics Cleanup
Program for the purposes of finding additional information about the contamination that
was present on the project (M. Adams, personal interview, 4/30/12). The May 4, 2006
Site Register publication indicates that the site had received a letter of No Further Action
but there is no additional information regarding the site – only a regional contact for
further requests for information (WSDE, 2006b).
Stakeholder engagement for the Broadway Crossing project was driven by the
development process through the City of Seattle. Walgreens and CHH, along with S.E.
Grainger Development Group, addressed the concerns of the community through
revisions in the design of the project; which was directly influenced by public comments.
Consequently, the remediation plan for the site was altered to reflect these changes and
then approved by the state’s VCP. The Toxics Cleanup Program, and the VCP in
particular, was not involved with stakeholder engagement activities during the planning
phases of the project and left those activities up to the private development entities.
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Department personnel felt that sufficient public participation had already occurred at the
land use level and that the contamination levels were low enough that the public would
not be at risk (M. Adams, personal interview, 4/30/12).

Communication
Communication between project stakeholders and the public at large is considered
to be an open and ongoing process for projects that enter either brownfield
redevelopment program in the state (J. Means, personal interview, 3/9/12); one that is not
constrained to project timelines. Remediation activities at the Lou’s Chevron service
station began in 1990 but the site was not added to the Site Register until 2004, when a
formal application was submitted to the VCP (WSDE, 2007). The private development
companies were solely responsible for site investigations and the creation of a cleanup
and/or remediation plan based on the projected land use. Communication between private
development entities and the surrounding community took place through a series of
design review meetings in 2004; which directly affected the outcome of the project. The
change in proposed land use then had a direct impact on the remediation plan for the site.
If the plan had remained as a single story building with a surface parking lot, the
remediation plan would have been approved for minimal cleanup activities. The revised
project design called for a mixed use development with two stories of underground
parking; which required extensive soils excavation and a more robust remediation plan
(M. Adams, personal interview, 4/30/12). No specific public input was sought regarding
past uses of the site or other past activities that may have had an impact on how the
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cleanup and/or remediation plan was to be developed. The public had uninhibited access
to all remedial information through their efforts if they chose to do so or through
information disseminated by the Site Register (M. Adams, personal interview, 4/30/12).

Power Relationships
The Broadway Crossing project was a mix of private and public funding. The
public funding was raised and utilized for the low income housing portion of the project
while the private funding paid for the Walgreens store and underground parking garage.
Since there was not public funding that was directly earmarked for the cleanup or
remediation of the site through the VCP, there was no public participation requirement
that may have altered the process (J. Means, personal interview, 3/9/12). The public
participation actions taken by the development team were mandated by the City of Seattle
and took place before the project was entered into a VCP agreement with the Toxics
Cleanup Program.
Informal training opportunities exist at any point along the project timeline. The
Department of Ecology has dedicated resources to reaching out to surrounding
communities and providing information when the need arises but the community must
first show signs of interest when a project is going through the VCP (S. Preston, personal
interview, 3/27/12). Public interest expressed regarding the Broadway Crossing project
was directed towards the proposed end use of the land; issues of contamination were
never perceived to be of significant public interest. The original passing of MCTA was a
voter passed initiative in 1989 that allows appropriate department personnel to evaluate
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the complexity of the project; which includes the recommendation of the site project
manager to either ‘bump’ the project up to the Brownfields Program with more robust
public participation or to leave in the VCP. The surrounding community of Capitol Hill
did not engage the department once the land use decisions were made in 2004 and a
compelling reason for stronger measures of public participation regarding the cleanup
and remediation plan did not present itself after that time (M. Adams, personal interview,
4/30/12).

Consensus Building / Visioning
There are no official requirements for consensus building activities or visioning
sessions for project that undergo redevelopment in either of Washington’s two
brownfield programs. Many of the projects that go through the Brownfields Program tend
to have public participation actions that include public meetings and one or more
visioning sessions but these are not always a requirement. The local government
associated with projects entering the program is often a primary influence in the decision
to undertake more robust actions of public participation such as visioning or any form of
consensus building (J. Means, personal interview, 3/9/12). In over a decade of operations
there have only been one or two projects in the VCP that have ever been involved with a
visioning session and those have been largely because of publicity or other political
pressures (S. Preston, personal interview, 3/27/12). No such activities took place for the
Broadway Crossing project.
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Public actors have still played a significant role the redevelopment of the Lou’s
Chevron site in Capitol Hill. The Toxics Cleanup Program provides a broad definition of
project stakeholders, so it is difficult to determine if a full range of stakeholders were able
to participate in the details of the project. That said, the surrounding community was
involved with early land use decisions through public meetings where other interested
public persons were able to attend. The project included a private development team with
multiple interests but there is no evidence that efforts were made on their part to engage
potential stakeholders outside of the design charrette process. Information that was
gathered while the project was going through the VCP was publically available
throughout the process and the Site Register publication was the primary means of letting
the public know of such information. The site was ultimately cleaned up to a higher level
than originally proposed due to the design changes that were publicly influenced.
Ultimately the project reflected a mutually acceptable consensus between the private
development group and public actors. The cleanup and remediation plan reflected that
status (WSDE, 2009).

Evaluation / Adaptation
The Broadway Crossing project was a successful project in terms of a
contaminated site that was cleaned up and put back to productive use (M. Adams,
personal interview, 4/30/12). No direct public participation through the VCP took place
between December 2004 and April 2006 when the project was released from the program
and there is no record of post meeting evaluations from the three public meetings that
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took place in 2004. Without any form of external feedback or analysis, the focus then
becomes a matter of internal evaluation by the Toxics Cleanup Program; which was only
done on an informal basis through one of its publications approximately two years after
the project was complete.
The Toxics Cleanup Program sanctioned a report in 2008 by University of
Washington’s planning department that would provide an overview of the program and
highlight several case studies that demonstrate the policies in action. Lou’s
Chevron/Broadway Crossing was one of the cases in the final report. The outcome of the
report was an analysis of best practices that the department could use to refine future
operations. Project details for Broadway Crossing that were included with the report
focused primarily on the specifics of contamination and actions of cleanup (WSDE,
2009) and have been instrumental in helping several VCP project managers view
practices of redevelopment outside of the narrow parameters associated with
contamination. Some VCP project managers have used the project’s evaluation in the
report to identify similar characteristics in other projects and look for redevelopment
actions that could be streamlined similar to Broadway Crossings (T. Middleton, personal
interview, 3/22/12).
Figures 8-8 through 8-11 show the Broadway Crossing project after completion of
cleanup and redevelopment.
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Figure 8-8. Broadway Crossing located at the intersection of Broadway and Pine

Source: Author’s photograph

Figure 8-9. North side of Broadway Crossing along Pine.

Source: Author’s photograph
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Figure 8-10. East side of Broadway Crossing along Broadway.

Source: Author’s photograph

Figure 8-11. Alley and surface parking behind Broadway Crossing project.

Source: Author’s photograph
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Case Study Findings & Conclusions
Washington’s responses to the typology survey questions indicated that they are a
Strong Public Participation state. Deeper analysis of the state’s Toxics Cleanup Program
shows that the two parallel programs; the Brownfields Program and the VCP, work in
conjunction to provide significant opportunities of public participation if and when a
specific project warrants such actions. Both programs operate under the same cleanup
and/or remediation standards – MCTA – and can be subject to similar actions of public
participation based on that piece of legislation or the decisions of department personnel.
Many or even most of the projects that go through the VCP process are not subject to the
same levels of public participation as projects going through the Brownfields Program;
however, both programs objectively view the complexity and characteristics of each
project and help determine which one would be more suitable (S. Preston, personal
interview, 3/27/12).
This case study has established that public participation is a significant factor in
affecting changes to cleanup and/or remediation plans for projects that enter the VCP in
the state of Washington. This generalization is projected to all states within the Strong
Public Participation Category. The Broadway Crossing project provided an example of
how projects would typically be undertaken in VCPs within this category and
demonstrated that the state administered program had taken significant actions of
outreach and engagement of potential project stakeholders as well as provided
opportunities of decision making and analysis. All of the discernible actions of public
participation for the project had already taken place before the project entered into the
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VCP but they had significantly altered the course of the project at that time. The cleanup
and remediation plan for the project was significantly altered to reflect these changes.
The public participants who attended early planning meetings were able to voice their
concerns and refocus the development plans to accommodate their vision. The cleanup
and remediation plan for the site had to be changed to reflect the new development plans;
which is in line with the Strong Public Participation category. Other projects going
through the VCP process in this state or others within the same category would be
expected to achieve similar results.
VCP project managers are given a broad authority in determining levels of public
participation and it is clear that their interactions with local governments play a
significant role in the process. All public participation for the Broadway Crossing project
occurred through the City of Seattle before the project officially entered into the VCP.
This timeline of events required the VCP project manager to review previous actions of
public participation and ultimately require that the cleanup and remediation plan for the
site reflect the end use that was influenced through that process. It is clear that a strong
relationship between state and local governments must be present and that effective
communication between those entities must occur in order for the VCP to ensure that
there are adequate opportunities for public participation for independent brownfield sites.
The VCP does not have any formal requirements for public participation. No
actions of public participation were identified for the Broadway Crossing project during
the actual VCP process. The state is categorized as Strong Public Participation based on
typical public participation actions and/or decisions that are made for VCP projects;
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which center on the guiding MCTA document for both programs and department
personnel who are given a certain amount of latitude in determining the complexity and
profile of the project. That freedom from a formal public participation requirement allows
department personnel to subjectively evaluate the merits of a project and take action that
they deem most appropriate. Most all VCP projects have a relatively low level of
contamination and do not have a high public profile in terms of location or proposed land
use (T. Middleton, personal interview, 3/22/12). The intentionally streamlined VCP
process allows private developers to move quickly through cleanup and/or remediation
requirements while the Department of Ecology works with local municipalities who are
primarily responsible for addressing interests of the surrounding community. Any
objection or comment otherwise would trigger another layer of evaluation by the
department and could alter the public participation actions accordingly.
Public participation for the Broadway Crossing project occurred more at a local
government level before the project was formally entered into the state’s VCP. Decisions
regarding land use made in 2004 appear to have been the direct effect of public input.
The revised use of land had a direct impact on the cleanup and remediation plan for the
site. The cleanup for a site with a surface paved parking lot would have been much less
involved than excavation and cleanup of soils for an underground parking structure (J.
Means, personal interview, 3/9/12). It is clear that actions of public participation had a
direct effect on the cleanup and remediation plan for the project but these actions were
not directly associated with the VCP. The VCP project manager for the Broadway
Crossing project, along with other department personnel, were able to look at the
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development story for the whole project and determine the best course of action; which
did not require any further public participation. Other projects going through
Washington’s VCP are subject to the same course of treatment.
Table 8-3 summarizes the findings of each conceptual dimension from this case
study and a conclusion that can be abstracted back to theoretical propositions.

Table 8-3.Strong public participation case study findings.
Outreach &
Engagement:

Outreach and engagement was achieved through a series of
public meetings – VCP administration was well informed

Decision Making /
Feedback &
Analysis:

Decisions on land use by public actors directly influenced
changes to the cleanup and/or remediation plan

Abstraction:

Public participation is a significant factor in affecting
cleanup and/or remediation plans in Strong Public
Participation states.
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CHAPTER IX
SYNTHESIS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS: SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES IN
ACTIONS OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION BETWEEN THE CATEGORIES

All fifty states have some form of a Voluntary Cleanup Program that can be used
by landowners or private developers as a tool to address the cleanup/remediation and
redevelopment of brownfield sites. Each of the states has independently established rules,
policies, and procedures for their program to address issues surrounding the cleanup and
redevelopment of brownfield sites in their state. At least some element of public
participation is present in each state’s program. This research aims to identify the
different levels of public participation in each state and create a useful categorization, or
VCP typology, based on their typical practices. Each respondent state has been
categorized as 1) Weak Public Participation, 2) Outreach Oriented, 3) Decision Oriented,
or 4) Strong Public Participation based on their typical practices. Further investigation
through a case study for each category demonstrates how practices of public participation
are typically carried out for sites that run through that respective state’s VCP and the
resulting influence on the cleanup and/or remediation plans that are created for each
brownfield site.
The research shows that there are similarities and differences in typical practices
between different state VCPs and that the influence of public participation on the
development of cleanup and/or remediation plans is minimal in each case. Public
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participation remains a part of each state’s VCP to some degree and does have an impact
on the process of brownfield redevelopment yet the meaningful interaction between state
agency and public participant that is intended to foster a more rich outcome – cleanup
and/or remediation plans for the purposes of this research – is not present in the case
studies representing Weak Public Participation or Decision Oriented states. There is a
technocratic element to the cleanup and/or remediation plans that are created for nearly
every brownfield site going through state administered VCPs. This creates an aura of
expertise for the program and private consultants who are largely responsible for
developing the cleanup and/or remediation plans and puts potential public participants on
the outside looking in. Some states attempt to address these inequalities while others are
focused on a quick approval process that will help put the brownfield site back into
productive use as fast as possible. Furthermore, the interaction between state agency and
local governments where the brownfield site is located has a significant effect on how
public participation is carried out. Higher levels of public participation in the Outreach
Oriented and Strong Public Participation states can be attributed directly to actions taken
by local governments to include surrounding communities and potential project
stakeholders. Although the impact of public participation remains the same, it is the state
administered VCP that benefits by claiming higher levels of public participation in these
cases from the actions of local government.
Public participation in environmental matters was introduced through NEPA in
1969 and intended to foster a placed based identity in decision making processes. The
differences of rules, policies, and practices in each of the case studies demonstrate that
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there is a place based identity in each state administered VCP and that typical practices
reflect the values of the state department that is responsible for the oversight of cleanup
and/or remediation. The intended purpose of a VCP is to encourage redevelopment of
contaminated sites that may otherwise be avoided. Providing an attractive redevelopment
option to landowners and private developers is an inherent quality of each VCP and
public participation may come across as an unknown quantity in some states or a
nonnegotiable part of the process in others. However a landowner or private developer
views public participation, it is a fundamental part of the process in each state’s VCP.

Public Participation Practices in State Administered Voluntary Cleanup Programs
Each of the participant states have an official set of rules and policies that guide
actions and practices of program officials. None of the participant states perform less than
the required actions for public participation for any given project but some will go above
minimum requirements based site specific characteristics or conditions that may call for
additional measures of public participation. The culture of each state’s VCP is an
intangible and important factor in how program officials will view public participation
and proceed with actions to potentially maximize levels of participation. Relevant
literature provides several methods and actions that will potentially increase levels of
public participation and its efficacy. Table 9-1 identifies different methods and actions
that each participant state typically utilizes for public participation in their respective
VCP process based on the information gathered in the case studies.
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Table 9-1. Methods of public participation utilized by participant states.
Methods

SC

NH

AL

WA

Established definition of project stakeholder
Static criteria for identifying project stakeholders
Dynamic criteria for identifying project stakeholder
Sign posted at project location
Mailings utilized for engagement purposes
Newspapers or other publications utilized for
engagement purposes
Billboards or other postings utilized for engagement
purposes
Telephone contact utilized for engagement purposes
Email utilized for engagement purposes
Website utilized for engagement purposes
30 day public comment period
Multiple public comment periods
Information from public persons sought specifically
during development of cleanup and/or remediation
plans
Identify differences in resources between program and
public actors
Offer regular workshops or other training opportunities
Any decisions made solely by public persons
Engage in consensus building activities
Engage in visioning activities
Take lead role in either consensus building or visioning
activities
Established definition for project success or failure
Formal method of program analysis or feedback
Informal method of program analysis or feedback
Opportunities for public actors to provide feedback

no
yes
no
yes
no

no
no
yes
no
no

no
yes
no
no
yes

no
no
yes
no
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

yes

no
no
no
yes
no

no
yes
no
yes
no

no
no
no
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no
no
no
no

yes
no
no
no

yes
no
no
no

yes
no
no
no

no

no

no

no

no
yes
no
yes

no
no
yes
yes

yes
no
no
no

no
no
yes
yes

Analysis of Key Findings
Four case studies have been presented as a part of this research effort. Each case
study represents one of the VCP typology categories and is intended to demonstrate how
public participation influences the process of brownfield redevelopment and, more
specifically, the creation of cleanup and/or remediation plans for independent brownfield
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sites. Each category has more than one representative state but only one was selected due
to research constraints. The case studies follow a repeating pattern of looking first at the
state administered program and then presenting a project showing how each program’s
rules, policies, and practices are carried out on a typical basis.
The evidence collected in each case study shows that public participation plays a
role in the development of cleanup and/or remediation plans for brownfield sites and that
its influence varies across the categories. The influence of public participation in each
program is consistent with the expected outcomes given the different categories with the
exception of Decision Oriented States. It is theoretically implausible for a state
administered VCP to have weak practices in outreach and engagement of stakeholders
followed by strong practices of decision making and evaluation by those same
stakeholders. The information collected in each of the case studies shows similarities in
rules and polices across the programs with a broader range of practices leading to similar
outcomes. This suggests that there are other variables outside the purview of state
administered VCPs that allow practices of public participation to have greater or less
influence on a brownfield project as a whole and that public participation tends to have a
minimal influence on cleanup and/or remediation plans.

Stakeholder Identification
None of the state administered VCPs investigated as a part of this research had an
official definition of a project stakeholder. Literature explains that the lack of a clear and
official definition of who is to be included as a project stakeholder creates a fundamental
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problem in how potential stakeholders are identified. Ambiguity in the definition of a
project stakeholder leads to a greater responsibility on the part of the administering
program to ensure that a broad range of potentially interested parties, including public
persons, are included in the redevelopment process. Without a clear framework of who
should be identified as a project stakeholder, the methods of identifying such parties are
subjective and their effectiveness cannot be clearly analyzed.
The Weak Public Participation state included as a case study in this research was
the only representative state to answer positively regarding the public considered to
always be a project stakeholder for each brownfield site going through the VCP process.
All others responded negatively. A deeper analysis shows that the other representative
states do not automatically include the public as a project stakeholder in order to allow
program officials a certain amount of leeway in determining the best course of action for
any given project. This practice is consistent with literature’s call for flexibility in
establishing guidelines that can be adapted to specific project needs. However; it also
places a tremendous amount of power into the hands of the program officials and requires
unknowing potential project stakeholders to trust that they will be identified as a person
who has an interest in the cleanup and/or remediation of a contaminated site that may be
located near them.
Each of the respondent states utilizes a baseline method of public notice to
identify potential project stakeholder and has other methods to be used at their discretion.
This creates an issue of self-selection and supports only one of the three underlying
rationales for inclusion of public participation activities – political support of the
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program’s agenda. The normative and epistemic rationales for public participation are
largely ignored without a clear identification of potential project stakeholders. A program
that provides a public notice as the only means of identifying public stakeholders is
satisfying a legislative need while taking a reactive stance to anyone who chooses to self
select as a potentially interested person. Highly visible projects will typically enact
stronger efforts of stakeholder identification by the state program but this may be more in
line with political support rather than an underlying desire to include public participation
for normative or epistemic purposes.

Stakeholder Engagement
Each of the participant state programs utilizes some form of electronic media but
not all are designed as a form of stakeholder engagement. Current literature clearly
recognizes the prevailing trend towards using electronic media by nearly all levels of
government and reminds us that no measure of electronic interaction will completely
replace the benefits of face to face contact. The Weak Public Participation and Decision
Oriented states investigated as a part of this research each have a static process of
stakeholder engagement that remains the same with each project that goes through their
VCP process. The Outreach Oriented and Strong Public Participation states each have a
more dynamic process of stakeholder engagement that alters based on the unique
characteristics of the project that is going through their VCP process. The latter of the
two groups have incorporated a certain amount of flexibility in their approaches that is
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encouraged by literature and will likely lead to greater public participation with a richer
end product than the former of the two groups.
Each of the participant state programs mandate a 30 day public comment period
for any potentially interested persons to review the proposed cleanup and/or remediation
plan for a project that enters their VCP. The notice given for that public comment period
is the primary means of stakeholder engagement for each of the participant states and the
minimum action taken is an advertisement placed in a local newspaper; which is a
passive form of stakeholder engagement. The Weak Public Participation state has found
that a posted sign at the site is an effective tool in reaching out to the community that
immediately surrounds the site; however, this remains a passive form of stakeholder
engagement. The Outreach Oriented and Strong Public Participation states place a high
level of importance on working with local governments to reach out to potentially
interested persons. Working with elected officials at the local level is one of the methods
that literature strongly suggests as an effective means of reaching out to a broad range of
potential project stakeholders. The results of this research have shown that the two
participant states in these categories have seen a greater response from public participants
and that there has been a greater influence on the cleanup and/or remediation plans as a
result, which is consistent with the expected results framed by the relevant literature.

Communication
Depoe & Delicath (2004) argue effectively that the environment is a construct that
is shaped by our very understanding; therefore, continuous discourse in environmental
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matters has a profound influence on our perceptions of the environment. There is no
current literature that advocates a top down flow of information as an effective form of
communication between technical experts and lay people; rather, a two way street of
communication where surrounding community members who may have important
information can engage in an open discourse with the technical experts so that a more
holistic product may be created. The technical nature of cleanup and/or remediation plans
that are developed for brownfield sites make this preferred form of open communication
difficult to achieve and is generally perceived as not entirely possible by many of the
personnel who administer VCPs in the participant states. Communication between public
persons as project stakeholders and other project stakeholders such as private developers,
consultants, and program personnel is perhaps the greatest challenge in achieving
effective public participation.
Each of the participant states will accept unsolicited questions or comments at any
time from interested public persons but not all will respond outside of the 30 day public
comment period or make an effort to incorporate that information into further revisions to
the cleanup and/or remediation plans. Many of the projects that enter VCPs have been
vetted for development by the landowner or private developer before entering the
program and often a draft cleanup and/or remediation plan will already have been
created. This leaves little room for an open dialogue with public stakeholders who may
have information that can contribute to that cleanup and/or remediation plan. Nearly all
of the VCPs in our nation are primarily concerned with the cleanup and productive reuse
of brownfield sites; which relegates social and cultural influences to a lesser priority and
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may create tension between surrounding communities and local government as noted by
Burger, Gochfeld, & Plentikoff (2009). Communication between state administered
VCPs, local governments, private landowners, consultants, and public persons who are
all potential project stakeholders remains a challenge for each of VCPs in the participant
states.

Power Relationships
Less than 10% of the respondent states indicated that public actors were able to
make any decision that would directly influence the planning process within its respective
state’s VCP. The power to approve or reject any cleanup and/or remediation plan that is
part of a brownfield site in a VCP ultimately is held by the program. However; there are
other measures that a state administered VCP can implement to address the unbalance of
power that is typically present. Friedman (1998) notes that there is a general lack of
acknowledgement of power relationships in most planning models so a state program that
recognizes this condition will have taken a step forward addressing this issue.
Training workshops can be the most effective response by a state administered
VCP to the inequalities that exist in technical expertise and other resources such as time
and money. Offering helpful information to interested public persons would begin to
empower public actors who could then have a stronger position to counter planning
agendas that may not be beneficial to surrounding communities as suggested by
Flyvbjerg (2002). Each of the participant states have offered either formal or informal
workshops for public persons who are interested in learning more about the VCP process
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but not all of these workshops are directed towards community members. Many of the
workshops conducted in the participant states have focused on providing information to
potential developers and financial institutions rather than community members. Forester
(1993) believes that forming relationships with entities or agencies that can influence
planning outcomes is key to addressing power relationships. The Weak Public
Participation and Outreach Oriented states each feel that working closely with local
governments on issues of contamination and associated cleanup is the best manner of
disseminating information to the public but this method relies heavily on other agencies
to address any potential inequalities. The Strong Public Participation state maintains a
website for any potentially affected persons that provides different perspectives of the
VCP process; which is a more responsive approach to addressing inequalities that may
exist.

Consensus Building / Visioning
The Weak Public Participation and Outreach Oriented states both indicated that
they do not engage in any consensus building or visioning activities while the Decision
Oriented and Strong Public Participation states both indicated that they do engage in such
activities. A deeper investigation into each of the participant states reveals that none of
them have undertaken an organized consensus building process for the example projects
that have gone through their respective VCPs but that certain elements of the process do
exist. Each of the states have participated in visioning sessions for brownfield projects
but none of them were instigated by the state administered program; instead, they have
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each participated in the role of an interested part with visioning sessions that were
conducted by local governments. Funding sources have played a key role in any
brownfield site that is subject to a visioning session and there are no documented cases of
a formal visioning process without federal funds that have helped or mandated that such a
process occur. None of the participant states have made a firm commitment to a regular
consensus building or visioning process for projects that go through the VCP process as
called for by Innes (2006) to promote public participation. That said, each of the
participant states have tried to incorporate certain elements of the consensus building
process into their typical practices.
Weak Public Participation, Outreach Oriented, and Decision Oriented states all
defer activities of consensus building to either the local governments or private
development entities that are associated with the project. All efforts and costs associated
with engaging a broader range of stakeholders and reaching any form of consensus are
the responsibility of other parties. The Strong Public Participation state has recognized
that clean outcomes are rarely a reality as noted by Yiftachel (1999) and has given its site
managers the power to analyze the merits of each individual case and respond
accordingly. Although no clear framework exists to guide consensus building activities in
any of the participant state’s programs, the flexibility shown in the Strong Public
Participation state has lead to stronger public participation in certain cases and is
consistent with findings in literature that advocate a reflexive approach to considering a
broad range of interest.
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Evaluation / Adaptation
Literature is clear on the need for a process of continuous discourse in order for
public participation to be effective. Post project evaluation is a key component of that
continuous discourse and any revisions to rules, policies, and practices from acts of
evaluation are part of an iterative process that give meaning to public participation. Talen
(1997) notes that the absence of a clear definition for success or failure is the greatest
challenge to evaluating and revising any planning model and George (1994) is clear that
many revisions to planning or policies include solutions to the wrong problem; problems
that do not have direct impacts on public participants. The inclusion of public participants
in a process of program evaluation is an effective tool in identifying meaningful issues
that can be addressed and adapted to the needs of the communities that the programs
serve.
The Weak Public Participation state in this research is the only participant state
that utilizes any formal mechanism of evaluation. They utilize feedback cards that are
passed out to public participants at meetings; however, the efficacy of these feedback
cards is not apparent. While the feedback cards provide useful information on how
program officials can communicate with public persons, there have not been any specific
revisions to the rules, policies, or practices of the state administered VCP in that state as a
result of this feedback. The Decision Oriented state looks strictly to its rules and
regulations for all practices and will not alter the practices of the program based on any
formal or informal feedback by public participants. The Outreach Oriented and Strong
Public Participation states both utilize a less formal method of evaluation through
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individual project managers who are the main point of contact for each site and are
expected to have the most in depth knowledge of how the process took place. The latter
of the two participant states has a more formal expectation of their project managers to
make regular reports to decision makers within the department. Each of the participant
states had varying levels of public participation that was in line of expected levels for
each given category. Levels of public participation; more or less public participants than
expected, is another form of passive evaluation that each state administered VCP can
utilize in making any potential revisions to their program.

Research Question Addressed
The primary research question of this investigation has focused on the efficacy of
public participation in VCPs. How does public participation in state administered
Voluntary Cleanup Programs effect the development of cleanup and/or remediation plans
that are created for the redevelopment of brownfield sites? Each of the 50 states has some
form of VCP or equivalent and there are varying levels public participation between the
programs. This research has addressed this issue first by creating different categories of
typical public participation actions taken by each state administered program and then
followed up with an in-depth case study analysis for each of the categories. Empirical
evidence collected for this research effort demonstrates that there are certainly varying
levels of public participation between the different categories and that there is a
correlation between those levels and the development of cleanup and/or remediation
plans that are created for brownfield sites in state administered VCPs.
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The research undertaken here has focused on typical actions of public
participation taken by program officials rather than minimum requirements outlined in
official rules and policies of the respective program. Focusing on typical actions that
occur outside of defined boundaries has provided a relevant picture of how the different
programs interact with public participants in real matters that have meaningful
consequences for both the VCP and public actors. The Strong Public Participation state in
this research does not have more stringent public participation requirements on paper
than any of the other participant states but the research has shown that the culture of the
department and the cities where different brownfield sites are located plays a significant
role in effecting the outcome of final products. This research has also shown that the
actions of local government, separate from those taken by the state administered VCP,
can have a significant impact on the levels of public participation that occur for any given
brownfield site.
There is a positive relationship between public participation and the development
of cleanup and/or remediation plans. More public participation has lead to greater
changes in the final product that VCPs are charged with overseeing. It is clear that there
are other factors outside of the relationship between VCPs and public actors that have
significant influence in the redevelopment of brownfield sites. The greatest influence is
the role of local governments. Each of the participant states in this research have relied
heavily on local governments to engage with public participants for the example project
in each case study. VCP program officials have played a ‘piggyback’ role to the local
governments by allowing them to address public concerns at that local level and stepping
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in only when matters of contamination become relevant. Nearly all public participants
who have been a part of each example project in the case studies have been primarily
concerned with the end use of the land rather than contaminant. There is an implicit
assumption that the state will determine the best course of action for cleanup and/or
remediation of the site once the end use has been determined. This typical course of
action promotes a status quo where program officials of the VCP play a technocratic role
in determining the best course of action. However, in each of the cases where public
participation has occurred, the final cleanup and/or remediation plan for the respective
site has altered or revised to reflect other decisions made by public participants and local
governments. This supports the positive relationship between public participation and the
development of cleanup and/or remediation plans that are developed for brownfield sites
in state administered VCPs.
The most significant other factor that influences the VCP process is how local
government or other local entities become involved. Each of the case studies
demonstrated how local governments can play a role in how the redevelopment of a site
is carried out including additional requirements for public participation. The Outreach
Oriented and Strong Public Participation states both had identifiable actions of public
participation that ultimately influenced how the cleanup and/or remediation plan for the
site was adopted. In both of these case studies public participation was driven almost
exclusively by local governments or local entities while the state administered program
took more of a back seat and ‘piggybacked’ on those efforts. The process in each case
effected changes to the final use of the site; which directly influenced changes to the
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cleanup and/or remediation plan. Local governments also played a role in the Weak
Public Participation and Decision Oriented states despite the absence of any significant
public participation. It is likely that any actions of public participation in these states
would be driven more by local governments rather than the VCP.
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary goal of this research is to present evidence that demonstrates a causal
relationship between public participation and the development of cleanup and/or
remediation plans used in VCPs. A synthesis and analysis of key research findings was
presented in the previous chapter and this chapter focuses on how those findings
contribute to theories of public participation and implications for state administered
VCPs. The limitations of this research are discussed with specific focus on threats to
validity and reliability. Finally, this chapter offers recommendations for any future
research that may build upon the findings in this research followed by a brief summary.

Contributions to Theories of Public Participation
This research has provided new empirical evidence that supports a positive
relationship between public participation and planning outcomes that are meaningful to
community members. No known previous studies have focused on actions of public
participation in state administered VCPs; which allows this research to shed light on a
topic that has not previously been investigated. The case study research design provides
an in depth analysis of contemporary events that are complex in nature and have had
several contextual variables; however, the multiple cases with example projects in each
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as embedded units of analysis help bolster the evidence gathered so that the findings can
be generalized back to established theories of public participation.
Arnstein (1969) presented her Ladder of Participation during a critical period of
evolution in planning models and established different degrees of participation that could
be identified in planning processes. Although the typology established in this research
does not specifically conform to Arnstein’s Ladder of Participation, each of the
participant states presented as a case study provides a different level of participation that
supports the variation found in Arnstein’s ladder. The evidence from the case studies
shows that public participation through state administered VCPs is largely a degree of
tokenism. All of the participant states have a baseline of informing the public of their
plans and some; notably the Outreach Oriented and Strong Public Participation states,
move towards the consultation and placation rungs of the ladder. Each participant state
uses a public comment period and associated outreach methods to offer information to
interested persons but the latter group of states will go beyond and alter cleanup and/or
remediation plans based on public input; which is more in line with the consultation and
placation levels of public participation. None of the participant states allows public
participants to have a direct power that would influence the cleanup and/or remediation
plans that are created for brownfield sites; which limits them from moving higher on the
ladder into citizen power rungs and contributes to a technocratic process that is similar to
the Rational Comprehensive Model of planning.
The Rational Comprehensive Model is based on the identification of specific
goals and objectives, assessment of viable alternatives in achieving those goals, and then
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a decision of the most effective plan (Ross & Green Leigh, 2000). The primary function
of each participant state’s VCP is to oversee the cleanup and/or remediation of a
brownfield site; therefore, by extension, the goal or objective of each program is to help
develop and approve a cleanup and/or remediation plan for specific sites. The goal and
objectives of the participant state’s VCP are based on a singular public interest and it is
ultimately the state program that will approve the plans when they are deemed
appropriate. Evidence shows how public participation can alter those plans but the power
remains with the state program; which is in line with the Rational Comprehensive Model
of planning. Some of the participant states have made an effort to move beyond this
model and the culture of support for public participation within the department supports a
more communicative set of actions.
This research has shown that transformative and advocacy planning models are
not prevalent in state administered VCPs and are not likely to play a key role in the
redevelopment of brownfield sites that undergo such programs. The public participation
process in VCPs is predominately based on comment periods where interested public
actors can review cleanup and/or remediation plans that have already been created. The
interaction between state agency and public actors has not shown to be a process of
institutional development and growth based on discursive outcomes; rather a process of
transferring information to interested individuals. None of the case studies demonstrated
a high emphasis on a discursive process between state agency and interested public
actors. The Outreach Oriented and Strong Public Participation states showed signs of
reaching out and engaging with the public realm but the local governments played a
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pivotal role in each of these cases. It was the local governments that initiated a public
participation process that ultimately led to changes in the land use and respective cleanup
and/or remediation plans. This demonstrates an absence of proactive transformative
planning models in state administered VCPs.
The Strong Public Participation state has given a significant amount of flexibility
and leeway to its specific site managers to determine the most effective course of action
regarding public participation. The Outreach Oriented states place a high importance on
working closely with local governments to help them identify the public’s best interest.
The intent in both cases is to embrace a more discursive democracy where the main point
of contact for the state program can interact with project stakeholders to direct the
development of cleanup and/or remediation plans for any given site. This embraces
broader theories of communicative rationality, discursive democracy, and dialogic
democracy where multiple interests are considered in an iterative process to help create a
final product. The case studies show that current practices of Outreach Oriented and
Strong Public Participation states are generally in line with these theories but not in
perfect adherence with room to modify their rules, policies, and practices.

Implications of Research Findings
The findings in this research have presented evidence of a causal relationship
between public participation and the outcome of cleanup and/or remediation plans for
brownfield sites. It is clear that higher levels of public participation are driven primarily
by actions of local governments and that input from public actors is focused more on the
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end use of a site rather than its cleanup and/or remediation. There is an indirect, yet still
measurable effect of public participation on the cleanup and/or remediation plans that are
created for brownfield sites that go state administered VCPs. The abstractions made from
findings are meant to contribute to theory rather than provide prescriptive measures for
state administered programs. The conclusions support a positive relationship between
public participation and meaningful outcomes of cleanup and/or remediation plans. That
said, the research findings have significant implications for the main stakeholder groups
of 1) state administered VCPs, 2) potentially interested public actors, and 3) private
landowners and/or private developers. Each state’s VCP or equivalent may have a
different set of rules, policies, and practices but the implications here would apply to any
state in any category of public participation.
State administered VCPs have broad authority in creating, administering, and
making revisions to their program. Nearly every state has a baseline 30 day public
comment period for public persons to review a cleanup and/or remediation plan for a
specific site and few will go beyond this measure for public participation. Most states
encourage the landowner or responsible developer to complete a proposed plan before
entering the VCP; which eliminates the opportunity for public participation in the
creation of these plans. In addition, these plans are often quite complex and are beyond
the comprehension of most ordinary people. Training opportunities or workshop sessions
to help interested people are not offered regularly and are often geared more for private
consultants or financial institutions rather than someone from the community who is
interested in learning about how the state plans to ensure a proper cleanup of
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contamination from a nearby site. The implication here is that public participation actions
taken by most state administered VCPs tend to offer completed information in hard to
understand ways rather than a discursive process where interested people can become
part of the process. There is room for growth in each state administered VCP to seek
more partnership with interested public actors to achieve more of a place based identity
that is in line with the core values and guiding principles of public participation that is
promoted by the USEPA.
This research did not fully investigate the relationship between state administered
VCPs and local governments. The VCPs in Outreach Oriented and Strong Public
Participation states acknowledge the role that local governments play in the
redevelopment process and clearly welcome their actions of public participation. There is
an opportunity for state administered VCPs to reach out and engage with local
governments for future projects so that public participation can become more engrained
in the overall development process. Local governments may benefit from engaging their
state VCP before development proposals are completed so that they can incorporate
cleanup and/or remediation standards in a single process rather than a separate one. VCPs
may benefit from working closely with local governments to understand their priorities
for development and could adjust their requirements accordingly. A stronger and
proactive interaction between VCP and local governments would be encouraging to
potential developers and ultimately ensure that actions of public participation are given
every opportunity to effectuate changes.
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Public actors have the right to review and comment on cleanup and/or
remediation plans that are created for specific brownfield sites in most state administered
VCPs. While the subject matter is often very complex and may not be interesting to
some, the greater picture here is the opportunity to be a part of decisions that are affecting
an area of land that may be located nearby. This research has found that public
participation in brownfield redevelopment matters is typically led by local governments
and the topic of interest for most public actors is the proposed end use. Most people seem
to be interested more in what type of building will be constructed or whether or not there
will be a park or open space than what types of contamination are present and how they
will be cleaned up or remediated. From time to time a public actor will comment about
their insistence on an absolute and total clean up of the site rather than a remediation
action appropriate to the proposed end use. This point of view ignores a financial reality
that developers and VCP officials are working with and tends to be passively dismissed
rather than incorporated into the cleanup and/or remediation plan. The implication here is
that public actors can have a significant influence on how a plan is created for a site and
can become active in a process of discursive democracy. Most VCPs will rely on a
process of self selection for interested public persons but those that do become involved
can share power in how the cleanup and/or remediation plans are developed.
VCPs were created with the interests of private landowners and/or private
developers in mind. CERCLA is a stringent act that resulted in stalled or halted
redevelopment of brownfield sites and VCPs offer a more attractive prospect to
developers that are working with time and budget constraints. Most experience real estate
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developers understand that there is a process of public participation that takes place and
that there is always a chance of altering plans because of such participation. Private
consultants working for the developers of brownfield sites are mainly responsible for
creating Phase I and Phase II site assessment plans and the respective cleanup and/or
remediation plans. There is an opportunity for private developers to become proactive in
their approach by involving local community members in the creation of these plans. This
could minimize future changes by including information found by local peoples and
creating plans that are in line with community interests.

Limitations of Research
This research has limitations that are addressed in context of validity and
reliability. Internal and external validity are the most important limitations to address and
reliability is discussed in context of any future research that may take place replicating
this effort.

External Validity
Only one case study was conducted for each of the VCP typology categories
which could pose a threat to external validity. Limitations of resources such as time and
money was the contributing factor here. Two or more case studies for each of the
categories would be ideal so that literal replication logic could be applied for each of the
VCP types. There are a total of 50 possible cases to choose from and it is possible to
conduct several embedded case studies with example projects for each state. Multiple
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case studies within each category and two or more example projects for each case study
would bolster research findings.

Internal Validity
The case study method was chosen specifically for its ability to address complex
variables that may have rival explanations. Each of the state administered VCPs in this
research demonstrated a significant reliance on local governments to spearhead activities
of public participation. This research had limited interaction with local governments and
focused primarily on actions and practices of state administered programs. The intent for
each example project is to be located in an urban area and while each of the projects
meets this criterion, the neighborhood characteristics for each one are very different;
presenting another limitation in the generalizations that can be made. In addition, the
states and cities where each project is located tend to have a very different attitude
towards public participation. This is an intangible attitude that was not included as a part
of this research. All of these confounding variables could be a potential threat to internal
validity.

Reliability
Any future research that follows this effort can either support or attempt to refute
the findings here by following the same steps. The case study approach is less structured
for absolute repetition and offers the researcher leeway in following any steps that are
necessary to capture pertinent information. Each case study and associated projects had
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unique characteristics that were accounted for in its presentation. Research that follows
the same protocol should yield the same results given the steps that were taken but will be
limited by unique characteristics of cases and example projects in those cases.

Recommendations for Future Research
Future research should focus more on the relationship between state administered
VCPs and local governments where brownfield sites are located. This is clearly an
important relationship that has significant influence on how public participation plays out
for any given brownfield project. Most of the VCP actions tend to piggyback on local
government actions yet; in some cases, there is very little interaction between the two
major stakeholder groups. The VCP typology could be reorganized to include variables
of interaction between the two groups. A clear delineation between urban and rural cities
would need to be incorporated into such a research effort.
Most of the states operate two or more programs for the purposes of brownfield
redevelopment. This research has focused on VCPs where there tends to be fewer actions
of public participation. Future research can focus on other programs within each state
where there may be a larger component of public participation in brownfield
redevelopment projects. Superfund projects are a separate category that entail a very
different process; which may also make for an interesting research effort. Future research
efforts may benefit from a longitudinal study of a series of projects in a given area or
neighborhood to determine what elements of public participation change over time and
how they affect the development of cleanup and/or remediation plans.
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Appendix A: State VCP Survey Worksheet – Questions and Responses

The following worksheet was used to conduct the survey for the VCP typology. A
primary contact person was identified for each of the states through the EPA report titled
State Brownfields and Voluntary Response Programs: An Update from the States (US
EPA, 2009). In cases where someone other than the listed person responded to the
survey, it was either because the listed person was no longer with the program or I was
referred to another person. The ninth question of the survey was not included with
research findings.
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Appendix B: Mapped Survey Responses by State – Categorized by Type

Survey responses from each of the respondent states are mapped individually in
this appendix. Each of the states were evaluated with equal weight given to each survey
question and then reevaluated with additional weight given to one question in each
dimension as described in Chapter 3. The weighted responses; listed as the second
category next to the state name, were used in the findings of this research. The category
of each state is listed next to its name above the respective matrix. The categories are
abbreviated as follows:
W.P.P.

Weak Public Participation

O.O.

Outreach Oriented

D.O.

Decision Oriented

S.P.P.

Strong Public Participation
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